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Preface

This final report on the development of a form of operant-

oriented family counseling cannot be viewed as final. In the world

of R & D as applied to behavioral prOblems, it is hard to find either

the beginning or the end. This enterprise began for me with support

from the Ben W. Mbrch Home and School Association and Mriam Kaufman,

Principal and Edrector. The earlier parts of our work owe much to

C. B. Ferster who gave aid and encouragement to this clinical enter-

prise. His continued ihterest and good ideas have improved our work

in many respects. He and his co-author Mary Carol (Ptrrott) Boren

taught me and my early colleagues much through their writings

early drafts of Ferster and Perrott, 1968) and through their counsel.

MV colleagues have been helpful and numerous. The first

to sit beside me in this work were Shlamo I. Cohen, Dennis E. Breiter

and James A. Forbes. They gave many ideas and much effort. Also

of great help was the late Paul Daston whcee untimely death ended an

association that helped me more than I can say. Others who contrib-

uted much are Stanley Pavey and Frank Warman. Sections of this

report are based on writings by Etvid Crme-JOhnson, Gilbert Zatkin,

and Richard ftitalski. A major data gatherer and valuable office

manager was Artha Haffarth. Thomas M. Magoon was a fine host (and

landlord) during our work at the Counseling Center of the Uhiversity

of Maryland.

I wish to thank Linwood Childrens Center and Miss Jeanne

Simons, the National Society for Autistic Children, Prince George's

County Board of Education and the Washington Post for their cooper-

ation in referring sUbjects. I hope we gave at least a little help

to the sUbject families and to their children in exchange for their

patience as we learned.

Thie report is specifically dedicated to our friend and

colleague Paul G. Daston who died suddenly during this study. He

was a man of honesty, good humor, diligence, and responsibility.

Wel his colleagues, and the veople he served remeMber him with

pleasure and appreciation. Me assure tte reader that this report

would be better written if Paul's fine sense of language were still

with us.
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Suagirawy

This report describes the development of an operant-oriented

form of family therapy for parents of disturbing children. It reports

on work done from September 1964 to August 1968, a fourdyear period.

During this time about 50 families (of normal, retarded, neurotic,

psychotic, etc. children) have been treated. Progressively, tedh-

niques have evolved, staff has been trained, and measurements have been

obtained. These techniques include (1) group educational meetings in

which principles and applications of behavioral analysis have been

%light to parents and (2) individual consultation sessions with these

same parents in which techniques specifically appropriate to each

family are suggested. Therapeutic home visits are a regular part of

this procedure. The overall goal is to teach the parents how to make

functional analyses of their child's behavior so that they can help the

child to be loss disturbing. We take responsibility for the parents'

behavior by Ix:strolling reinforcers such as the parents' money. We

also attempt to train and control the therapeutic staff. A study of

nine families was designed primarily to further develop procedures and

secondarily to obtain more objective and comprehensive outcome data.

In order to assess the procedures and effects of a 12-week treatment

program, e variety of measures were obtained. Therapeutic process

was audio recorded and in three non-therapeutic measurement periods

video tapes were taken of parent-child interactions in natural (home)

and contrived (our office) environments, and psychological tests were

administered to the parents. We have presented step-by-step procedural

descriptions of the therapeutic process. We have also developed a

system far describing the process more quantitatively.

Our results bnve teen encouraging. Objective ratings of the

tapes and of the psydhological tests support our more subjective views

of positive results. Less systematic follow up &Ate after three. years

suggest that the results of this approach are durable. The approao:a

deserves more development. We still find parts of the details of

procedure to improve. Replication of this study and application of

its method must wait far the establishment of training programs for

more professional workers. However, the behaviors/ approach while

being anti-mind seems wog pro-human.



Introduction

This is a final report of work carried out under Grant No. 32-

30q515-5024 from the U. S. Office of Education to Leopold O. Whlder,

Principal Investigator, and administered by the Institute for Behavioral

Research, Inc., 2429 Linden Lane, Silver Spring, Nhryland 20910.

The overall effort of this work was to help child-care person-

nel, especially parents of dioturbin g. children by teaching them behavioral

analysis techniques. The general approath involved objective description

of the methods to allow others to attempt the same approach and evalu

ation of the outputs from this approach to determine if it is worthy of

being used. We have used a successive approximations strategy similar

to research and development engineering enterprises. Each successive

approximation was designed to improve upon the output of the preceding.

In this report we :Include our major work with parents of dis-

turbing children at ham (Project A). Project C which deals with parents

of disturbing children in a claseriom setting was described in detail

in an interim report by Roger W. Mantire; his interim report preceded

this final report. Three Ph.D. dissertations (Hirsoh, 1967; Breiter,

1968; and Berkowitz, 1968; from Project A), all done in the Department

of PsycholomiDniversity of Maryland, were Part of the yield of the

Project A research.

Statement of Broad Goale

The major emphasis of our work was the development of educa-

tional techniques appropriate to a specific student population, the coo-

munity caretakers of disturbing children. Both the content and the

methodology of our educational pcogram were based on the principles of

behavioral analysis as outlincd by a number of authors (e.g., Holland

and Skinner, 1961; Reese, 1966; Ferster and Perrott, 1968). The pro-

gram we intended to develop, describe, evaluate and improve was designed

to serve two major functions for the child-care students:

1. To provide the student with an understanding of the theo-

retical tenets of behavioral analysis through lectures, films, group

discussions, readings and assignments in programmed texts.

2. To provide the student with a supervised practicum exper-

ience in the applieation of operant techniques to modify the disturbing

behavior of the child under the student's care.

It is important to state at the outset that although our pro-

gram resembled in some aspects a clinical service, it was not intended

as a comprehensive treatment proper. Although we expected the children

served by us to improve along a number of important behavioral dimen-

sions, this was seen as an important by-product but not the major goal

of our work. Our major goals were to familiarize our students with an

approach to behavior modification, to provide an initial experience in
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its application and hopefully to encourage the long term application

required to modify the behavior of their severely disturbing children.

In spite of the above disclaimer we have taken om clinical

obligations seriously. We had designed the study so that the parent-

students would give us data in exchange for responsible clinical sem.-

ice. We are indeed pleased that our information, both hard and soft,

about our subject families ib that we probably served them well.

Another major goal for any educational program is that our

students (the parents) will continue their studies, will apply what they

have learned, and will establish related programs of their own. We

attach a recent newspaper article describing such a development by one

of our 50 families. (See the December 7, 1968, Washington Post article

attached at the end of this rsnort.)

In summary, our major goals have been to develop, describe,

evaluate, improve, and disseminate an educational program whidh teaches

child care students (parents and others) behavioral analysis principles

and techniques.

Snecific Target Groups and Methods

Our major target group was the parents of disturbing children.

We also worked with teachers in one project (Project C by McIntire) and

with profoundly retarded children (a doctoral dissertation by Berkowitz

supported by Project A) in masther instamse. In dealing with parents,

we incorporated a number of operant techniques with our methodology in

order to maximize parents' participation. We shall describe in more

detail in the Methods section how we control the parents' reinforcers

(434., their money) and how we attempted to insure parental success by

asking for small bits of behavioral change at a time. Our primary

medium of communication with parents was a weekly meeting divided into

group discussion and individual consultation. Group size was one var-

iable we evaluated (in a doctoral dissertation by Hirsdh supported by

Project A). We also investigated the effect of an inteneive and direct

intervention of a staff member into the home environment of two

seriously disturbing children (in a doctoral dissertation by Breiter

supported by Project A). Cyr major efforts to evaluate the effective-

ness of our methods however, came in the form of process and outcome

research conducted in conjunction with a 55-week program conducted in

the final year of the project.

Process research was designed to describe interactions of the

parent and his behavioral consultants. The purpose of the process re-

search was to supplement the verbU description of our methodology with

a quantitative description generated by observers unfamiliar with the

goals of the study and hence less likely to be biased. (Thus far we

have developed a systen of process analysis relevant to the purposes

mtlined above. Further work is required to apply this measurement

system post-hoc to the audio tapes generated from the Parent Project.)
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Outcome research was desiened specifically to evalvste changes

in the quality of parent-child interactions as well as parent psycho-

logical test performance.

In this report we shall proceed shortly to present the back-

ground of this work. The background stems from John B. Watson's behav-

iorism, a progeny of Charles Darwin's evolutionary ideas, and from the

ezperimental psyohology of learning. We shall present examples of suc-

cessive changes in our methods each designed to further develop and

improve the program. This vork involvei about 40 families and has

beaa described before (Walder, et EA., 1967 G; 1963).

We then present in the Methods section a systematic, compara-

tive, therapy study involving nine new families. The prime purpose of

the study vas to further develop and describe the method. The develop-

ment and description are presented in the Methods section. Secondarily

We were interested ia evallIstion. Also precertted in the Methods section

are papers present::ng subjective (our staff case reports) and objective

(reports by "blind" experts) data whidh attempt to evaluate the outcome

of this therapeutic program. It will be noted that the outcome evalua-

tions by oatsider Baer (rating pre- and post-therapy video tapes ot

parent-child
interactions) and by outsider Hill (rating pre- and

post-therapy psychological test performances of the parents) look for

broad gauge changes in our subjects while evaluations by our inside

(but still "blind") tape raters look for changes which are relevant to

either the parents' or the therapist's interests.

BackgrG9nd of this Work

The parent in this society is typically the child's first

behavioral engineer. While we have dealt primarily with parents who

wars disturbed by their child's behavioral development, we believe that

our approach is appropriate to all parents. In fact we would expect

that if people were taught behavioral principles before they became

parents and if consultation were available before grave child r;sring

problems appeared, then ollr approach would be not only therapeutic but

also preventive.

It is reasonable to believe that those who are given respon-

sibility for a job ought to be given access to the technical informa-

tion relevant to that job. Parents, in this case, have the responsi-

bility for guiding the behavioral development of their children. It

would seem reasonable that they be given information about behavior

control. This report presents attempts to change the child management

techniques of parents who have responsibility for their disturbing

children.

Typically parents have not been informed about behavioral

principles, and consultation for those in trouble has generally not

been available. The parents with wham we have worked had become en-

meshed with their children in mutually debilitatihg and aversive relam.

tionships. When the parents had sought professional help, they and

their children were offered a treatment which searched for underlying
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negative motivations (rather than ono that off2red technical infor-' .

mation to give the parents tho competence they needed to handle the

problem). If, perchance, improvement did not accompany the treatment,

they andfor their children were awarded diagnostic labels. This diae-

=Aix laoelling seemed often to serve two major purposes: (1) the

problem behavior was attributed to the unhelned person himself (i.e., to

his defective pexsoLality) and (2) the profession's inability to bring

about improvement in the parents' and/Or child's behaviors was attri-

buted to the "patient's illness" rather than to the profession's lack

of ability.

We appreciate Szasz's (1961) view that the behavioral diffi-

culties often referred to as mental illness (or lack of mental health)

may be more usefully and ethically considered problems of living. Among

reasons for avoiding torms ruch as mental health and mental illness is

the possibility that they tend to turn the investigator's gaze taward

within-the-body physiological, individual difference, and intrapsychic

variables and "thus divert him from the stud;r of organism-environment

relations.

The organism-environment xelation may be viewed as the basic

datum of psychology. That which we call behavior is the change brought

about by an organiam upon his environment. One of the most useful

effects of the organiam for psychology is the reliable measurement of

its behavior (impact upon a part of the environment so constructed that

we are willing to call it a good observer or measuring device). Thus

even behavior which is loosely believed to be a feature of the organism

is more strictly an organism-enviranment interaction. This quick anal-

ysis of the subject matter of psychology is not meant.to be a course in

the philosophy of psychology. Rather we want to clarify our position

enough to let the reader be clear abaut what we present. We present

an anproach which stems from Watsan's behaviorism. We, like Watson

and many of his successors, are pleased that behavioral psychology is

not only scientifically objective but also clinically useful in solving

same vexing human problems. The Watsonian tradition, while it seems to

some to throw out the baby, has been useful to babies as well as to

older persons who have run into troubles.

Behaviorists have long been interested in solving human prob-

lema. The list begins with Watson (1920) and N. C. Jones (1924) and

proceeds with Dunlap (1932) and Miller (1949), and arrives today with

a list toe long to include here. (See, e.g., Ulrich, Stachnik and

Mabry, 1966.) We behaviorists are not nicer people than our more

mentalistic friends. We are just more fortunate to have a system that

has effectiveness. (ln the Methods section we shall present our own

particular application.)

Perhaps the effectiTreness stems from the simplifying Darwinian

assumption that the behaviors of all animals generally follow one set

of laws. Another simplifying assumption is Freud's; he stated that the

normal and abnormal behaviors of humans follow a single set of laws. We

behaviorists tend to adopt, like Watson, the available laws provided by

the experimental psychology of learning. It is no surprise to find that

the field of behavior modification is based upon laws stemming from
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Pavlov (1927) and Thorndike (1911) and refined by Hull (1943) and

Skinner (1959). The Darwinian assumption then allows us to use a well

documented eet of laws based on the behaviors of a variety of animals

for changing the behavior of troubled and troubling people.

We also derive from the laboratory an experimenter's role

whiah places upon us the responsibility for the ovItome. We have adopt-

ed this responsibility in our attempts to develop methods to teach

behavior control principles and their application to parents of disturb-

ing children. Over the past three years we have evolved a rather comp1e7

set of operations; each change ia our techniquee was designed to avoid

a previous error. These changes in procedure were necessitated by our

belief that, if we are to pose as experts, then agy lack of success with

any ane of our clients must be attributed to inadequacy in our tech-

niques. We have not alloyed ourselves che all too prevalent luxury of

blaming our clients for our own failures. Sone examples of ways in

which clinical workers blnme a client are saying that the client is

"uncooperative," "unmotivated," "too stupid," or in some way "unchange-

able." Although we have received positive feedback fram every family

with which we have workedt we bave seen inadequacies in our technique

which yielded results either too little or too late. We shall give

specific examples of tilts later in the section on successive approxima-

tions.

We have operated as clinical psychologists. We are therefore

concerned with behaviors which occur in the natural environment. We

are devoted to developing, describing, evaluating, and improving tech-

niques which are designed to effect durable changes in such behaviors,

that is behaviors which are so constructed that they will be maintained

by the natural environment. We have dealt with parents and teachers

of disturbing ch.ildren because it is the parent and the teacher who

are responsible for the child's environment. Since we assume that a

disturbing child is behaving appropriate to his environment, we attempt

to control the parent and/Or teacher who is responsible for the child's

envi:onment and therefore for the child's disturbing behaviors.

The design of the child, i.e., specifying the behavioral goals

to be sought, remains the responsibility of the parent and/Or teacher.

If it does not violate our own moral code, we take it as our role to

help create ia the child the behavioral outcome desired by those respon-

sible. We shall later detail how we determine our client's behavioral

goals for the child. But first we shall try to trace some major his-

torical trends in the development of this method.

may account for an organism's behavior in terms of its reinforcement

history as well as the circumstaaces in which the specific behaviors

between an organism and its environment. A specific interchange (a

behavioral unit) has its sourees in the remote as well as the more re-

occur.

cent past of the organism. A behavioral analysis would assume that me

As was stated aboie, behavior may be viewed as an interaction

Historicalamlum20 of the Method
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Disturbing behavicr tow b Niewed ir txa same wsj.. Also as

stated above, we aeree with Freud and most other students of deviant

behavior who have argued that ono does not need a new set of lams to

account for disturbing behavior. We thus believe that a disturhing

child is different from a nondisturbing child in terms of what behaviors

he has learned but not in terms of how they were learned. There are

a number of studies which directly Ruppert this belief (e.g., Lindsley,

1960; Perster &Defter, 1961; Breiter, 1968).

Our point of departure is that disturbing behavior is a member

of a, very well otudied clew of even=48 (i.e., behaviors under respondent

and onerant control. This provides us with a powerful analytic tool

which should therefore yield a powerful therapeutic tool. If one is

faced by the problem of changing behavior from disturbing to nendisturb-

Jog, he may therefore approadh it syetematically and with some promise

of success. Considorable evidence has been brought forward which

supports this contention. (Soe, Ullmnn &Krasner, 1965.)

The present authors have developel one phase of this approach.

A basic sociological fact is that moot children, disturbing or not, live

in an environment which is the responsibility of their parents and their

teachers. Child guidance wmkers and family therapists have been

cognizant of this feat and have involved the child's family along with

the child of concern in their change techniques. Freud himself timed

the parent of a child-patient in his work. Both the child guidance

clinic and family therapy approaches have taken some steps toward rele-

vancy; buA further stew remain to be taken.

In the child guidance clinic the child's disturbing beLvTiors

became the concern of the professional team. The parents were presump-

tively classed as pathogenic and their treatment involved uncovering,

relabelling, and working through of their own problems. Those parents

who demanded that they have help with the child instead of confessiag

their own guilt in the language of their therapist were awarded a

diagnostio label to account for their lack of cooperation (Bandura,

1962). The treatment took place away from the family's natural eaviron-

ment. It was a long treatment with uncertain results. About the only

aivantage of the child guidaace clinic, over other approaches available

then, was that the parents were viewed as being part of the problem.

The family therapy approach took on more relevance. The child

who disturbed others was viewed as a member of a disturbed family. In-

stead of the parents going to one consultation room while the child

went to another as in the child guidance clinic, al% were treated togeth-

er in one consultation room. This preserved for view and manipulation

some of the interpersonal aspects of the problem. Per example, child

behaviors under the control of the father were more likely to ocour in

family therapy where the child was in the presence of the father himself.

(See, e.g., Wiry 1964.)

The method we shall present tries to take more steps toward

relevancy. Traditional psydhotherapists often talk about the problem

rather that observe it directly. Even the social case worker, who once

frequented the natural environment via hem visits, has now left the

.7



setting in which the behaviors of conewen cocruc4d to sit iu-

stead in her own consultation roam. The social worker not only relin-

quished the best vantage point but also adopted an irrelevant intrapsychic

language. It should be noted that, unless the professional has a good

view of the behaviors of concern, it is all too easy to accept the

client's language about the behaviors of concern aa the important data.

Since the professional who stays in his office instead of entering the

client's natural environment has no direct way of knowing about the

referents of the client's complaints, he then attempts to build a system

entirely based upon relations among behaviors of the client in the pro-

fessional's office. These may or ray not bear a direct relationship

to behaviors in extratherapeutic settings.

Successive Apssimations to the Present Method

The present method focuses on the interactional sources of

behavior. It uses some of the convenience of the office but insists on

home visits by the professional. It goes further. It attempts to

provide proper contingencies for parental and child behaviors.

We define the problem in behavioral terms. This includes

baseline or present behavior as well as terminal or desired behavior.

We explore the antecedents and consequences of the current beharrior.

The approadh is a blend of behavioral analysis on the one

hand, and cf consultative psydhotherapy on the other. The former pays

particular attention to (1) good data, (2) controls, (3) Obserrables;

th3 lattex, to (1) dealing with the problems brought in by troubled

people, (2) consulting across the table with them, (3) behaviors in

their natural environment. Contrary to usual peychotherapeutic prac-

tices we professionals take responsibility for the outcome by negotia-

ting and implementing a proper contract. We, and the parents, come to

an agreement about what child behaviors the parents want changed, about

what parental behaviors we thus want changed, and what parental rein-

forcers we shall control. If we fail to achieve the behavioral goals

for any family, it is our fault as professionals who claimed expertise

rather than some inadequacy of the parents and/or the child. It is in

this context of less-than-complete success with a family that we

attempt to re-examine and improve on our methods. In the next pars-

grEphe we shall present some of the major successive approximations we

have thus taken.

the first problems we dealt with included study problems,

laziness, hostile behavior and social skill problems in a pUblic ele-

mentary sohool. In our work at the school the following two related

assumptions were made:

changes.

1. All behavior is appropriate to the environment.

2. All behavior can be changeil by appropriate environmental
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Faced with the request to mark on a child's emotionel nicturb-
?noes we stated the following priority of procedures. First we work an
"job" skills; we change the child's behavior so that he is positively
reinforced more in natural envirnoments. Later we work an the "internal
feslings." We found that when a child was doing well that the behaviors
which parents and teachers scored for "disturbed internal feelings" had
also changed for the better.

The major statement of our task was as follows: Give to the
teacher and/or parent constructive steps which could be taken to change
the child's environment so that the child's behavior would improve. We
thus avoided blaming the teseher sandier parent. (We were to learn later
that presenting these steps was not sufficient. When we learned that,
me began to take upon ourselves more responsibility far the parents' and

the teacher's behaviors.)

The next families we worked with were families whose children
were being treated at a center for autistic children. We wor!vd with
ssveral of these families and learned some lessons with than. 4

Ono family was composed of a father and two young:boys. The
child of concern was in residence at the treatment center while his
brother lived at home with the father. We began consulting with the
father in an attempt to teach him how to deal more effectively with his

"autistic" child. The father was a reedy-enough student; however, he
was with the child only one afternoon every other weekend. It became

clear that a basic raquirement was that we should deal only with parents
currently responsible for their child's environment. We did not succeed

with this parent.

Another of these families was valuable to our development.
With that family we soon learned that this approadh works with a very
disturbing child, that the parents can be very good therapists for their
child and, through their effarts, the child can be "aured of autism.*
"Cured of autism" means here that those who give diagnostic labels can
be persuaded by large enough changes in the child's behavior to change

the label. This apparently happened with this child. When We started
with his parents he was described as exhibiting a number of yew dis-

turbing:behaviors both at home and at the treatment center. After a
short time (about 3 months) a home visit was made by someone who did not
know the details of what we were doing in our weekly meetings with tne

parents. The report written of the child's behavior at home Showed
him to be behaving much better at home than at the treatment center.
The treatment center staff called in the parents to learn what they

mexe doiag. On the basis of the child's behavioral changes, the child's
diagnosis has changed fran (1) Autistic to (2) Schizophrenic to (3) Emo-
tionally Disturbed and Mentally Retarded to (4) Mentally Retarded. In
our view since the diagnosticians were well qualifiod, the method which

3.

Six months after starting with these cases the senior authar was
joined by others whose orientation toward behavior derived largely
frcm the animal learning laboratory.
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the parents used as therapists was successful with this family. The

child then was ready to learn verbal and other academic skills.

A third family from the treatment center demaastrated the

need for durable control over the parents. We did help them deal with

a number of very deviant and disturbing behaviors (e.g., smearing hia

feces on his father's bedroaa furniture); however, once these most die-

turbing behaviore were taken care of ;. the earents' interest in ahanging

(probably a function of the aversiveness of the child's behaviors)

soemsd to drop off. We developed from this a set of "harpoon" teahniques.

Our general approach hss been that we attemit to acquire oantrol of

reinforoers for the parents (e.g., their money) so that they behave

appropriately until the nsw betaviors of the child take over the con-

trol of the parents' new behaviors.

The fourth family from the treatment center represented the

same sort of failure as the third. Wo ehortly were able to get rid of

the deviant behaviors and instate others. However, the parents termin-

ated because they didn't like my theory and because, as they said, they

didn't want to invest too much into this child. (They had four other

children, all developing well, and eseh parent had a career outside of

the home.)

To replace the two families who were terminated, another

family was referred by the treatment center. With this family we found

that the parents did not stay interested in any one behavior lang

enough for us to consult effectively with them. We then began to adk

the perents for a ranking of the behaviors of ooncern. Now we regular-

ly aak for each of our pairs of parents to bring in the following: a

written list of about five child (positive) behaviors to be increasea

and of &beat five child (negative) behavices to ba decreased. Within

each list of five, the husband-wife pair is to rank the behaviors from

the most desired to be changed to the fifth-most desired to be changed.

It soon became clear that parents (and other chila-oare work.

ere imgeed4e: professionals) were mnre able to specify neptive (to be

deoreamed) behaviors than eositive (to be increased) behaviors. How-

ever, it was vital that the assignment be acccmpliehed, otherwise we

could not find a positive behavior to substitute for the behavior to

be decreased. It is important to note that putting negative behsviors

on extinction mey only serve to further deprive an already "hungry"

child. Reinforcing beginnings of positive behaviors is a necessmee

supplement to extinguishing (and punishing) negative behaviors.

At that time a major reinforcer we could control was the

opportunity to meet with us. We began to manipulate this to insure

that an assignment (e.g., comiag ia with a list of five ranked positive

and five ranked negative behaviora) would be fulfilled. The completed

assignment became the "ticket of admission," the parents' behavioral

payment to see us. Thus completion of last time's assignment beoame

the admission price for the following interview.

This is not without complications. Unless the assignment is

clear, scaangeralems arise about whether the task was acoomplished.
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Subsequent3y we introduoed In assignment checker (who had not witnessed

the interview) to check the assignment for its ecombility before the

parents could leave the interviou. Another complication was that the

tperapist any not wish to exclude the persoe(s). Another solutioa in-

volving the parents' money vas developed: not completing the assignment

became an =Asian far the parents to receive debits; these debits

counted toward one of their checks(which was in our possession)*betag

sent off to a predetermaned third part? recipient. A further complica-

tion conoerns the therapist's ability to make an assignment whiah is

within the parents' ability to accomplish. This is still a "seat

of the pants" part of the procedure wince the therapist does not know

about the family's other obligatione end resources.

To carry aut the contingent admission the therapist uses an

agenda designed to control the taerapiat and parents. The agenda con-

tains the following sequence of items:

(a) assignment(s) from last timo

(b) assignment(s) for next time

(c) free talk

The (a)
agelossIgitlitmLyetiatterust be received and approved by

the therapist befoTe he can proceed to the next item. If any part of

the assignment from last time is not completed, the therapist attempts

to get the parents to understand that assignment, he makes another appoint-

ment for the parents to return with the assignment completed; and he

sends the parents off. ES doss not lecture or get mem with the

parentn. (In the last study with nine families the parents were not

sent off. Instead they were given debits for not having completed the

assignment. The remainder of the hour was spent working an the (1

essianment(s) far next time as is duseuesed in the next paragraph.

If the therapist has received and approved the (a) 22121.-E.

ment(s) fram last time, he then proceeds to the (b) assignment(s) far

next time. The content of an assignment is built upan what the overall

plan for the family is and to what point ia the plan the family has
progressed. A non-cempleted assignment from last time would, of course,

slaw the family's progress. In a sense the aversiveness of the child's

behavior and the threat of the loss of the parents' check(s) represent

our majar attempts to puah the parents to move.

Item (c) free talk in the agenda is available if items (a)

and (b) are completed before the end of the consultation hour. In (0)

free talk the parents can tan of what they please and how they please

and receive unconditional positive feedback from the consultant.

Tle .R.bove are some of the steps we took free 1964 to 1967 in

our attempt to improve the therapeutic outcome. They have been present-

ed here to illustrate our successive approximations approaah. Our goal

was to build an operant oriented family therapy whieh has general appli-

cability. Our families have tended to have above average income (few

with incomes below $8,000, most above $10,000 per year) with above
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average education (three Ph.D.s in the 50 families, almost all parents

at least high school graduates). The conplaints about the child ranged

fram so mild that no disgncetic label had ever been applied to the

child to se eevere that the most casual and untrained Observer would

be disturbed by the child's behavior.

We now proceed to describe the Methods involved in a thera-

peutic study of nine new families. In two ways the Methods section

attempts to address itself to our najor purposes:

1. We are committed to develop a nethod. In this Introduc-

tion a nuMber of developments have been described. In the Kethods

section we describe improvemants from the first treatment period to

the second.

2 We are committed to describe the therapeutic process.
We preeent general features of the method, specific applications, case

studies, and a quantification of the precess.

3. We are committed to evaluate. This has led us to use

expert "naive" raters of therapeutic outcome who were drawn from out-
side of our project as well as Um-re who were part of our staff.

4. We ere committed to improve. We present the method in
enough detail so that the flaws can be seen and perhaps instigate

attempts at inprovement.

5. We are comitted to disseminate. Hopefully this docue-

ment disseminates and thus makes replication more likely.
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Methods

Some General Comments about Subjects

Procedurea Measrxes, and Dc,sign

All the work with Parents of disturbing children dealt with

over 50 tantines. The fi.rst families came from a public school in the

District of Colunbia. Llter families were referred by Liwood Childrens

Center, thf: Mtienal Society for Autistic Children, and ths Prince

George's Ce.:4ty Board of.Elueation. The last study attempted tc serve

rine of the 140 families .iho restonded to a feature article in the

Washington 'Fost; it is this therapeutic study with nine families that

this Methetir! section deaLs with.

At the outset in the Fall of 1964 the public school families

were counselled without tape recordings being made. The last families

were colmselled with audto and video tapes being made, with observers

ma%ing talli.Js when specific behaviors took place, and with a super-

visor commuMting via ri walkie-tallde with the counselors. Thus our

description of the process became successively more aad more extensive

and expensive. A quantitative process study to analyze the process data

has been started. The non-quantitative process data are reported here.

The cutcome measures of the therapeutic endeavors also progressed from

relatively informal to comprehensive, unbiased video tape recordings

of parent-child interactions in their homes and in our offices, psycho-

logical tests of the parents, and daily parent reports about the child.

At this point we include Table 1 which outlines the design

of the last study.

Table 1. The Design of 1967-1968 Therapeutic Study

Thre±...EroupsoU families each

Periods Duration 3 A families 3 B families 3 C families

(in weeks)

1. Mbasure-

nent I 3

Parent-chil0 vid i o tapes taken n home and

office; parent p.,ychological te ts (by Dastcn)

2. Treat-
ment I 12 MINIMUM CONTACT I NON-OPERANT I PERANT I

3. Measure-
ment II 3

Video tapes same as Itasurement I; psycho-

logical tests taken over by Hil

4. Treat-
ment II

5. Measure-
ment III

12 OPERANT II OPERANT II

NIMUM

ONTACT II

Video tapes and psychological t sts same
3 as Measurement II.
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In this Methods section we present a series of papers which

describe these procedures which are listed in Thble 1. To describe

the therapeutic process we include three papers: one on the develop-

ments up to and including Treatment Period I, the second on Treatment

Feriod II, the third outlines the methods for a quantitative descrip-

tion of the therapeutic process

As can be seen in Thble 1, the late Paul Daston administered

the psychological tests in Measurement Period I. He also supervised

the non-operant treatment until his sudden death; Dr. Stanley Phvey

took over supervision of the non-rsperant treatment. This change in

personnel is described in more detail in the section on Treatment I

and ln the report by Dr. Hill mentioned I:lel:v.

To describe the outcomes of therapy we attempted to get an

operant and a non-operant expert to view and rate our video tapes

according to their awn system. We were unable to get a non-operant

expert. We are pleased to present an unedited paper by Dr. Donald M.

Baer and William Merigan which presents their ratings of some of our

tapes. (Merigan and Jay Miller ere now rating the renaining tapes.

The Baer, Merigan, and Miller data will be reorganized to classify

by parent. That report is not yet available.) We also present a

description of tape ratings by our own staff. Data are appended to

the case reports which are included in this Methods section to illus-

trate the method and the outcome.

Also describing therapeutic outcome is a report by

Dr. Evelyu F. Hill. This repert describes the psychological testing

of the parenta.

Several major data gathering procedures were employed.

While they are described in detail elsewhere, it seens useful to

review them here:

1. A__p.i_udiotaintleizdividualconsultation sessions. Pro-

visions were made for on-the-scene ratings of live consultation ses-

sions. This was accomplished by placing raters in a central obser-

vation room equipped with one-way mirrors. Observers monitored

parent-consultant interactions through the same audio equipment used

in providing permanent tape recordings of the consultation sessions.

Since raters were required to make judgments at regular intervals,

a tone was sounded every thirty seconds and superimposed on to re-

cordings of the sessions.

2. 9.22.1222Ets (process and outcome). The individual

consultants wrote a report each week describing the therapeutic pro-

cess and progress. At the end of a treatment period each eonsul-

tent wrote a case report according to an outline (attached at the

end of report) and in consultation with his therapeutic supervisor.

3. Video tapes showing parent-child interactions

(a) Home video tapes (three for each of nine families

for each of three measurement periods)were taken to sample various
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types of interactions (one tape each for father-child, mother-child,

father and mother with child). These tapes were rated by people who

did not know about our design.

(p) Office video tapes (two for each of nine families

for each of three measurement periods) are taken in a standard way as

described below. The rating of these tapes by our own staff and by

Dr. Baer are presented below in this Methods section.

4. Parent Ts cholo ical tests. In the three measurement

periods the fa.thers and the mothers were given a variety of standard

and experimental psychologcal tests. They are described in Dr. Hill:s

independent report.

Ausfatus

The apparatus used consisted of audio and video taye re-

corders, and associated equipmnt. Our work was conducted in the

Counseling Center of the University of Maryland which has a complex of

rcons which share common one-way mirrors. Observation of group edu-

cational neetings and individual consultations were therefore facili-

tated by the physical arrangement. Educational materials such as

Reese's The.Analysis of auman.(22esat BehavAor (1966), Holland and

Skinner's programmed text, TLe Analysis of Behavior (1961), and other

materials written by the prilq6cFREE'VeTegriiiiiied. The apparatus

which the parents required in working with their children were house-

hold itens like candies (or whatever else would be used as reinforcers)

and poker chips which were used as tokens (conditioned reinforcers).

We next proceed to a description of the selection of the

subjects, Wasurement Period I, and the three treatments of Treatnent

Period I.

Selection of Client-SuNects

The participants were parents of disturbing children. The

aims of the parents ranged from about 30 to 50 years old. The parents

would be classified as middle cr upper-middle class. One family was

from a foreign nation and another fanily was Black-Anerican (i.e.,

Negro). Some of the occupations of the parents were: (1) university

professor, (2) officer in the arned services, (3) personnel attached

to diplomatic embassies, (1.) pUblic relations men for government

agencies, (5) teacher, and (6) data analyst. All of the parents were

high school graduates and many had college degrees. Two of the parents

hed advanced degrees. All of the parents had sought professional help

for a number of years before participating in our project.

The ages of the children with whom we dealt ranged from four

years to fourteen years and the number of children in the families

ranged from one to six. One of the nine children of concern was a

girl. All families lived in the Washington, D. C., area.
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The nine families assigned to three treatment groups of

three families each were selected from about 40 applicants who re-

sponded to a newspaper article describing our program. (A copy of

this August 22, 1967, Itsmatas Post artizle is attached to this

overall report.) These applicants wen, invited to come to our offices

for husband-wife interviews with Welder or Daston to tell us about

their child. On the basis of our notes from these interviews we ranked

the families living in.the Greater Washington Area in order of severity

of parental complaint, selecting the most severe. In the interview

we told them that to be considered for our program they would have to

submit a copy of their latest U. S. Income Tax return; they would have

to deposit money (in the form of checks) to be earned back; they would

have to attend weekly (Mbnday or Wednesday) evening meetings; the child

had to live at hone during the period of the study; and they would

have to sUbmit themselves to being tested and Observed. In order to

obtain the nine subject families: eleven were asked. One tefused

because his jOb driving a bus might prevent his coming to all the

meetings; the other refused because they did not wish to submit to us

a copy of their income tax return. On the basis of severity of

problem rankings, we assignee at random one of the three worst to each

of three groups, one of the next three to each of the groups, aPd one

of the least severe three to each of the groups. However, Family G

was assigned to operant treatment because on the basis of an earlier

contact with our staff they hAd been given operant literature to read.

Thus, each group of three was a sample balancing for severity of

parental complaint. Some of the complaints were that the children

wouldn't learn, speak, play, or interact in a satisfactory manner.

Measurement I and Some Preliminaries to the Treatment

When we invited the families to become pert of the project

they were told that they were to attend meetings on three coneflcutive

Mondays. The nine families came to these pre-treatment, measurement

meetings.

On the basis of the total annual income in the 1966 U. S.

income tax returns, (line 9 of form 1040) a unit of money was estab-

lished for each family (approximately .2 of 1% of the annual income).

The incomes ranged from about $9,000 to about $22,000 per year with

a mean of about $13,800. The units ranged from $15 to $37 with a

mean of $23.64. On the basis of answers to "attitudinal" questions

in the interview, they were told to deposit with us a check written

(in the amount of one unit of money) payable to each of three organi-

zations: a NO. 1 organization to which they had said they'd like to

contribute, a NO. 3 organization to which they'd hate to contribute,

and a neutral NO. 2 organization. To indicate the range of "attitude"

one family had listed the American Civi3 Liberties Union (ACLU) as

No. 1 and the John Birch Society as NO. 3 and another family had

listed the John Birch Society as No. 1 and the ACLU as NO. 3. If the

husband and/or wife did not folloi; one of our instructions he would

earn one or more debits. When enough debits had been earned, the NO. 1

check was to be mailed by us to the NO. 1 organization and the family

144
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was to replace it with a NO. 3 check. If another check were to be

sent, it would be the No. 2 check. It, too, was to be replaced by

a NO. 3 check. After that, only NO. 3 checks would be involved.

In the total study, three families' checks were sent (Nbs. 1 and

2 for two families and a No. 1 for e third family). In Treatment

Period I, with which this section is most concerned, only one NO. 1

check was sent.

The families gave us the three checks each after they

agreed to participate. The conditions of participation (including

assignment to treatment group) were included in a letter handed to

each family. A copy of the letter used for each treatment group is

attached to this overall report.

Each of the nine families filled out questionnaires about

their child of concern. They were asked ti specify the five meets

of their child they.d like more of all the five asrects of their

child they'd like less of. By Jecture and demonstration we tried to

help them to state their complaints in overt behavioral terms.

During the first threc meetings the parents who were to be

assigned to one of the three treatment groups, i.e., A (minimal con-

tact I then operant II), B (non-operant I then operant II), and C

(operant I then minimal contact II), were given instructions on Obser-

vation of behavior. It had been our previous experience that many

people are not used to describing behavior objectively. Thus the

objective of the first meeting was to determine what the parent's

operant level for observation was and to introduce the basic points

on observation which were that their observation should be descrip-

tive, not interpretive and that such descriptions of behavior should

be in specific terms rather than in gldbal terms. In order to Obtain

an operant level, a short play was shown on the television monitor

of a video tape player and the parents were asked to observe the

play and write their observations down to be read aloud after the

play was over. The play consisted of a man and a woman sitting next

to each other, both reading. The woman asks the man for a cigarette

to which the man responded with a grunt. This sequence of the woman

asking and the man grunting cycled several times, with the intensity

of the woman's request escalating into a shriek; at that tine the man

finally and begrudgingly gave her a cigarette.

The behavior in the play offered repeated and relatively

simple responses which changed in amplitude. The parents' responses

to the play ranged from completely interpretive ("there are deep

underlying stresses between them") to highly Objective Observations

("the woman asked for a cigarette five times with increasing loudness").

It was pointed out that all of the Observations by different people

were different and that one could not reconstruct what actually

happened from the more interpretative ones. The parents were then

asked to be highly Objective. They were told that the advantages of

objectivity were greater reliability among the Observers and better
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communication about behavior. They were not told that this would

improve the chances of changing the behavior.

We attempted to structure the behavioral observations made

by the parents by giving them data sheets which contained columns

for description of the behavior, the frequency of occurrence and its

amplitude, and the time at which it occurred. During these initial

three meetings the parents were asked to describe five behaviors they

would like to see increased and five behaviors they would like to

see decreased in their children. As a homework assignemnt, parents

were asked to redescribe these behaviors in highly specific terms and

to observe at least one behavior from each category using their data

sheets.

The results of this assignment vas that their Observations

were not as structured by the data sheets as we had hoped. Most of

the parents described the behavior fairly specifically, but few of

them used the frequency or time column properly. However, since all

of the parents did turn in some homework, we did not send out their

check. Some of the parents used the data sheets to write out long

descriptions of ongoing interactions between the parents and child,

which enabled us to make some interesting albeit speculative func-

tional analysis. For example, Family H reported that repeated head-

bobbing in their child was difficult to record because it stopped

whenever they paid attention to her. Of course, this suggested to

us that head bobbing behavior was being reinforced by the parent's

attention to it. Such descriptions of the flow of behavior were

valuable and it became apparent that the data sheets were most use-

ful for simple repetitive behaviors for which frequency and intensity

could be readily measured. Also, since descriptions of complicated

behavioral interactions were insightful for us, we did not'discourage

them. The last observation sessions were devoted to shaping up

parents' talk about specific behaviors using the video tape apd player

On the tape was a scene with two people playing tick-tack-toe; this

was the sUbject of their Observation. The principal investigator

(later the operant supervisor in Treatment Period I) as well as the

group leader (later the opm.ant group leader in Treatment Period I)

participated in the shaping process and each parent in turn was re-

quired to talk. If the parents used general terms, they were asked

to give examples. By the end of the session, all of the parents

were describing behaviors in specific terms and interpretative be-

havior had dropped out.

We asked the parents to begin recording each day whatever

the child was doing the first five minutes of each hour that he was

awake and in view of either parent. These daily reports were sent in

by the parents throughout the study period in the three measurement

and in the two treatment periods. When the parents did send them in,

they received a "thank you;" if they did not, they would have received

a debit.
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Appointments were made for psychological tests of the

parents, for video taping of parents and child in their home and for

video taping of parents and child in our offices.

The parents signed release forms to allow us to obtain re-

ports from other professionals and to calm us to pUblish properly

pseudonymed technical reports about the families.

All these measurements were Obtained for all nine families

in this first three-week measurement period. After the 12-week

Treatment Period I they were Obtained again in the four-week l&asurement

Period II. Finally, after the 12-week Treatment Period II they were

obtained again in the four-week Measurement Period III.

Treatment Period I

The reader should note that in order to better describe the

treatment methods we have organized this part of the report in terns

of the two 12-week treatment periods. We remdnd you of the three

treatment groups:

Group A (families A, C, and E) received minimal contact I

and then operant II.

Group B (families B, D, and I) received non-operant I and

then operant II.

Group C (families P, GI and 11) received operant I and then

minimal contact II.

The more experienced operant therapeutic team (with Welder

as supervisor) treated Group C in the Operant I and Group B in the

Operant II (with Breiter as supervisor) Treatment Periods. The non-

operant I therapeutic team (first headed by Daston and then, after

his sudden death between the fifth and sixth interviews by Pevey)

treated Group B in the Non-operant I and (ctth Welder as their super-

visor) treated Group A in the Operant II Treatment Periods.

A mord about the two ndnimal contact treatments. As can be

seen in the letter to Group A families (at end of report), these fam-

ilies were told that we needed more information about them that home

video taping about once every 3 or 4 weeks would help supply. During

this ndnimal contact I treatment period, they were given no consulta-

tion by us. Mbre details are provided at the end of this Treatnent

Period I section.

As can be seen in the letter to Group C families (at end of

report), these familieb were told as their operant I treatment was

coming to en end that they could have more (operant) consultation if

they earned it. The bihavioral price for this contingent consultation

is specified at the beginning of the Treatment Period II section.
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Operant Treatment I

Some dimensions of the operant method. We shall describe one

variant of this operant method along with a non-operant and a minimal

contact treatment. Over a three or four year period we have successive-

ly modified this general operant approach to avoid errors we had just

made (as described above in the Introduction). The description here

is largely non-quantitative. (A quantitative description has been

developed and is presented in the section by Warman below.) We lean

heavily upon self description (e.g., case reports) by the partici-

pating and supervising consultants of the operant treatment group.

later in this section will appear a comparable description of the

non-operant and the minimal contact methods.

The general format of the method for the operant, and the

non-operant groups involves three husband-wife pairs coming to our

offices one evening a week (one night for the operant and another for

the non-operant). From 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. these six people would

attend a group meeting run by a group leader. From 8:30 to 9:00 p.m.

these six would go to another part of the building to drink coffee.

From 9:00 to 10:00 p.m. each blmband-wife pair would meet in one of

three small consultation rooms with an individual consultant. At

10:00 p.m. the parents would leave our building. The parents knew

that a therapeutic supervisor (as well as Observer-raters) was

watching and listening to the group and the individual sessions. No

attempt was made to conceal the fact that obvious microphones led to

audio tape recorders. They were told that on occasion video tape

recordings were being made.

In addition to the weekly meetings in our offices each in-

dividual behavior consultant in the operant group made at least one

home visit a week to watch and react to parent-child interactions.

Selection and supervision of the operant pteessional staff.
The group leader and the individual consultants were all graduate

students in psychology or counseling. All had bad at least one course

in behavior analysis. The range in knowledge was great: the least

informed had bad two courses in this area while the best informed had

extensive course and apprentice work in the classroom and the labora-

tory. The consultant who was least informed in behavioral analysis

was also best informed in mom traditional psychotherapeutic techniques

and language.

The therapeutic supervisor of the operant treatment was a
Ph.D. clinical psyyhologist (ABEPP diploma in clinical Psycholoa)
with courses and experience in research (a) in learning and (b) in

the clinical application of learning. He can be described as an ex-

treme behaviorist. The supervisor planned at least once a week with

each member of his therapeutic team. He also met with the four in

the half hour between the group and the individual meetings. Finally,

he met with the same four for a case conference shortly after the
parents left at 10:00 p.m.



A comparable description of the selection and supervision

of the non-operant professional staff will be presented below in the

section called "The non-operant process."

The group leader and individual consultants were encouraged

to establish a colleague relationship with the parents. Not wearing

neckties was permitted, even encouraged.

The parents were told that our goal was to teach them a

theory and related techniques so that they could solve their own child

management prdblens. Ele educational group was designed to teach it

in general and the individual meetings were designed to help them

arply it to their awn family.

7.1e educational grovnz.2 The purpose of the grommtEuags.

was to give the larents a generalized ability to analyze complex inter-

rersonal interactions into simplified behavioral paradigms. We hoped

that eventually the parents would be able to deR1 with their children's

behavior problems beyond the speoific asaignments set up for them

during the formal rart of the project. Based cn recent experimental

evidence, we decided that this would be best accomplished by giving

the parents a good verbal repertoire in the functional analysis of

behavior, i.e., teaching the parents operant psychology. While de-

ciding what the parents should know in order to be good behavioral

engineers, the question arose as to whether or not it was necessary

for them to have a good verbal facility with the terminology of

operant psychology. Casual observation reveals many people are

"good with people" without being able to verbalize contingencies,

reinforcing stimuli, etc.; however, it would be difficult and perhaps

impossible to duplicate the particular histories that result in such

people. Therefore, we decided that a good verbal ability with the

terminology and concepts of operant psychology might serve the parents

to guide their behavior when faced with any of a variety of problems

with their children.

Another question which arose was whether or not being able

to "talk" operant psychology would be sufficient to produce good behav-

ioral engineers. Again, a look around us suggested it was not. The

spectre of the psychology professor who can talk the game but who does

not use reinforcement principles to improve his own and his family's

life or to improve his students' lot was all too familiar to us.

Therefore, we decided that the parents would have to be trained to

actually use the principles they learned. Of course, the individual

sessions were set up to do this by giving the parents specific assign-

ments to carry out.

Our general procedure was as follows: Group meetings were

held once a week for an hour. The parents always had a homework

ft

2Th1S section on the group was written largely by Orme-Johnson, the

group leader, and edited by Welder, the operant supervisor.
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assignment to prepare for the class. The class time itself was de-
voted mostly to discussion of the textual material, the main part of

which was Ellen Reese's book, The Analysis of Human Oplant Behavior

(1966). During these sessions the parents were shaped y the group

leader to appropriately use the terms which occurred in the book.
The group leader often asked each parent in turn sons questions,
usually definitions or to describe a principle, and shape appropriate

answers. Other sessions were devoted to showing movies, practicing

shaping, analyzing behavior vignettes (short descriptions of inter-

personal interactions examples of which are attached at the end of
the overall report), presenting case reports and in the final sessioe,

presenting their plans for the future.

The group meetings were also used to teach the parents
specific topics relevant tn their work with the individual consul-

tants. In the half hour after each group meeting just before the
individual meetings the individual consultants, the group leader and

the operant therapeutic supervisor held meetings during whieh the
group leader made reports on what had been discussed in the group Ulm:

night, and how the various parents had performed. The other members
of the staff made c:ggestions, and could request that specific parents
be given special instructions on some topic. During sone grL,Ip

meetings the supervisor reinforced the group leader for appropriate
behavior from behind a one-way mirror by way of a walkie-talkie.

The parents were required to do homework assignments in preparation

for each class and these homework assignments were necessary for
entrance into the group meeting. The parents were told of this con-

tingency and also that lack of cooperetion in doing homework could

result in one of their checks being sent out.

The Analysis of Minim Operant Behavior by Ellen Reese was
used as a main text of the course because of the many examples it
contained of the behavioral modification of humans using operant

techniques. Tcmard the end of the course some parts of the Holland
and Skinner programed text, The Analysis of Behavior (1961) were

used. Except for the use of a video tape player with its television
monitor during some of the early Wasurement Period I sessions, no

special equipment was used.

Following the three Measurement Period I sessions on Obser-
vation, the families were assigned treatment groups. During the first
Operant group meeting the parents were introduced to an operant defi-
nition of abnormal behavior which is (1) an abnormal relative pro-
portion (too large or too small) with which certain behaviors occur,
end (2) their occurrence at inappropriate times and places. The

specific behaviors themselves are not abnormal. From the list of
five behaviors which the parents wanted to see increased, and five
they wanted to see decreased, we compiled a list of behaviors which

the parents felt were abnormal. Eiamples are, gesturing and grunting
instead of talking, making repeated rocking motions, and bobbing up

and down. It was pointed out that under some ccoditions the occur-

rence of these behaviors would be considered as normal. Bobhing
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and rueking, for example, are considered normal during a pop rock

dance, at least while the music is on. What is abnormal about

these behaviors in these ullildren is that this occurs under unusual

stimulus conditions too frequently, and often to the exclusion of

more appropriate behaviors. For example, "head-bcbbing" occurs while

the child is watching television, while being talked to, or while

being driven Lc) school. Also, it occurs too frequently, often es

much as 50% of the tine. Other behaviors such as talking and reading

occur at a lower frequency or not at all.

It was suggested to the parents in this operant class that

the problem of making abnornal behavior normal was a prOblem of in-

creasing the frequency of desirable behavior end decreasing the fre-

quencies of undesirable behavior and also in making these behaviors

occur under the appropriate conditions. They were told that the

group meeting would be to teach them principles of operant condi-

tioning, a technology for increasing and decreasing the frequency of

behavior. They were told that the frequency of occurrence of behavior

was deternined by the consequence of that behavior and they were

introduced to the baeic principles of operant reinforcement and ex-

tinction. As a homework assignment, the parents were required to

read the first 23 pages of Ellen Reese's book, The Analysis of Human

Operant Behavior (1966). They were asked to read it at the rate of

five pages a day, and to get ogether with their spouse one day a

week to discuss their reading. This part of the book covers the

following topics: Orientation to the prediction and control of be-

havior, a distinction between onerant and respondent behavior

(including respondent and operant conditioning, shaping, schedules

of reinforcement, superstition, negative reinforcement, escape,

avoidance and imitation). In the next meeting we were not able to

cover all of these topics and our original plan for having the

parents go through the whole book in two weeks was abandoned. Even

though Reese is short in nuMber of pages, the information it con-

tains is densely packed and the parents often reported trouble in

following the material. In going through the Reese book with the

parents, the group leader found that they did much better in under-

standing the examples in the book than they did in learning to

apply the concert or use the terms correctly. FCT example, we had

to go over several times the various schedules of reinforcement,

the procedures and terminology of forming a discrimination, and the

distinctions between excape, negative reinforcement and avoidance.

The Reese book is organized into (a) procedures which

increase behavior and (b) procedures which decrease behavilr_ The

parents were required to learn a list of procedures from eac,,

gory. After the parents had read half of Reese, they were shown a

was actually being done, for example, in discrimination training.

movie including behavioral modification of autistic children by

film, "Behavior Theoryir

movies and one parent asked to see them aga.ln. They connented that

it was easier to understand the concepts when they could see what

Lovaas. ill=tlecsesion(I17 were shown Ellen Reese's
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The movies also proved to be of value as a reference point for tying

down abstract concepts during later discussions.

After the movies, three more sessions were spent going

through the Reese book and after that we reviewed. As a homework

assip.rment during the review the parents were required to answer

questions on the text and they were given instructions to answer one

set of questions per day. Sone examples of questions are az follows:

(1) Pick one of the following behaviors and describe how you would

instate self-control (a) drinking, 00 procrastinating, (c) smoking.

Another question was: (2) What are the steps you would use to

shape talking in your child? Give an example with a specific word.

Another question was: (3) How is discrimination accomplished?

Define the following terms (a) differential reinforcenent, (b)

differential response, (c) discriminative stimulus.

This technique of writing out answers as a honework

assignment proved to be ineffective. When going over the questions

on the homework, after they were handed in, the parents faltered and

demonstrated they had not learned the answers. It becane apparent

that what they had done was merely copy the answers out of the book

and had not really learned them.

One of the later group meetings was devoted to shaping .

(in a situation resembling the game of charades). During shaping

one person was assigned to be a subject end the other was assigned

to be an experimenter. The sUbject was instructed to earn as many

claps as possible, each clap defined as a reinforcement. A descrip-

tion of the behavior to be shaped was written on a slip of paper and

passed around among all of the parents except the sUbject. Each

parent in turn acted as the experimenter and as the subject for a

different behavior. These sessions were valuable in getting the

parents to deal out reinforcements and in convincing them that

reinforcement works.

After we had gone through the Reese book the parents were

asked to do a functional analysis during class of behavior described

in a vignette. (An exanple of a vignette is attached at the end of

the overall report.) The parents were generally successful in dc.i.ng

a functional analysis of behavior as for example, in identifying

escape or avoidance or behaviors maintained by positive reinforce-

ment, and they were also successful in identifying the prdbable

pattern of reinforcement contingencies which was maintaining that

behavior.

One of the functions of the group was to give the parents

special training in support of the individual consultant. One set

of parents, Family H, was given special training an conditioned

reinforcement during one session. These parents were avoiding

pairing tokens with a reinforcer and they were reluctant to deprive

their daughter of anything so that they didn't have a strong primary

reinforcer to begin with. The several examplell of conditioned

reinforcement in Reese were gone over and the grolm leader tried to



convince the Hs that it was to the child's advantage that the parents

be able to control her behavior and to shape up her social behaviors.

It was also pointed out that her less than desirable present behavior

was being maintained by the present contingencies and therefore, it

was their responsibility to change the contingencies they were pro-

viding to her. The group later was happy to hear that the H parents

were requiring tokens for such reinforcers as food, television, and

snacks.

During the last session each of the pairs of parents re-

ported on projects they had been conducting with their children in

conjunction with their individual consultant. Since descriptions of

some of these projects appear in the case reports by thfl individual

consultants, they will Lot be redescribed here. However, it was

apparent from these reports that the parents who had resisted learning

from the materials in the group meeting, the H parents, were also tb.$-:

parents who had done the least to modify their child's behavior.

From these reports and from the following week's reports, during

which the parents presented their plans for the future, it was appar-

ent that we had succeeded with the Gs and the Fs, but not with the

Hs. For example, the Gs had obtained standard teaching materials

from a College of Education and they were using these materials in

conjunction with the conditioned reinforcer (tokens) which they had

established. It seemed quite clear that the Gs had grasped the

principles of operant psycholoby and they were using them imagina-

tively to teach new behaviors. The Fs also had acquired commercially

available teaching aids and were using them in conjunction with con-

ditioned reinforcement. In addition, W. F had constructed a

program for teaching his child to write numerals. He had drawn

outlines of nunerals which the child could fill in with a pencil.

To fade out the outline, he planned to place a sheet of lined paper

over the sheet with the outlines, so that the outlines were barely

visible beneath. This was a simple and ingenious program and Mk.. G

asked for bome of the sheets for his child. It was very gratifying

to see them exchanging materials and ideas. The Hs on the other

hand said that they were "going to do about the same thing as always,"

and they didn't have any specific plans for the future. It became

clear that although we had succeeded with tbe Gs and the Fs, we had

failed to effectively control the Es' behavior.

Our contingency of sending out checks was highly effective

in keeping the parents comdng to the sessions and in getting them to

get there on time. However, our contingency of sending out checks

for doing homework poorly or for not participating properly within

the group session did not work. This is prObably because they

never made infractions great enough to justify sending out the checks,

so they never came into contact with the contingency. It is our

opinion that our success with the Gs and the Fs in the group was due

mainly to the high level of motivation and their lack of competing

responses, as well as to our contingencies.
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The He made goca use of escape and avoidance to get around

being shaped up during the group meeting. For example, when asked to

participate in the shaping game, Mts. H kept avoiding following in-

structions and eventually showed her husband the piece of paper which

contained a description of the behavior which was to be shaped. It

was difficult not to reinforce such avoidance behavior by going on

to the next person because such behavior took up so much time and

therefore was aversive to the group leader. Another example of this

difficulty was Mts. G's avoidance of answering questions. When asked

a question Mts. GI a foreigner who had some difficulty speaking

English, often remained silent for a long period of time. This was

embarrassing and took time. It was thus aversive to the group leader

who had a tendency to let her off and gc on to the next person.

Another consideration for the group leader in not forcing Mts. G to

respond was that these long silent periods caused embarrassment and

a general suppression in the group behavior. Towards the end of the

course, the group leader found out from the G's individual consul-

tant that Mts. G had not been doing the reading. This points out

a major difficulty with our present method, which is that the parents

exert considerdble control over the direction of events during this

group. Another difficulty is that it takes considerable time to

determine whether or not the parents had learned the material for

that week. A third difficulty with our method was that we did not

have a rigorously defined criterion by which to judge whether or

not a parent had been successful in learning that week's lesson.

A fourth difficulty is the group leader's lack of training in

handling a group, especially in handling silences. A general problem

of this total project was the lack of adequately trained manpower.

This will be discussed at greater length in the section on Con-

clusions and Recommendations.

From our experinnces, we have the following suggestions

for improving the efficiency of the group meetings. One possibility

is to use a debit system whereby infractions in participation which

are too small to merit sending out a check will still receive

debits, and these debits would accumulate so that every so many

debits a check would be sent out. (As will be seen in a following

section, in Operant Tteatment II, we instituted 20 debits per check.)

Second, we suggest that the primary text of the ccurse

be Holland and Skinner's programmed text instead of Reese's book,

since the programned text is a more effective way of teaching the

terminology. It was this technical terminology that the parents have

had the most difficulty in learning. This would insure that the

parents know the material and the group sessions could be devcted to

training the parents to apply the terminology and concepts to complex

interactions. The programmed text would also allow an objective exam-

ination to be given at the beginning of each session. For example,

several frames from Holland and Skinner randomly selected from the

parent's reading assignment for that day could be given as an exam-

inatinn at the beginning of each session. Any incorrect answers

would result in the parents receiving debits, and the parents who

missed a certain percentage of the questions would not be allowed
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to enter the 5.roup meeting. Thus, using Holland and Skinner would

be conducive to a quick Objective examination anl a rigorous criterion

of the parent's behavior by which the investigators could apply

their contingencies. This is in contrast to rather slow and some-

what subjective impressions of the parent's behavior that we got

using our method of questioning them and using Reese as the text.

Our suggested system also has the advantage that it eliminates the

problem of soue parents avoiding being tested during the group

situation as was described above.

Once the parents earn entrance into the class by learning

the required portion of Holland and Skinner, the class itself could

be then devoted to analyzing human behavior examples, taken from

Reese or from the vignettes or any other sources. This would pro-

vide training in doing a functional analysis in class using the

terminology the parents learned for that week. Of course, the

entrance exams would insure that the parents knew that terminology.

Mass time could also be devoted to analyzing interactions of the

parents with their children. For example, some of the descriptions

of interactions between the parents and their children which they

made during the early part of the project could be brought out at

appropriate times. The parents could then do a functional analysis

of each of these interactions.

The materials for these functional analyses could be de-

signed to parallel the chapters being covered in Holland and

Skinner. In conclusion, we found that our use of a fairly standard

education technique, the class discussion, worked only for those

who were highly motivated to learn to begin with, and we suggest

more vigorous and rigorous behavioral controls so that in the future

everyone will learn.

As can be seen from the above discussion, we again attent

to reach three out of three families. By reading the section on

Operant Treatment II one may see that some of these suggestions were

in fact carried out.

The individual operant consultation sessions. To illus-

trate the operant consultation sessions we include here the case

report of Family G.

Basic description of the family. Dr. G is a 35 year old

university professor in the physical sciences. Mrs. G, 34 years oId

and a social worker, also has experience working in an orphanage,

with retarded children, and in a Nursery School. There are four

children in the family; the oldest daughter, 7 years old; the child

of concern, 6 years old in January, 1963; a child who is between the

ages of 4 and 5, and a child who is between the ages of 2 and 3.

The G family lives in an expensive hone in a residential sUburb of

Washington, D. C. The neighbors are professional men, civil servants,

university faculty, and small business men. It appears from visits

to the home that the family is religious. Both older children

attend school. The home in which the family lives is large and



spacious and is surrounded by ample grounds in which the children

can play. The general routine in the hone is for all of the

children to have a rest period in the afternoon from about 1 o'clock

to 3 o'clock, after the oldest two have returned from school. During

these rest periods the mother conducted her operant working sessInns

with F.

In the afternoon, when the rest period ends, Mrti. G

generally conducts nursery school type activities with her Aildren.

Usually, they sit around the kitchen table engaging In such activities

as coloring, playing, cutting, playing gaze lotto. Because of the

nature of the father's work he is out most of the day; he is on

frequent lecture trips and most of the burden of raiding the children

is on the mother. During the Treatment Period I, the father worked

with F during some of his evenings and on some weekends.

Child's social environment. Stimuli relevant to the child's

social environment are the mother, the father, the sibs, teacher and

classmates. F's interaction with his sibs is inadequate as defined

by the parents. His sibs already have expectations regarding fos

behavior, have extinguished some of his social overtures. However,

they are friendly and are concerned. Concern by the children/or F

is evident by their asking when F was observed in the hone if be

would be all right. Cme of the complaints of the parents was that

F did not show enough social behavior. It seems as though the mother

generally exercises positive controls over the children; hcwever,

she herself seems to come under aversive control of the father. This

last statement derives from Observations node in therapy sessions

rather than from observations in the home. The family history'indis.

cated that the maternal grandmother was institutionalized for what

was diagnosed as depression. Also a maternal uncle las been instit

tutionalized. Dr. G seems to be'a well organized individual, quite

demanding, serious and straight forward, with little tine to inter.

act with his children. He has definite ideas about ends and the

neans to accomplish themes evidenced by his going ahead with some

procedures to help F to learn to count, regardless of the advice

given to him by the therapist..

Mrs. G is a pleasant woman, who is controlled by her husband.

She worked very hard with her children in general, and with F it par-

ticular. She is warm toward her children and usually controls them

in a positive fashion, but she seemed to lack confidence in her ability

to deal with F. This changed, however, during participation of the

family in the parent project.

The behavior of the mother during therapy sessions 'changed

as a result of her success with F at home. It seems that as she

becane more successful in working with the child, she became more

active in the consultation sessions. The relationship between the

mother and F which previous to treatment was active, in that'she

was frequently responding to the child, is now invoved since she

hes learned to respond selectively to the child in order to differ-

entially reinforce certain behaviors.
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The children frequently play together and respond to one

another. There seems to be more responding of the other children

to F as the parents attempt to increase F's social behaviors, but

there are no hard data to this effect.

ptramles and relevant history of child's life. F was

born of a normal pregnanay and delivery. Due to jaundice a full

blood transfusion was required when F was 4 days old. The parents

stated that F had some difficulty learning to suck and described

him as unusually unresponsive during the first year of life. He

did not reach ovt to prepare hinsalf to be picked up and did little

rocking in his crib as a baby. They described the child as appearing

dull and stiff when held. And at times they thought that.the child

was deaf. They further descaibed him as happy when he was not

handled. Me above description is taken from responses of the

parents on tests during Measurement Period I, primarily the Rimaand

Scale. When F was one year old, the parents moved to the D. C.

area. It is nat known how long they snant here before a year's

trip to Denmark, beginning in 13. an lienmark, at the age of one,

the child was seen by a specielist and was described as "very

abnormal." The parents said that F began to walk at about the age

of 24 months, he did not initate, he occasionally put his hands

in bizarre positions, and they also described him as liking to

cling to adults. Although unclear, it appears that the parents re-

turned to the U. S. when the child was 2 years old (1964). The

Rinaand Scale indicates that the parents felt that F was never a

normal child. F's first words appeared between the ages of two and

three years old: some of the first words were "juice," "computer,"

" cookie," "milk," "no," "please," "B.. "(a first name). They

deccribed his pronunciation as good at first but the rate of devel-

opment as slaw.

The family was still living in the Washington area when

the child was 3 years old. They described him as "looking through

people, seeming to be in a shell, and liking to spin objects, and

having unusual dexterity in assethling jigsaw puzzles." They also

described his insistence on neatness and evenness and that objects

not be disturbed. They described F as being fascinated by mechanical

objects and also said that he did not maintain eye contact at any

time. They said that F had a fear of strangers, noises, and strange

objects and had little speech. At no point was there any headbanging

but F did sometimes refuse to use his hands. In March of 1965, when

he wrs three years old and three months, the child was taken to

Hospital in Washington for an examination. One of the con-

clusions was that there might have been nothing serious behind the

limited speech. At that time the child had a vocabulary of 200 words

and sone sentences. Nbst of the speech had just recently developed

from the very end of 1964 until the time of the examination in Nhrch,

1965. The examiner concluded that the store of words and the pro-

n

F was described as bei negativictic about the examination, as
3 years old and 2 months, although it was "certainly not advanced."

ng

nunciatio of words seemed to be within normal linits of a child
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being aloof, as being self-sufficient and maintaining no eye contact

although the examiner did say that he did relate to people. The exam-

iner noted some ritualistic mannerisms and described F as being

social1y immature but also said that there was no actual autism.

He further concluded that F's hearing was probably normal and that

there did not appear to be any neurologic abnormality. He said that

perhaps the boy was slightly retarded but also the fact that Danish

was used in the household might be part of the speech difficulties.

His recommendation was to have an audiogram on the child nade.

In September of 1965,14m F was three and one-half years,

old he was put into a Nbntessori nursery school which he attended

for one year. By this time the parents had heard of two prominent

child psychiatrists and had attended some lectures at the National

Institute of Health. During April of 1966, the.child was seen at

the Hearing and Speech Center of a Washington hospital. At the time

the child was four years and four months old. Some of the conclu-

sions of that examination were that there was no need for speech

therapy and that there was no question of a hearing loss. Further

observations were that there was perseverative and ritualistic be-

havior and staring and giggling. These were thought to be attribu-

table to emotional disturbance. Further dbservations were that

there were fluctuations between cooperation and negativism, that

the child was excessively neat and orderly in playing with blocks,

and that he said nothing. The Wrrill-Palmer Intelligence Test

was given and F achieved a score of 103. However, the examiner

concluded that because of the fluctuations and inconsistencies in

the behavior of the child the score was probably not really inter-

pretable. One month later, in May, 1966, the Leiter Scale was given

and an I.Q. of 100 was achieved. Because of the variability in F's

behavior, the score was accepted with reservations. The score was

considered as an underestimate of the true I.Q. Another conclusion

was that F was definitely not retarded. The social agP as reflected

in the Vineland Social Maturity Scale given also in May, 1966, showed

that F had a social age of 2.8 years. The overall pinture as de-

scribed by the examiner was a "generalized behavioral-emotional

disturbance, much autistic-like behavior, behavioral disturbance

with organic and emctional components is clearly present."

By June, 1966 the child had completed one academic year

in a Montessori nursery school. Some parental observations which

corresponded with the child's attending the school were that he

began to repeat words and phrases, he seemed to acquire more speech,

he seemed to understand more, he acquired the ability to sit still

and listen to a story, he began to approach other children, and

that he responded to commands ("when he wanted to"). The parents

also reported that he had not yet been toilet trained by 1966 and

he also had begun to wander from home. Occasional4 the police had

to be sent after him. Because of sone infection in his ear during

the year, an audiogram was not accomplished. Also during examinations

in Awil and Nay of 1966, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Tests had

been given. At the time F was four years and three nonths old. The

examiner concluded that F's receptive language age was three years
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and ten months. He also observed perseveration of activities,

ritualistic behaviors, word and picture perseveration, echolalia,

giggling, thuMbsucking, and staring a good bit of the time. He also

noted that F used only one word at a ttme ard genera14 did not

combine words although his pronunciation was good.

By the summer of 1966 when F was four and one-half years

old he had been seen by a prominent child psychiatrist. The psychia-

trist concluded that F presented typical features of infantile

autism, including self-isolation and obsessive desire for sameness.

In September of 1966, the family moved to England where Dr. G had

an appointment for one year. The child was enrolled in nursery

school there and it was felt that some substantial progress had

been made during the year in England. Some of these improvements

ss described by the parents were: the child liked new things, he

began to enter games in school; he began to use personal pronouns;

and generally his social relationships seemed improved. Corresponding

to this time in England, the parents reported that the child had a

craving for salty foods, he seemed to have somewhat below average

coordination, liked tu spin things for long periods of time, and he

liked to listen to records although he did not nake excessive demands

to do so. They described him as being upset when he was interrupted

at some activity, and repetitively playing with objects and staring

for long periods. They also said that he frequently used an adult's

hand to manipulate the environment, e.g., he would take an adult's

hand to turn on the television set rather than turn it on himself.

During the year in England, from September, 1966 to June, 1967, F

was seen in London at Hospital. In June, 1967, he was

5 years old. The conclusions Of the%examiner at the Hospital were:

"F showed a syndrome of infantile autism but his disabilities seemed

to be lesser than those of most autistic children. F's difficulties

stemned from factors within him rather than with the parents and the

family backgromd. The main disability seemed to be poor language

development."

After the academic year in England, June, 1967, F was

five and one-half years old, and the parents went to the Continent

to spend the summer. F was not enrolled in school during the

summer. Upon returning to the U. S. in September, 1967, F was

placed in a public kindergarten. The teacher thought that F was

retarded and probably made sone complaints bringing the problem to

the attention of her superiors. In the meantine the parents had

returned to visit the prominent child psychiatrist again. This

visit to the psychiatrist seemed to be in response to the problem

that existed in the kindergarten. As a result of that examination

in October, 1967, the psychiatrist concluded that the child "shows

the same features of infantile autism, however, there is evidence

of improvement." The psychiatrist further wrote that he felt that

"a regular kindergarten would be too threatening for the child and

would definitely be too much for any teacher to handle." Instead

the psychiatrist suggested that the parents enroll F as a day student

in (specific) children's treatment center. It also appeared that
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the psychiatrist's conclusion provided justification for the pliblic

school to expel F. He was expelled in the end of SepteMber, 1967,

and the parents succeeded in enrolling him in a local private day

school. By September, 1967, the parents had also made their formal

contact with the Parent Project. Since the parents had some exposure

to behavior modification literature, they were assigned to the operant

treatment group. At the time of their formal contact with the Parent

Project the complaints of the parents about F were thet (1) F seldom

tells what has happened to him, (2) he screams when frustrated, (3) he

does nothing for long periods of time, (4) he is less imaginative than

his siblings, (5) he lacks good coordination, (6) he wets bed at

night, and (7) his speech is poor (poor intonation). He does use the

personal pronouns fairly well, but his speech is characterized mostly

by mends (Skinner, 1957). The parents also complained that he fre-

quently leaves the table. The parents also reported that F's

progress was definitely related to the fact that they were increasing

their demands on him. The two major prOblems that were presented

were bedwetting and poor speech. On the initial problem lists which

the parents were required to write as an assignment, they wrote as

behaviors to be weakened (1) undesirable sounds such as screams,

grunts and coughs, (2) peculiar hand motions, (3) repetitious behav-

iors such as page turning, finger sucking, looking at and talking

about air-conditioners, (4) wandering away from the hone and (5)

wetting the bed at night. Behaviors listed by the parents to be

strengthened were: (1) speech (of which there was not enough), (2)

F does not assert himself in play and even when being hurt he does

not ask for help, (3) he does not atteud to his tasks (4) he does

not initiate any activity. The parents also reported that up to

the age of four and one-half F had been forcibly fed at the table but

since he began to gain a little weight and had become more healthy,

they no longer forcibly feed him. His Vineland score at the beginning

of the present study showed a social age equivalent of 3.7. Other

data describing F's behaviors at the beginning of this study can be

gotten from other tests such as the Rimaand (1964). This history

reveals that early in F's life there was much moving to different

environments, e.g., to Washington, to England, to Denmark, back to

Washington. We can conclude from this that some stimuli which had

maintained sone of F's behaviors were removed from his environment.

The parents sought much professional help and some of the conclusions

and advice given to them indicated that something was wrong inside

of F. It might be concluded that this professional evaluation

probably facilitated the pUblic school's expelling F.

nergy_RELgalsciamm. The Gs were assigned to the

operant I then minimal contact II treatment group. The broad goals

of the operant therapist were: (1) to teach the parents to perform

functional analyses of behavior, (2) to teach the parents skills

relevant to behavior control, (3) to encourage the parents to maintain

an experimental approach in working with their child; that is to

record data and increase the behavioral requirements accordingly, to

continually look for new reinforcers, to continually specify new

behaviors to be shaped up, (4) to make the parent independent of the
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therapist in working with their child, (5) and to shape up effective

and correct use of technical terminology. Some of the general tech-

niques used to achieve these broad goals were (1) instructing in

data collection and operant procedures, (2) making home visits and

home demonstrations, (3) having parents describe what actually

occorred in the home and then requiring them to functional1y analyze

whnt o:curred, (4) differentially reinforcing parent behaviors so

that behaviors consistent with the goals of therapy would be

strengthened, (5) modeling and role playing in the therapy sessinns,

(6) constructing assignments requiring behaviors relevant to solving

the problems specified, (7) another technique employed which is

useful in gaining control over parent behavior, is requiring parents

to place signs which catch parent behavior in strategic places in

the home. A sign reading "do not reinforce undesirable behavior"

was placed on the kitchen wall and was effective to some degree in

controlling the behavior of Mrs. G. She said this was particularly

effective in helping her to extinguish thumb-sucking behavior.

Different goals were emphasized at different times during the course

of therapy.

Some problems arose in the use of the above techniques.

Occasionally what parents actually did at home was different from

what was prescribed by the assignment. On these occasions parents

had to report on and analyze what actually occurred rather than what

was supposed to occur. In giving assignments to parents, a aumber

of factors were considered. First the assignments had to be real-

istic so that parents could be reinforced for successfully fulfilling

them. It was necessary to give to the father and to the mother

separate assignments which were reasonable in the face of other

burdens, priorities, and time allowances.

In the first session the goals were to get the parents

to specify in usable language what the problems are. In the first

session, speech and cooperative play were specified as problems.

(Neither label is an adequate description of the behaviors to be

modified.) The assignment from the first session was for the

parents to generate a list of potential reinforcers, to think of

ways to reconstruct the environment in ways to increase the proba-

bility of cooperative play, and to collect good data and make rele-

vant observations. It is imperative that the therapist generate

clear assignments and very specific and detailed data sheets, since

the data sheets can help to control parents behavior. Throughout

the initial phases of the 12 week therapy period (Operant Tteatment

I), the therapist failed in giving clear assignments and also in

imposing the aversive consequences for not completing the assignment.

In Session #2, F's bizarre hand motions were discussed. The technique

we wanted to employ for decreasing these behaviors was to use bizarre

hand motions as a stimulus signalling a timeout. Home observations

revealed that F's bizarre band movements usually acted as an g
for Mrs. G to esk F if there were a problem or if something was wrong.

Some of the specific behaviors described during therapy by the

parents to be modified were: coloring, use of scissors, social

interaction. Upon further specification social interaction was
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was broken down to eye contact. It was emliaasized that t1.4e pth....ents

must work on the target behaviors in a systematic manner each day.

Cne of the probleme frequently encountered was trying to get parents

to use adequate reinforcers. In shaping eye contact, Mkis. G at

first was hesitant to use M & Ws as reinforcers because of her fear

of damage to F's teeth; instead, she used cereal. The eye contact

experiment continued in one form or another for 9 weeks with little

success. Sone of the problems associated with the eye contact experi-

ment were (1) the lack of a good criterion for defining the behmvior;

(2) many behaviors incompatible with eye contact were being neintained

in the experimental environment. As a result of a home Observation

during the 9th week it was decided to abandon efforts to shape eye

contact. Mrs. G did not have the tine to sit with F for the required

hours to extinguish the behaviors incompatible with eye contact.

During the first weeks of therapy, home demonstrations and hone

observations were faithfully made. In session #3 discussion focused

on the necessity to establish adequate reinforcers; ve tmgan to dis-

cuss the establishment of a token economy. Mr. G assumed responsi-

bility for establishing the tokens as conditianed reinforcers. The

parents reported that they bought a bvszer device in the hopes of

alleviating problems of bedwetting. By session ft, we were concen-

trating on eye contact with little success. The data were being

collected in a poor fashion. Tne consultant told the G's that if

the data were not collected in a better fashion there would be no

interview next week. During that session, the consultant should

have worked with the parents in constructing a data sheet which

would have controlled their behavior to yield better data. Following

the consultant's reaffirmation of the contingencies, Mrs. G seemed

quite upset as evidenced by tears in her eyes. Another experiment

attempted was to shape up F's orienting tcuard a person when request-

ing a drink in the kitchen. Prdblems of criteria for defining

orienting behavior arose. Therefore this behavior was hard to shape.

By the fourth therapy session we had already begun to establish condi.

tioned reinforcers. This prccedure seems to be important and there-

fore will be described in some detail. Poker chips served as tokens;

initially no behavioral requirement was required to earn tokens.

A token is placed on E's (the rather's) fingertips and a backup

reinforcer is placed in the palm. The child takes the token. If he

does not take the token, it is placed in his hand. The token is

then removed from his hand and a backup reinforcer is delivered.

The delay is established gradually. At the end of the first week

the father bad data indicating that F delayed the token exchange for

30 seconds but did not delay 45 seconds. (Delay here means that F

holds onto the token as if it is valuable and gives it to the E

when the backup reinforcer is displayed and offered to F.) The

father suggested the uee of a bank into which the tokens could be

deposited, and removed for the exchange. The behaviors of depositing

and removing the tokens would help to mediate the time delay. The

mother reported during the 4th therapy session that she was shaping

behaviors relevant to identifying letters of the alphabet. She was

using magnetic letters on a magnetic board plus a phono-visual book

from the riblic school system. During the fourth session the parents

stated that they wanted to teach F to appropriately say "Yes, please"
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in response to a questicn in whic'a he is asLA if he

To achieve this end, we decided to use food at the dinner table.

This experiment was straightforward and simple. F would be asked

"Would you like X (some food being served for dinner)?: Say 'Yes,

please.'" When F responded "Yes, please" he wouad receive the food.

A fading procedure (Sherman, 1965) was used and within one week F

responded correctly to "F, would you like X?" The G's reported that

generalization occurred in that F would respond "Yes, please"

appropriately to various other questions. By session #5 failures

with the eye ccmtact experiment were continuing as were our futile

changes in the procedures. During week #5 we still worked on estab-

lishing tokens as conditioned reinforcers and did not require be-

haviors to earn the tckens. (The tokens were being given to F non-

contingently.) We discussed setting up a price list so that the

token economy would be stable and records could be more easily kept.

Toward the end of week #5, Dr. G did require F to count tokens in

order to earn them. This was a task wh.tch made very smell demands

in the beginning. The parents reportcd that they purchased a small

chest in which the backup reinforcers would be kept in transparent

drawers. They further reported that the token economy was being

extended into the School where F was now attending kindergarten

The assignment for week #6 incliaded specifying behaviors that would

be shaped with token reinforcement, discussing ways to extend the

token economy into all parts of the environment, and generating lists

of more backup reinforcers.

During session #6, the father stated that he was working

on teaching F to count. And that data from the local private day

school indicated that the token economy was being effective. He

reported that an Observer to the school was unable to pick out F

as a child different from the others.- The assignment for session

fr was to generate a list of behaviors to be shaped with tokens.

In session #7 the parents reported that tokens were being

used extensively throughout the household. They also reported F

emitted more behavior when working on tasks which were interesting.

They suggested that perhaps that F's boredom was one of the reasons

that they were having so much difficulty with the eye contact

experiment. Session #7 also revealed that F bad successfu14 delaye4

exchanging tokens for up to two days. This occurred during a visit

in Pittsburgh over the Thanksgiving vacation. F earned tokens in

Pittsburgh, but could not cash them in until having returned home.

Dr. G reported that F bought a trip to the zoo fcc the whole

family with some of his tokens. Some behaviors specified by the

parents to.be shaped:tin token teinforcement.werell).buttoning

(2) lacing shoes, (3) counting, and (4) sitting quietly during a

story. Sitting quietly during a story became one of oirr target

behaviors. To shape this behavior Mrs. G reinforced F far sitting

quietly, listening to a story and turning the page. The token was

delivered to F immediately after the page was turned. Th%. schedule

of reinforcement was inttially CRF, but by two therapy sessions later,

tokens were programmed on a VR3 (i.e., three pages turned).
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During sessinn #8 we chianged the eye contact e.44A-rizit

to require a discrinination task. Rather than have F "look in

mommy's eyes," he was to verbally report if )uammy's eyes were open

or closed." The goals of this change were to provide a better

behavioral criterion for dispensing reinforcement, and to make the

task more "interesting."

By therapy session #9 there was indication that systematic

records were nct being kept on the token economy and that more

tokens were available in the economy than necessary (not enough

deprivation). After a home Observation of the new eye contact pro-

cedures between sessions #8 and #9, the consultant suggested that

Mrs. G terminate the eye contact experiment. The assignment after

session ;#9 was to continue with F on learning the letters of the

alphabet. This endeavor seemed to be the most successful thing that

we were doing. Dr. G was to continue working on counting. Other

parts of the assignment were for the parents to work on prograns

to teach F to dress and undress himselZ, and to present graphed

data on the alphabet work.

By therapy session #10, the "Yes, please" experinent was

terndnated after three weeks of perfect responding 'by.F. Also

by session #10 Dr. G had abandoned his own techniques fcc establish-

ing counting behavior and adopted some of his wife's procedures using

plastic numbers on the magnetic board. The parents stated that they

wanted to teach F to write. There was some question about the

handedness of the boy. The assignment for therapy session #11 was

for the Gs to graph the data relevant to bedwetting and the alphabet;

for them to gather naterials from the College of Education as well as

from the public schools to facilitate F's education; to develvp

prograns for teaching F haw to write; to continue working with the

alphabet. Between sessions #10 and #il a video tape was node of

Mrs. G working with F on the alphabet.

Dr. G indicated in session #11 that he had gotten naterials

frau' a local pUblic elementary school as well as from the College of

Education. He also related some events indicating to the therapist

that he had a fairly good understanding of the concepts we had been

using and discussing during therapy. During an experimental session

for teaching F to count, Dr. G realized that be was unprepared with

the tokens. Therefore, he used marks on a piece of paper instead of

pOker chips as tokens and these were later cashed in for poker chips.

We decided to use breakfast as a reinforcer to shape F's dressing

behaviors. Miring session #11 we also began to prepare fcc the con-

sultation phase of Treatment Eariod II. (The reader will remeuber

that the G family was in Group C which received operant treatment

I followed by minimal contact II. Minimal contact II is contingent

consultation for these faudlies.) The final assignment for session

#12 was to determine the handedness of F, continue working with the

leLters, continue working with dressing as well as counting.

In session #12 Mrs. G reported that she was going ahead

with the letter work and had introduced lower case letters from books.
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1

3he also used flash cards eti:tig the leert1Lg sessions. 2,1

she kept good data. The data from the handedness experiment indi-

cated that F was left banded. The father indicated that he did

sone work on teaching F to write. Dr. G stated that he was using

materials from the pUblic schools to teach F to count.

Some of the backup reinforcers used to establish the tokens

as reinfcrcers were opportunity to look at pictures in a book,

opportunity to manipulate things on Dr. Gys desk: opportunity to

watch the washing machine working, opportunity to look at the fan

above the stove as it vas spinning around, opportunity to type on

the typewriter, buying a lunch box with tokens; Pepperidge Farm

crackers, PISefft, raisins, fancy candy, ice cream cones, cookies,

orange juice, a trip to the zoo. Tokens were contingent on F's

counting, buttoning, havirg a dry bed, pushing a button to open up

the clothes dryer, drawing, washing hands, drying hands, sitting

quietly during a story and turning paps, working at the typewriter,

not thuMb sucking, cooperating with the other children, eye contact,

and putting on knee socks. In general this set of parents seem to

bave benefited from Cperant Treatment I. They acquired a knowledge

of skills of behavior control. They acquired knowledge that would

help them to specify reinforcers as well as behaviors to be shaped.

They seemed to understand the application of techniques of shaping,

extinction, modeling and fading.

The major successes with this family were in making

progress with alphabet wcrk, having F sit quietly during a story,

having F resroni appropriately to requests, and in increasing the

frequency of a dry bed. These successes may have been improved

greatly had there been more opportunity for home demonstrations and

home visits.

A particular weakness in this therapeutic interaction was

the lack of clearness of assignments as well as the lack of enforcing

the contingencies for incomplete assignments. Had the consequences

for poor work been imposed earlier in therapy, more success may

have resulted. The problems that existed in the initial phases of

the therapy were in (1) getting parents to specify in usable terms

what the behavior problems were, (2) getting parents to use adequate

reinforcers, (3) keep good data, (4) getting parents to perform

good experiments with a clear, consistent set of operations.

Something which became obvious from our interaction with

the G family was the necessity for the Zhrent Project or cimilar

projects to acquire a storehouse of available techniques and

materials for teaching children some of the academic skills which

society requires them to have. Another thing which became Obvious

from meeting with the Gs was the necessity to give clear assignments.

A technique which hopefully will be used in the future is to require

a third party to read the assignment before the parents are dismissed

from the interview session. In this way the assignment will be made

clear; if the assignment is not clear to the third party, the
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acalcomnnt nue, go back into ths sesaicn for clarification biore

the parents can leave. (This suggestion was incorporated into

Operant Treatment II.)

Statements and perceptions cgattrisnblEolt_ERLFresent

statue of tylktiaryith recommendations.. rentiy fhe consul-
taErwould estimate that the parents have skills relevant to facil-

itating the behavioral development of their child, F. Whether they

have the time to work with F in the future and how Auch of tlair

behavior in working with F was maintained by coming to therapy

sessions on a weekly basis, are questions which will be answered

in the future. I think that these parents are as prepared as we can

presently make thrira for planning, srecifyins, and using behavioral

concerts to facilitate the prot7ess of their child. I think one

mein problem is to maintain tile behaviors of the Group C parents

during the Minimal Contact II (contingent consultation phase of

Treatment Period II). I would reccEmend that these parents continue

to work with the child in the manner they are working now; that they

try to enroll the child in a pliblic sclool, in Septeiher, and that

they be cautious of advice to srind their child to some institutift

for "disturbed" children.

We present in Table 2 sone ratings of the video tapes of

Insert Table 2 about here

parent-child interactions in their hix. It is clear that improve-

ments were seen along some of the dimensions of importance to the

parents.

limm_ellut_Treatment I

We shall here present a description of the treatment

offered in Treatment Period I to families B, El, and I in aroup B.

This group received non-operant I and then operant II treatnents.

There is a case report on family B in this section. This family is

also described in a separate cmse study after the Treatment Period

II section.

The function of tpe aon7oRerantEreseclure in theltlim.

of the invetilleption. It should Ile ner:e clear nt the outset that

the function of the Non-operant procoidllre in this study was not to

comete as a treatment mode with the nterant technioue, but to

serve as a contrasting nethod of working bith the parents. It served

largely to pcint up the-MfErences between en operant and a non-

operant approach to helping parents influence the behavior of their

children. Although outcone data for the two methods are presented

in a leter section of this study, they are not intended primeray

as an evaluation of the two methods as therapies, but rather es e
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Table 2 : Ratings of 404inute Video Tapes

No. of non-
understandables

Family

Father-child

tekozawiro..Period

Mather-child

I I

(Range)

# of Scores

Time (sec.) non-

understandables

X

(range)

# of Soores

104 39.03

(81-138) (28.29-

49.70
3 2

1' 1
99.67 71.22

(72-116) (52.68-
89.76)

3 2

No. of vestions

(Range)

# of Scores

No. of answers
(multi. pr

38
(35.-
41)
2

II
56.59

(52.68.-
60.49)

2

(vnge)

# at Scores

II
0 56.91

(50.73-
66.34)

2 3

III

33.33

(2°-
42.10)

3

x 1z. trz

149.73 20.52

(60.54- (19.49.

238.92) .21.54)

2 2

46.66
(37.89-
51.58)

3

III
79.48

(73.814.-

85.12)

2

152.63
(146.31-
158.94)

2

No. of correet
answers (Kati-

MAMA)
X 0

(range)

# of scores j. 3.

151.8
(148.72-
154.87)

3

6.

7.57)
4

104.61
(m2.56-
106.66)

3

33.17 135.38

1 1

4.32

2

III
337.36

(303.15.-
371.51)

2

/II
71.28 273.68

(70.77-
71.79)

2 1

blank only 1 score
* all scores the same
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source for hypotheses for future research vLich would be more clearly

aimed at defining the relation of process to outcome. To ask more

of these data would be clearly unrealistic. The non-opeaant phase

of the investigation was, in fact, a stepchild of the project. Little

effort went into conceptualizing it, there was no attempt to use

trained therapists or to train sufficiently the therapists who were

used, and it was clear in the minds of 'those engaged in the non-

operant procedures *hat its secondary place was in the overall design

of the investigation.

In the initial formulation of the design, the technique to

be contrasted with the operant was designated "traditional," but the

term turned out to be devoid of denotative meaning despite its

maw rich connotations. The term "non-operant" was decided upon

as being more appropriate. Despite its being a negative designation,

it was more accurate. It allowed under its wide utbrella almost

the full spectrum of techniques, including those drawn from psycho-

analytic, non-directive and directive approaches. It even alloyed

for conceptualization and treatment derived from operant techniques.

The clear line of demarcation between the two techniques was that

the non-operant therapists did not, and could not without specific

training, apply operant techniques in anything like the clearly-

defined, systematic and disclipined way that it was applied by the

operant consultants.

Th_staists..... The non-operant designation was also ap-

propriate from the standpoint of the therapists employed in this

phase of the investigation. Like the consultants in the operant

phase, the therapists were graduate students. All bad bad at least

sone exposure to both the operant and non-operant viewpoints. One

considered herself eclectic and was impressed with both the operant

and non-operant vlewpoints; another was most influenced by Haley's

(1963) communication therapy. The third believed that the best

approach to wcrking with the parents was with operant procedures,

but be had hod no specific training in applying them. The group

therapist had training in operant and in non-operant techniques.

His personal orientation leaned in the non-operant direction.

Prior to their involvement in the study, the therapists

bad no experience In the treatment of children or in consulting

with parents about the behavior of their children. One individual

therapist and the group leader bad only lindted supervised practIcum

experience in doing any kind of therapy; the other two therapists

bcth had some clinical experience wh*ch included psychotherapy in

a Veterans' Administration hospital.

The therapists did receive training in parent consultation

prior to their york in the non-operant phase of the study. It vas

in effect, a &week dress rehearsal during which each therapist

worked with a set of parents using procedures which were generblly

the same as in the project itself.



S rvision. TWo supervisors were involved in this phase

of the st y, n y design, but because of the sudden death of the

supervisor (Daston) who bad worked with the therapists Miring the

pilot project and the first six weeks of the investigation proper.

Both the ariginel supervisor and his replacement (Pavey), though

familiar with operant techniques, could be considered more ntraditional"

clinicians with Ix ckground in psychoanalytipally-influenced psycho.

therapy. But neither was a specialist in vcrking with Children or

in parent consultation.

During the pilot project, each therapist had an individual

supervisory session in the week following the session with the

parents. The supervisor was able to directly Observe parts of the

interviews, and tape recordings were also used. The same supervision

was given during the study proper, except that during this phase

(under bath supervisors) the therapists met together for an informal
session over dinner just before meeting with the parents, and again

that night in tbe half-hour between the group session and the

individual sessions with the parents.

Tee supervision and training of the therapists entailed a

minimum of formal instruction concerning emotionally distutbed

children or techniques of consulting with parents. Some of the

therapists did some reading, but this was not required, standardized,

cr monitored in any way. The therapists agree that there was a

great deal of continuity between the two supervisors; they felt no

sharp break in approach despite the fact that the two supervisors

had never discussed the project in any detail. Both supervisors

were non-dogmatic eclecticists who stressed the interactions of the

parents and the children, and their effects upon each other. Pavey,

perhaps more than Daston, stressed the relationship of the parents

to each other as being relevant, on the assumption that parental

behavior toward the child was related to their behavior with each

other, and that the mcst direct Observations the therapist could

make was of the parents in the interview, and their weys of reacting

to each other.

Iltir-112224Atgalliihtintle1311.t211112.0.21M,
The

design of the non-operant-procedure closely parallels that of the

operant procedure. The three sets of parents had been selected in

the same way as those in the operant procedure, and were subject

to the sane pretreatment training in the observation of their

children, psychological testing, and video taping in the home.

Like the operant I parents, the non-operant I parents de-

posited checks which would be forfeited should they accumulate suf-

ficient debits. No homework was required of the parents, so that

debits were not accumulated for tardiness or absence from therapy

sessions in non-operant Treatment Period I. (In their Cperant II

Treatment Period however, as well as in the three )easurement Periods

the threat of sending checks was used as a motivator for these

Group B parents.)
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There was no contact between the therapists and the

parents between sessions exccept for occasional telephone calls

related to natters other than their children's behavior. Unlike

the operant consultants, the therapists did not make home visits,

so made no direct observation of the children. It was up to the

therapists'supervisors to decide whether or not to use home visits.

The original supervisor decided agAinst it (although visits had been

made in the pilot project), and his successor carried on the same

policy.

It was the policy of the total study for the supervisor

of the operant I consultants to advise the supervisor of the non-

operant I therapists of procedures he was using, so that the non-

operant people could adopt them if they wished. For example,

direct auditory communication from therapeutic supervisor to thera-

pist's earphone was nede available to both the operant I and the

non-operant I therapeutic teams. Neither of the non-operant

supervisors felt the use of the technique would be of sufficient

value to warrant it.

TteAroun. The physical setting for the group meetings

was the same as for the operant group. The room was cluttered with

electronic recording equipment. On three of the walls were one-way

mirrors behind which were the observers. The group members sat

around a table, their chairs almost touching. It was a crowded,

uncomfortable, esthetically unpleasant setting.

Group leader's rationale for the group was that it

was a sensitization device to make the parents more aware of how

inextricably tied together are their own life styAes with their

children's difficulties. The psrents were to become more aware of

their role in the genesis and maintenance of the children's problems,.

The eventual outcome, it was hope4, would be changes in the parents'

behavior toward their children which would allow for changes in the

children themselves.

The group leader's presentation of the group to the

parents; et the first session, included these points: (1) the

members of the present group have similar problems and can there-

fore exchange information Eibout different approaches to their

prObleme which they have found helpful in the past; (2) through

the process of houost group interchanges the parents may become

mcre sensitive to one another's problems; (3) in understanding

other people's prdblems more clearly, it is likely that the group

member will become more sensitive to his own prOblems and under-

stand them better; (4) the group leader's purposes are primarily to

act as a catalyst or moderator; the burden of work would be on the

individual members.

How things actually progressed in the group was summarized

best by one of its members, me. El, at the last session. Out of his

experience with sensitivity group training, he expressed the

criticism that this group had begun very slowly and that only in



the last few sessions did it get down to its main task of "taking

apart" the group members. This was a valid criticism. The group

had progressed slowly because of a combination of the therapist's

inexperience and resistance within the group.

The group leader began the first session by having the

parents describe their children and to introduce themselves. Thls

was valuable in that the parents seemed to be relieved to find that

there were other children like their own and that the other parents

were facing similar problems. It was clear to them that they were

all more or less in the same boat. It was also valuable in that it

gave validity to the group: the parents would be able to share

their experiences and help one another.

For the most part, the early sessions were filled with

descriptions by the parents of their children's behaviors, and

examples of how they had handled different situations. The atmos-

phere was mostly supportive, but polite. The group leader occasion-

ally interpreted the children's behavior) using the principle that

nuch of the deviant behavior was designed to elicit attention from

the parents. The group leader also occasionally made statements

that were meant to change the parents' perceptions of the nature

of their children's problems. He wanted them to see the children,

as not possessed by sone demon-like disease, but as behaving dif-

ferently because of their experiences. He tried to play down the

label "autism" with which the children had been associated. (In

this paragraph the reader can see that the non-operant group did

contain some of the came point of view as the operant group.)

During the early sessions the group leader also used

sone structuring techniques. He asked the parents to think about

specific questions between sessions, and a couple of times began

the sessions by introducing topics. One bit of structure--asking

the partners to talk about each other as parents--could have been

valuable, but was not followed up. The parents complained that

they did not know what they were supposed to be doing in the group,

and avoided the topic. When attention was focused on the I family,

both parents presented the picture of themselves as love birds

who got along splendidly, and that was that for the tine being.

The air of politeness and avoidance of conflict slowly

gave way to mere direct confrontation of the parents by each other,

mostly as a function of a change in Mr. D who, it had been noted

in the group, had not participated much. Whenever he did say

something, he had been interrupted by his wife. Along with atten-

tion that was being paid to his non-participation in the individual

therapy sessions, this seemed to spark him into taking an assertive

role in the group. He becane its most active participant and the

leader among the parents. In the last session, he even told the

group leader how the group should have been run; but his partici-

pation was largely constructive and served to focus the group on

some important problems.



The llth and 12th sessions were closest to what the group

sessions should have been. The group leader was more open about his

own feelings of being 1,)red when the parents were talking about irrel-

evancies, and the group members were beginning to feel freer to be

critical of each other. Ne. B cane in for heavy criticism during the

llth session because he had allowed his child free access to candy

during the Christmas holiday despite attempts to limit the child's

candy-eating by their individual therapist and Nes. B. Ne. D

pointed out how the B child was being harmed by this dissension

between the parents.

Also in this session, Ne. D, having learned sone lessons

in his individual sessions dolut the necessity of spending time

with his child, asked Ne. I if IA° ever give time specifically set

aside for his son S, in a special place. Ne. I hadn't been doing

this, end me. D responding to the question, Vhat good would it do?"

gave me. I a lesson in the benefits of paying attention to one's

children.

Indlyidual_pmmum

'For all three sets of parents, the individual therapists

directed attention in three directions:

1. The parental relationship (relationships between

parents): It was part of the therapists' conceptualization of the

dynamics within the family that the relationship between the parents

was of some importance in understanding either the etiology or the

maintenance of the child's disturbed behavior. In two of the three

families problems between the parents were not hard to find. The

most Obvious difficulties existed within the B family, where the

parents seemed hardly to be on speaking terms. There was little

mutual respect, and much mutual recrimination, most of it probably

accurate. The relationship was in an advanced state of collapse.

It seemed as though a good deal of the child's behavior was directly

related to the struggle between the parents to gain control of the

child, and to their inconsistent treatment of him. The Bs' thera-

pist was aware of these relationdhips and attempted to get the

Bs to work cooperatively on a number of behavior prOblems. He

hoped that this would foster a better relationship between the

parents. But one could not be overly optimistic, either about the

parental relationship or their being able to make much of a change

in the child's behavior.

The Ds' relationship, though troubled, was less stormy,

and there was much resistance, particularly on the part of Nes. D,

to exploring it. It seemed useful, nevertheless, to dredge up some

painful feelings because Mr. D's behavior was a factor in both his

child's problem and his wife's suppressed anger at him. me. D, a

busy man, was used to bringing his work home with him and leaving

the child to Nes. D to deal with. He was, in effect, abrogating

his responsibilities, both toward his wife and his child. Nes. D

had accomodated herself to this, though she did not like it. Her



accomodation allowed it to continue. Bringing up Mk. D's lack of

involvement was painful for Mrs. D who, to the end, wished to avoid

friction. She did, a number of times, actually try to shield her

husband from the therapist's pressure on him to be more active with

the child. On the other hard, Mr. D was open to the therapist's

venturing into this personal realm. At one point, when the therapist

was pressing for Mks. D's feelings about her husband's excusing

himse/f from family participation because of his work, Mr. D said,

"Go ahead, resent me dear." Enough tension wes generated by this

exposure for Mks. D to consider not coming back any more at one

point; she came only at Mr. D's insistance. Things got better rather

than worse in their relationship, though Mrs. D prObably continued

to feel it better to let sleeping dogs lie.

Attempts to deal with the relationship of the Is was to

little avail. There were no overt signs of difficulty, and perhaps

there were not any covert problems. They claimed to be love birds

who argued now and then but nothing more than was to be expected.

In their case there was no obvious relationship between their rela-

tionship and their child's problems. Both parents dealt with their

anger toward each other in similar ways, mostly by avoidance and

joking. The Is seemed to have a balanced, basically healthy rela-

tionship. There was a strong need, however, to maneuver around

disagrements and conflicts and to maintain the easy going, accepting

facade.

2. The child's behavior. Each therapist was, of course,

primarily interested in bringing about charge in the child. To this

end descriptions of the child's behavior were welcomed, and much

of the interchange in the sessions was about the child. Suggestions

were often made about how the parents might bring about changes,

and interpretations were made about the meaning of the child's be-

havior. An attempt was 'made to make the behavior intelligible

as the result of how he was being reacted to by the parents. The

indulgence of Mr. B in the matter of the child's breaking his toys

or always having candy when he wanted it, was pointed out to him;

the relation of Mr. D's failure to disclipine and teach the child;

the rejecting attitudes of Mr. I toward his child and their effect

on him.

3. Behavior within the interview. The most direct

observations of the parents that could be made were within the con-

text of the group and the individual sessions. On the assumption

that here-and-now behavior was representative of behavior at home,

the therapists made Observations and interpretations of behavior

within the interview. In the case of Mr. D, his therapist noted,

and talked with him about his turning toward the wall and seeming

to be partly absent from the sessions. While detached from the

proceedings, he played with his match book, tapping it on the

table. Although Mr. D insisted that he wan paying attention to

whet was going on in the interview, he did admit that his inter-

view behavior was not unlike his detached behavior at home. Calling
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Attention to hls behavior requital in its changing, at .u:::at

the interview, and from his :neport, at home as well.

The Ds' interview behavior also paralleled their behavior

at home, though it was more restrained than they reported it was at

home. The anger and hostility toward each other were manifested in

their usitual criticisms, and each seemed to be trying to win over

the therapist as they tried to win over the child at home. They

undermined progress in the interviews as they did at home. The

therapist dealt with this by pointing it out to them on a number

of occasions. Mr. B's rejection of his wife was always graphically

manifest within the interview by his sitting with his chair turned

away from her.

The Is were the most difficult to deal with, as far as

interview behavior is concerned, for much the same reason that they

were hard to deal with in other ways. They were alwayy jovial,

good-humored and cooperativr; when either of then' veered from this,

hostility was always cloaked uith hunor, and resistance with genial

sarcesm. This was more true of Pk. I then of Ws. I. Bath in the

interviews and at home with the child Mrs. I was straightforward

and flexible.

Individual therapyx a specific case. An example of the

individual therapy is prsented here. Family B is discussed here and

also presented again in a nore extensive case report below. This

case report follows the discusaion of Treatment Pericd II. In that

case study are the non-operant I report, operant II report, and the

video tape ratings.

The Bs. The therapist viewed his therapy as directive,

as it indeed was. It contained, however, a nutber of other enphases

also. Fcc one thing, it wan relatively zsgssive and unstructured.

The sessions were informal, free flowing, with no set tasks or

consistent use of particular techniques. The parents could speak

cf whatever they wished, whether it be their own feelings about

each other, about the therapist, about their child; the child's

behavior, or anything else they felt to be relevant.

Feelims within the session were dealt with. At the begin-

ning of one interview, Ws. B said she felt as though each time she

cane she was confessing her sins, and that the therapist was saying

to her, "Go home and sin no more." She expressed feelings that

the therapist was being very demanding of her. During this same

interview the therapist asked Mr. B how he felt about him, the

therapist. The therapist's way of dealing with feelings in the

session is indicated in the following excerpt from his notes on

the interview. The therapist had asked W. B how he felt about

him. Voting that it was difficult for Mr. B to reply, the therapist

went on:

"I said that I felt that he really sees coning here to speak

to ne as sort of a necessary evil and he agreed that this was true.
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told him that I felt it would be very bard for ne to give Ian any-

thing and he said the he really wouldn't want me to give him anything.

I told him that I imagined that his family also felt that it was

pretty hard for them to give anything to him."

Interpretation was used quite freely. The therapist in-

ferred thaFfEe B's were getting much gratification from the child's

dependency and that they were maintainiag the regression by the way

they treated him. It also appeared that the child was getting much

gratification from being dintufbed. These things were told to the

Bs, simple and directly. What follows is the part of the theralAst's

note thst follows the part cited above:

"He (tr. B) always has to be the expert; he has to be in

charge; he has to be the one that does all of the giving, and I felt

that in terms of R that he was getting a hell of a lot of gratifi-

cation out of treating him like a child. He said that by R's

going to bed with tdm, R is able to show that he really cares about

him. I told him that I felt that this kind of lave and caring was

pretty infantile and that there was more to love than that. At

that point he said his whole purpose in life was really to feel

appreciated and that R was the only one that gives this feeling to

him."

121applit for Observation vas used to make the parents nore

aware of how R was actually behaving, and how they were responding

to him. There was no demand for systematic, quantitative Observa-

tion; it was primarily a sensitization device. It also bad behind

it the motive to get the parents to be more cooperative with each

other. The Bs seened to be in competition with each other for the

child, with Mr. B clearly having proprietary attitudes and behaviors.

Quite often the child was torn between the permissiveness of Mr. B

and Mrs. B's attempts to introduce limits, something that was not

easy for her. Observing the child was a neutral task on which both

parents could work without coming into conflict with each other

directly.

sassEgol as to how to deal with particular behaviors

and situations were given quite freely. Here the therapist seemed

guided by reinforcement techniques. He instructed the parents,

at times, in the relationship or their behavior to the child's, as

in the following instance. R broke toys with disturbing frequency.

Almost every time he did break one his father bought him another.

The therapist pointed out that the child was actually being rewarded

for breaking toys, and he suggested that the Be treak the cycle by

failing to replace broken toys. The Bs carried out the suggestion

and put even more limits on R's playing with the toys, and the next

week reported an improvement of R's behavior with his toys.

Suggestions were also made concerning Ws sleeping habits.

R bad been sleeping with his parents, something that was especially

reinforcing to Mr. Bis partly because it gratified his need to have

R need him, and partly because it kept Nrs. B at a distance. In



this realm, as might be predicted, W. B showed some resistance to

the suggestions that R start sleeping by himself. Some progress

was actually made, but the Pa were not able to be consistent in

keeping R out of their bed.

Cte major direct suggestion made by the therapist was that

the Bs attempt to be more civil with each other in front of the

child so that the child would have a good model for his behavior.

This was an attempt to reduce the inappropriate, irrational and

destructive behavior to which the child was a witness in the home.

The Bs experienced a truAy eclectic kind of therapy in

which the therapist ised tedhni'ves-derivedtarcm-tany-theorobloat.
practidalsources. f or his yeym of . des2.14g- them (including

operant).

laalmagasafistl_
Within the context of this investigation, it was deemed

necessary to provide: (1) a group (A) of three families, A, C,

and 14 (Minimal Contact I and then dila-ant II treatment) who received

no treatment for a period of tine equal to the treatment phases so

that they might te used as a comparison group for assessing changes

that occurred in the Cperant I (Group C) and 1bn-operant I (Group

B). It became Obvious, however, that it would not be feasible to

invite three families into a treatment program, require that a certain

percentage of their inccee be deposited to assure attendance, etc.,

and then offer this group a 12 week waiting period during which they

might seek other active treatment. The major concerns at this point

were that families placed in a "wait group" would not agree to

remain with the program or they would seek direction from other

sources.

To coMbat these anticipated problems, it was decided that

this wait group should be designated as a minimal-contact I group

that woulei participate in all phases of the progrm (i.e., initial

training in behavioral Observations, specification of problem be-

haviors of their child, hourly observations of child, etc.), but

these three of the nine families would have a 12-week "treatment"

period during which they would not participate in one of the struc-

tured treatment groups (operant I or non-operant I therapy). These

three families, to receive minimal-contact I and then operant II,

were instead informed that a treatment plan had been constructed

for them that took into acoount their particular prOblem and the

project's capacity to provide service for them Naithin the limits

of the size of the staff." The group in essence were thus informed

that their particular treatment plan involved an initial 22-week

period of minimal-nontact with the professional staff. Thus, the

minimal contact phase served two purpcees: (1) it provided for the

desired comparison which was described above; and (2) it estiblished

a framework within whlch the desired data could be gathered under

the auspices of a treatment plan which further reduced the risks



of attrition due to the period of minimal-cAdatact. The content of

this period is described below.

Procedure of Minimal-Contact I. The minimal-contact I

then triatment provided the most concern over

attrition and thus was the primary reason for eliminating a phase

which contained no involvement with project staff. These three sets

of families (A, C, and E) initialZy underwent the group training in

behavioral observation, etc. (described above) and were then informed

that a staff decision bad been made that we required more information

on their particular problem before "active" treatment could be ini-

tiated. In order to fulfill this "need" for further information, it

was rade known to this group that video-taping under the same condi-

tions which were in effect during measurement I would continue for a

12 week period. Each family received a video taping visit approxi-

mately once every 4 weeks. In addition, these families were required

to send in their hourly Observations once every week. There was

no ccmtact between these families and the professional staff luring

this period.

Peasurement Period II

This period was expanded from three to four weeks to allow

fcr not only the 3 home and 2 office video tapings for each family,

but also the more intensive psychological testing of the 18 parents

by examiners trained by Dr. Hill. They, like Paul Daston in

Neasurement Pericd I, did not know to which treatment group the

parents were assigned to.

During this tine the Bon-operant I therapeutic team was

being readied to offer Operant II therapy to Group A and the

Operant I therapeutic team was being readied to offer Operant II

therapy to Group B.



Treotmont Period II

Minimum Contact II

It was deemed necessary to provide a group that would receive
the operant treatment initially and than enter a "wait" period during
the second phase of this program.

Therm families (r, G, and H) who entered the minimal contact

II phase after operant I treatment (Operant I then Minimal Contact II)

had essentially the came requirements placed on them as aid the Mini-

mal Contact I group. Each famDy received a video taping session

approximately once every 4 woks. In addition each famUy was required
to send in their hourly obeervations once every week. There was, how-

ever, an additional provision for these families which allowed them

to make contact with the professionnl staff provided thqy could specify,

in precise brihavioral terms (to the satiufaction of their behavioral

consultant) the problems end goals that thv would like to work on;

and to set up in a tontative wan tho steps that they would institute

to achieve the desired gon1s. Two families in this group, F and G,

took advantage of this provision; family U did not.

OPerant TI3

Parents of disturbing children have often sought professional
help only to be told that they are in come way responsible for their
children's problems and that the:* cannot in any way be helpful in

ameliorating these problems. Such paxeuts generally recetve minimal
advice (Dendura, 1962), and are often told by an expert that their
child must be taken coat of their home in order to receive the most ap-

propriate therapeutSc treatment. However, children who do show some

improvement in a residential treatment center, often do not show the

same kinds of improvement when returned to their home environment.

Generalization into the home thus does not occur.

The present authors believe that much of human blihavior is

learned and, as such, it can be modified by further learning. Dis-

turbing and non-disturbing individuals have learned different ways of
behaving, but the process of leernirg is the sums for both. The

difference is in what has been learned, not how it has been learned.
In our endeavor to modify the behaviors of parents, we have applied
techniques derived from the principles of learnino. In their endeavor

to modgy thu behaviors of their children, the properly programmed
parents have applied techniques derived from the penciples of learning.

3 This is part of a prepublication draft of a paper entitled "Teaching

Parents to Modify the Behavior of their Disturbing Children: An
Operant Approach," by Shlomo I. Cohen, David Orme-Johnson, and Leopold

O. Welder.
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The therapists and parents have tried to construct environmmnts to

selectively maintain desiralile behaviors and perf rmances. We believe

that the behavioral repertoire of a human being is developed through

the interaction of the behavior with the environment. Those behaviors

which are rewarded are strengthened, those which are ignored or

punished are weakened or suppressed. We have tried, with some moder-

ate success, to apply operant techniques to help the parents of dis-

turbing children learn new ways of child rearing.

What are those operant procedures which we have applied to

the parents who, in turn, applied them to their children? We required

parents to define the behaviors of their children which they wished to

modify; we, in turn, defined the behaviors of parents which we wished

to build and modify. The parental behaviors of concern (target be-

haviors) were: (1) the ve.,,bal behavior of the parents in their face-

to-face interaction with staff and (2) the behavior of the parents in

social interaction with their children (child rearing practices).

Once we clearly defined the target parent behaviors, we had to define

and develop reinforeers which would allow us to gain control over the

parents' behaviors. Some of the reinforeers used were: (1) money,

(2) opportunity to meet with us, (3) coots for not performing appro-

priately, (4) social reinforcement in educational group meetings and

in individual consultation and, of course, (5) improvements in the

child's behaviors brought about by the parents' proper application

of behavior modification techniques. Once behaviors of concern were

defined and reinforcers developed, we began programa of behavior modi-

fication through the application of reinforcement, extinction, shaping,

and fading.

The above steps taken by the staff were the same steps we

wished the parents to take in order to effectively modify the behaviors

of their children. Another important technique used by the staff was

to provide a good behavioral model for the parents. In summary, our

goals were to modify the child rearing behaviors of parents in order

to effect changes in the behaviors of their children. We shall now

discuss, .1.n more detail, exactly what procedures we developed in order

to facilitate the teaching of behavior control principles to parents

of dishrbing children.

The educational program of Operant Treatment II utilized two

main methods of conveying information to thu parents. The first to

be discussed is the Esup.e4Mtational meetings and the second is the

individual consultation sessions.

Educational meetings were conducted between 7:30 P.M. and

10:00 P.M., one evening a week for 12 weeks. Three sets of parents

participated in these evening meetings. After a group meeting from

7:30 to 8:30 Pal., the parents had a 1A-hour coffee break before'

meeting with three consultants who each met with one set of paxents.

The individual sessions took place between 9:00 P.M. and 10:00 P.M.

Thus, the therapeutic team uonsistad of one group leader and three

individual cons,,ltents.
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Group educational meeting.. The objective of the group educa-

tional meetiags was to train parents to perform& functional analys s

of complex behavioral situations so that they would be more able to

understand and modify the behaviors of their children. To achieve this

end we utilized printed educational materials as a basis for group

discussions. Before arriving at the format of the operant Treatment

Period II group meetings, we conducted a number of exploratory group

educational courses. Procedures changeO as we learned from each course.

Procedures were further rofined in Treatment Period II. In general,

earlier group educational meetings were not as closely controlled as

Uter ones. The Imaksil of ;Lumen .cara.nt Behavior by Ellen Reese

(1966) vas the basic text in earlier coursa-TEMingTreatment I

operant). During the discussions based on Reese's book, the graup

leader asked questions of an individual parent and shaped the parent's

verbal behavior through prompting and the cmatingent use of social

approval as a reinforcer. Assessment of tbe early group meetings

revealed that they were relatively ineffective and inefficient. In

early groups, five pazents assumed a passive role while a sixth parent

actively participated. We found in early groups that parents had much

trouble correctl7 ueing the terminology of operant and respondent

psychology. When eaced to define such terms as "discriminative stimu-

lus," "negative reinforcement," or "generalized reinforcers," they

did poorly. We felt that being able to appropriately use the technical

terminology was the first step toward correctly performing a functional

analysis. To teach this vocabulary and give the group leader more

controls The Analzaill o.! Behavior, (Rolland and Skinner, 1961) a pro-

grammed text on respondent and operant psychology was substituted for

Reese's book, as the main text for the course. The programmed text

provided an effeltive method for teaching the terminology of operant

and respondent psychology, and was used as a basis for weekly homework

assignments. The parents were required to pass a test on the homework

fraa the book in order to gain admittance into group meetings. This

assured that parents admitted into each group meeting had a high level

of proficiency in using the material from the text. The written tests

prior to each group meeting consisted of ten frames, taken directly

from the textbook. (See an example of such a test attached at the

end of the report.) Points were made contingent upnn the correct

answers of the parents. Each correct answer earned 1 point. An

incorrect answer earned zero points. Each incorrect answer more than

one, earned debits which accumulated from week to week. If the number

of deb.Lts reached a critical value (20), a check previously deposited

with uo by the parent, was sent to an organization as described above.

If a second check was subseltantly sent, it was to a "neutral" organi-

zation, and a third check, if sent went to an organization mhich the

parents disliked. As checks were sent out parents had to furnish new

chocks to the undesirable charity. Tests were based on assignments

of 3-4 sets from the programmed test.

A number of different kinds of group meetings were conducted.

In some group meetings, much group activity was based on a discussion

of short belvivioral vignettes. In other group meetings, parents pre-

sented case reports with data concerning procedures they were insti-

tuting et home. The reports were subject to the criticiam or praise
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of other parents in the group. One meeting was devoted to viewing a
film on reinforcement therapy, and two meetings were devoted to devel-
oping shaping skills of the parents. In the meetings devoted to shap-
ing, each parent had at least two opportunities to shape the behayior
of another group member and two to have his behavior shaped by a graap
member. The parents were divided into teams. Teani members not
directly involved at a particular time observed the shaping process
through a one-way mirror.

Group meetings based on behavioralEigattel. Four different
vignette types formed the basis for group discussion during the course.
(See example of these behavioral vignettes at the end of this report.)
The content of these vignettes paralleled the material in the homework
assignments from The Analzets of pehayiR (1961). In order to control
the behavior of parents who wfte not responding at apy one time, a
number of contingencies were instituted. Diming the group meeting the
parents could win points for correctly analyzing the vignettes. At
the end of the meeting the parent who had accumulated the most points
received $5.00. Each parent was given a cory of the vignette followed
by some questions. Five minutes were allotted for writing the answers
to the questions concerning the vignette. At random, one parent was
asked to answer one of the questions. A correct answer earned two
points. After an answer was given each other parent was asked (in
serial order) if he (she) thought the answer was correct or incorrect.
If a parent correctly judged the answer he (she) earned one point.
After each parent made a judgment, the grow leader announced the
correct answer. If a parent incorrectly judged the answer, be (she)
didn't earn any points. Refinements of this procedure were made at
later meetings. Asking each parent fon a judgment turned out to be
inefficient. Therefore, space was provided beside each question on
the vignette sheet for statements of judgment. After each parent wrote
a judgment which could not be erased, the correct answer was announced
by the group leader. At the end of each meeting the vignette sheets
were collected and the answers and judgments were scored by the group
leader. In later sessions, the parents judged their own answers. The
procedure of giving points for the correct judgment of another
parents' answer maintained the close attention of parents not answer-
ing at any particular time. It was hoped that the parents would thus
benefit during those parts of the sessions when they themselves were
not anewertRg questions. It was expected that this contingency would
reinforce critical evaluations of analyses of behavioral situations.

The behavimal vignettes. 1. The first, and most common type
of vignette, was in a form very similar to the programmed text. A brief
description of some behavioral interaction was followed by questiens
comprised mostly of filling in the blanks or supply a term. In early
vignettes, parents had to supply the terms such as "stimulus" and
"stimulus object." In later vignettes, parents had to correctly use
terms such as "neutral stimulas," "conditioned stimulus," "conditinned

response," "unconditioned response," and other terminology relevant to
respondent conditioning. In vignettes presented even later, parents
had to supply terms such as "negative reinforcement," "negative rein-
forcer," and "positive reinforcement." In the last group of vignettes
parents had to correctly identify schedules of reinforcement described
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in the vignettes. Lnswers to the vignettes required progressively more
sophisticated use of operant concepts ae the course continued.

2: In the second kind of vignette, therapeutic techniques for
handling problems relevant to the parents were presented. Early vig-

nettes demonstrated the therapeutic implications of "counter condition-
ing," "fading," and ''extinction of conditioned emotional responses."
Later vignettes focused on probleAs aesociated with developing the
parent as a conditioned reinforcer) and the last vignette demonstrated
how an aversive stimulus, such as spanking could (with proper mis-

management by a parent) become a positive reinforcer.

3. A third type of visnette was designed to illustrate the
wide range of behaviors easily analyzed and understood within the oper-

ant framework. One vignette described how knowledge of schedules of
reinforcement could be used to analyze and predict bombing behavior.
It was assumed that hitting the enemy as he moved along the trail rein-
forced bombing behavior. Assuming that the enemy was on the trail at
unpredictable intervals, bombing runs would be reinforced at variable

intervals. Therefore one would predict a steady rate of bombing be-
havior resistant to extinction. Other Nigmttes demonstrated how
parents shape up crying in their children 47 "differentially reinforc-
ing" more and more aversive cries. Thesrl vignettes also suggested

ways of handling this problem.

4. A fourth kind if vignette focused on the analysis of social

interaction. These vignettes stressed identgying the discriminative
stimuli and reinforcers which two (or more) interacting individuals
present to one another. Da one vignette, a father's response was also

a stimulus for his child. Tho point stressed was that the child is
part of the father's environment and the father is part of the child's

environment. When necessary, tables and charts were prepared to
illustrate to the parents the operations of reinforcement, extinction,
and punishment.

amap2;12_1VLIarsts. Each set of parents presented two
case reports during an earlier 12-week educational course (in Treat-

ment Period I). The reported success of parents working well increasod

the motivation of parents not doing as well. Parents not doing well
had "regrets" when they heard how well other parents were doing.

Thus in Operant II Treatment Period an attempt was made to
introduce ease reports as early as possible in the group sessions so
parents could see what was possible and would be stimulated to greater
efforts. The case reports also afforded opportunity for the group
leader to assess the abilities of the parents in performing behavioral
analyses of real situations. The format of the case reports was dic-
tated by Table 3, "A behavioral model for learning," in The s1,1LIiisAne of

Human .D.mnt Behavior (Reese, 1966, p. 49). The individual consul-
tants aided the parents in preparing the case reports. During group
sessions in which the case reports were given vignettes were not dis-
cussed. The individual consultant of the parents reporting, observed
through a one-way mirror and prompted the group leader by talking to
him through an earphone which he 14=1.
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In the fourth group meeting two parents presented a case report

describing how they reinforced behaviors associated with "doing arith-

metic" by making money contingent upon correctly done problems. They

described how the honework session for their ahild wao made more effi-

cient by extinguiahing interactions with the parents which were incom-

patible with good performance on the math problems. Data presented by

the parente Showed that the accuracy of doing arithmetic was maintained

at a high level, even though the problems were made progressively more

difficult.

In the fifth group meeting, Mrs. I presented a case in which

she deecribed the use of Mb as reinforcers to train her child (a

child with severe deficits) to discriminate among objects. The objects

were: a spoon, a tcy jeep, a slipper, and a cup. The child was

required to bring these objects to her from various distances. The

diszances were increased with subsequent trials. Mrs. I initially pro-

grammed 30 trials per day with only two objects. When the eriterion

of 27 correct trials out of 30 wae fulfilled, ehe introduced a third

object. The child's performance deteriorated when the third object

was added, but after a few more sessions, performance increased again.

greitaessions for develuinahmingskill. In the meetings

devoted to shaping the parents practiced shaping using each other as

subjects. Shaping was accomplished in the following way: A parent

who was to shape was given the transmitter of a walkie-talkie, while

the parent who was to be shaped was given the receiver. Instructions

to the parent being shaped were to earn as many beeps (reinforcements)

as possible. The parent to be shaped went into an adjacent room where

he (she) was observed through a one-way mirror but fram where he (she)

could not see the rest of the (observing) parents. The only contact

between the parent being shaped and the parent shaping was the beep

reinforcer transmitted by E to S's receiver. Responses to be shaped

were: nodding the head, raising the left hand aver the head, tapping

on a table, lifting up an ash tray, tapping on a wall, etc. The criter-

ion for successful performance was three successive correct responses

by the S. Parents were allowed a maximum of 5 minutes to reach cri-

terion. The nain point learned from the shaping sessions were that

reinforcement should follow the desired response IMMEDIATELY, and that

people being shaped need net be aware of (i.e., describe as E does)

the behavior that is being reinforced.

The shaping seseions demonstrated to the parents in a very

real manner that reinforcement is effective, and pravided them with

some supervised experience in systematically applying it.

One of the goals of the group leader was to minimize the amount

of irrelevant discussion occurring during the meetings. In earlier

groups (e.g., Operant I Treatment), irrelevant conversation was largely

uncontrolled and parents talked to each other while someone else was

responding. In the final group format (of Operant II Treatment), much

of the time during the sessions was devoted to writing out answers or

scoring them. To an observer, such group meetings may have appeared

to be dull. There were no abreactions nor catharses, but learning was

taking place and "mental health" being. restored. (See, for evidence
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of this, the report of Dr. Hill on changes of psychclogical test per-

formance of Group B after Operant II treatment.) The effectiveness of

the final group meeting procedures did not depend solely upon social

approval of the group leader, but also on the reinforcing properties

of dollars, victory in competitition, and social approval of the other

rarents.

A major problem was teaching the parents to generalize from

the rather specific kinds of behaviors required by the programmed text,

to more complicated behaviors of analyzing functional relationships in

real life situations. The vignettes must be viewed as one small step

in facilitating generalization from the short answers to real life

situations. Case reports axe a second stop in facilitating this gen-

eralization. It should be recalled that the group educational meetings

constituted the more formal, but not the sole means of conveying role-

vant information to the parents. The individual consultation sessions

were equally important in bringing about desirable changes in the child

rearing practices of the parents, and in bringing about generalization

to real-life situation.

Inaiyidual couultation. The format of individual sessions

did not chance as much with succesoive courses as did the format of

the group meetiug. The broad goals of the inaividual consultation

sessions averlapped with those of the group sessions. These goals were:

1. to teach the parents to perform functional analyses of

behavior,

2. to teach the parents skills relevant to behavior control?

3. to encourage the parents to record data and maintain an

experimental approach 'n working with their child; to train parents to

identify new reinforcers and specify new behaviors to be de- oped,

4. to shape and maintain effective and correct use by parents

of technical terminology,

5. and to make the parents independent of the therapist in

working with their child.

Whereas the group meetings foaused on teaching a broad over-

view of operant concepts and procedures, the individual sessions focused

on further developing principles discussed in the group and plannihg

their application to the individual situations described by each set

of parents.

Like the group sessions, the individual sessions were conducted

in a businesslike manner. Parents sat across a desk from the consul-

tant. At least ona parent was equipped with pencil and paper. The

geaeral procedure was for parents to specify a behavior to be strength-

ened or weakened and, with the consultant, to develop a strategy

designed to bring about desired changes. Ehch individual session was

conducted according to a hand printed agenda developea before the meet-

ing by the consultants. The last 10 minutes of each individual session
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were devoted to developing assignments relevant to the parents' working

with their child. These assignments generally described a set of opera-

tions for the parents to fulfill in working with their child. An inpor-

tent part of each assignment was for parents to collect data on the

target behaviors and present the data at the following individual ses-

sion. In this way, the completed data sheets nerved as "tickets of

admission" and as a basis for the agenda of the next individual session.

At the discretion of the individual consultant, parents earned debits

or were not allowed into individual meetings if assignments were not

adequately completed. To assure that an assignment was clear and pre-

cise before the end of each session, a third (objective) party read it

and pointed out ambiguities in procedures or in methods of data collec-

tion. Thus, when parents finally received an assignment, it was

likely to be clear and precise. Generally, parents fulfilled assign-

ments and kept good records of the operatione they performed anA the

resultant changes in their child's behaviors.

Invariably, eeveral problems arcse in the initial individual

sessions. These problems centered aramed: (1) getting parents to

define potential reinforcers, (2) to systematically perform experiments

in their bomee; (3) to specify in blmxiioral terms the problems con-

fronting them with their children. Initially, parents had lomg lists

of behavior., to weaken and relatively few to strengthen. By establish-

ing and then using himself as a reinfcrcer, the individual consultant

was generally successful in modifying the bebefrior of the parents in

directions relevant to solviag these initial .problems. Generally, the

consultants served as a good model for I:1-e parents by contingently us-

ing reinforcers (especially social), shaping, and extinguishing (parent)

behaviors.

Individual consultants attempted early in the treatment to

help the parents establish token economies in the household. This was

accomplished throu6.1 relevant assignments and home vleits. The consul-

tants visited the home of the parents at least once a week. Theee

visits usually lasted for one hour but occasionally were longer. Dur-

ing these visits the consultants observed a parent working with the

child, worked directly with the child to demanstrate a procedure to the

parent, or simply discussed the data and consequent changes to be made

in working with the child. Generally, however, the consultant did

relatively little work directly with the child.

Problems discussed in individual sessions were specific to each

family; but most parents desired changes in the following areas:

language skills, use of physical objects, play activity, social inter..

acting, compliance to parents wishes, academic skills, bizarre self-

stimulatory behaviors, inappropriate laughter, dress:L:1g, bed wetting,

soiling pants, etc.

We shall now present 411 illustrative case report of Family I's

Operant II treatment. (The Non-operant I and Operant II treatments

of family B appear just after this section on Treatment Period II.)

The first individual session with Family I was a

general introduction session. Procedures regarding reinforcement and
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extinction were discussed. The parents had difficulty specifying poten-

tial reinforcers, and clearly defining behaviors to be modified. The

importance of extinguishing behaviors incompatible with behaviors to

be strengthened was pointed out. The parents described the sounds which

S (the 4.5 year old child of concern) emitted as non-communicative and

random. The communicative function of those non-English sounds was

pointed aut. The parents described the boy as "not doing anything."

They also described a relatively constant non-reactive and non-changing

home environment for the child. They described extensive use of

aversive control rather than positive control aver the child's behavior.

The first behavior problem was decreasing the frequency with
which S climbed up on top of ths table during meals. The assignment

was for parents to deliver Mb to the child when not on the table top.

In ths second consultation session, shaping vas discussed and

demonstrated. Also, data from home observations were used to point

out to the parents that the home environment did not maintain many
desirable behaviors of the child. These data also showed that Mts. I

did not ask the child to do anything, but frequently gave chores to the

younger brother. To increase mother-child interaction, an assignment

was given which required the mother to record observations of the child

one minute in every ten and interact with him when he was doing some-

thing she liked. In subsequent corsultation sessions, Mts. I suggested

that S's social behaviors were more appropriate as a result of her

having observed him one miaute in every ten for a week and having

social4 reinforced desirable behaviors.

During session #3, imo experimantal sessions for working with
the child were established, one for Mr. I and one for hrs. I. Mrs. I

was to work with the child in the afternoon using ISMs as a reinforcer

to teach S to discriminate and to retrieve objects which she would

label. Mr. I was to work with the child in the morning (at 6 a.m.)

using small parts of breakfast as reinforcers when the child correctly

discriminated between objects and handed them to his father. During
the consultation session, role playing relevant to the experimental

sessions at home was conducted.

In the fourth session, homework data indicated that both par-

ents were makiag progress in their respective experimental sessions.
A token economy was discussed but the parents did not specify one back-

up reinforcer to be bought with tokens. The need to expose S to new

environmental situations was discussed. The assignment after the

fourth session included beginning to establish tokens as conditioned
reinforcers, and for the parents to generate a list of five new behav-

iors to be strengthened.

During session #5 discussion centered on using tokens to buy

trips in the car and a walk around the block. The list of behaviors

to strengthen which the parents specified for S were: (1) picking up

his clothes; (2) putting his plate in the sink, and (3) getting his

own silverware before meals.
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Assignments for week five were for Mrs. I to program at least

three COX rides for S, to take him into a otore, and to begin proce-

dures for teaching S to put his plate in the sink. Essentially, shap-

ing; and fading procedures were employed by tho parents. The reinforcer

used was the dessert of the meal. Data collected by the parents showed

that with parental help S lxvought 1-416 klate to the sink as soon as the

contingencies involving dessert were put into effect. In a matter of

one week, the parents' prompts were faded out, and on his own S was

consistently placing his plate into the sink, to earn dessert.

In session #9, the parents reported they exposed S to three new

experiences. These wore: (1) S was taken into a new store; (2) S was

taken to visit his uncle; and (3) S was taken to the zoo. None of

these experiences was disastrous; just the opposite occurred. The

parents were happily surprised with S's behaviors. The parents remark-

ed that the child seened to be a "happier" child, that they were get-

ting; along better with him, and that he was more socially responsive.

An assignment given to the parents after the tenth session was

to spend at least ten minutes in every 24-hour period collaborating

with each other on strategies for new programs with S. It was hoped

that the parents would assume more responsibility for developing new

programs in working with their child. In the next session they report-

ed that their collaboration was very profitablet

Some results from operant treatment II.

Results of the educational group. In order to determine wheth-

er the contingencies controlled the amount of relevant verbal behavior

by parents during .che group meetings, audio tape recordings from early

and late gToup meetings were rated. Relevant behavior was defined as

discussion of children's behavior in specific behavioral terms; answer-

ing questions concerning vignettes; any discussion of behavior in

operant terms; any discussion of operant terms; discussion of assign-

nents; giving case reports and asking for clarification on terms or

procedures. Irrelevant behavior was defined as discussion of children

in global terms; avoiding serious discussion by pointless jokes, try-

ing to get the group leader off the topic or encouraging him to talk;

two or more people talking at once; and agy mumbling which could not

be understood.

Ten tapes from an earlier course (Operant I Treatment) and

twelve tapes from the last group course (Operant II Treatment which

was conducted with more contirgencies for relevant behaviors) ware

rated. Ten samples of group activity were taken fram each tape by

stonping the tape at predetermined readings on the tape recorder's

digital counter. A one-hour tape ran to the number 1000 on the digital

counter of the tape recorder. Samples were taken at each "hundred"

(i.e., 100, 200, 300, . . 1000). The first parent to speak when

the tape recorder was activated, was rated as speaking relevantly or

irrelevantly by two independent raters.
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Troeeiurer for clonely controlling parent bohamioro vere not

emplcyed in the early group. In the later group, contingenciea sponi-

fqcally designed to elimirel:e irrelevant behavior were employed.

Figure 1 shows the percent of relevant behavior over sessj.Ons

al rated by both raters. The emrlier group averaged 50 relevant

Insert Figure 1 about hers

AMO

1;ehexior and the last croup (with cont.4.7.--5encies) averaged 00; relevant

710havior, showirg that the oe..ingancies aid exe:rt additional control.

DaLa points teem the second, -i:hird and fourth sessions of the early

(uoup were not available for rating. The first session of the last

clveraat group reflects the low let.el of behaviors of parents coming

Lem non-operant nerapy group.3 in Treatrent Period I. As described

above the later nrer-,ni gronp studied hc:e; ,,!as comprized of parents

who had previous verosure to 12 ve?e1:177. 111--perant MOTO traditionally

oriented group meetings. Reaulte thn wicmad session of the last

geoup demonstrated that the contingenoiee were in effect. One oan see

_team Figure 1 that parent behavior quickly cams under control of the

contingencien and in the lant several sessions, relevant behaviors

flactuated between 80 end logg).

Figure 2 shows the percentage of total possible points that

=1.=moommilv

Insert Figure 2 about here

each parent earned during each gnoup session. The curves ax-, erouped

by families. For comparison purposes, the group averages :ere also

drawn on each graph. The group average is the average rJore fer all

sAx marents for each session.

Figure 2 summarizes the performance on anstering the vignettes.

The group average shows the mean perfoxnance for .;lie parents was 76%

for all sessions and was fairly =natant across eessions. Figure 2

phows that no parent was above or below the MP,ra in every session. All

parents won at least once. The fact that tire is relatively little

va:ciation about the mean suggests that the mtingencies did not

dibcriminate between the parents but worivid equal37 well for all. (pre

usual teaching methods tend to accentuat..) individual differences.) The

nean score of 74 shows that the contirencies maintained a proficient

(although not excellent) performance 1,:vel.

There were individual diffsL'ences in performance. Mt. I who

won once, was below the group neer. 6 out of 9 times. His performance

wes inconsistent, with scores vinging from 40$ to IOW°. Mrs. I won

three times and was above the ,,,roup mean 7 out of 9 times. Her -per-

formance ranged from 54 to 1.4. Nr. B won three times and was above
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the group mean 7 out of 9 times. Mrs. B wan once and was below the

group mean 8 out of 9 times. Her performance deterioratsd in the last

three sessions.

Mr. and Mrs. D were the most consistent of the parents. Mt. D
won twice and scored close to the group mean for most sessions. His

performance dropped on the last session. Mrs. D was above the graup
mean 8 out of 9 times, but won only in the first session. Mts. D got

an average score of 85.2% while the other averages were: Mts. II, 82.404

Mrs. I, 80.2%4 Mr. D, 73.9%; Mr. I, 70.2% and Mrs. B, 614.

Mts. D's behavior illustrates that with the present contingen-
cies it was possible to do consistently well, but not win frequently.
This suggests that benefit might have accrued by applying a contingency
to the consistency of performance (e.g., by ginng a "bonus" for a good

cumulative score). Better performance might also have been maintained
if eaoh parent's progress had been tracked and consequences applied

for poor performance.

Results of individual consultation. Figure 3 shows data col-

lected trft. and Mrs. I. The figure shows the frequency with which

Insert Figure 3 about here

their son S clieJed onto the table at mealtime. Data from the first
two days show a high rate of such behaviors before the institution :I

behavior modification techniques (baseline data). After day #2 (point

a an Figure 3) differential reinforcement of other behaviors (DRO)

was begun (i.e., S was reinforced when not on the table during meals).

The effects of this contingency were immediate and by day #7 ( point

b an the figure) the undesirable behavior no longer occurred. MANs

were used as reinforcers until day #28 (point c on the figure), when

social reinforcement (for not being on the tabIe) alone maintained

the behavior pattern.

More data concerning the behaviors of children could be pre-

sented. Each set of parents collected data and developed figmres
portrayin the data. These figures presented in the results section of
this paper, are characteristic of '42e figures prepared by moet parents.

Discussion of the operant orieLted family consultation. The

purpose of the present paper is not primarily to demonstrate that an
operant oriented program of consultation leads to desirable outcomes,
although results do suggest this; but to descrito a method of giving
advice and assistance to people in child-rearing trouble. It should
be noted that this method requires that therapists quickly gain con-

trol aver the behaviors of these clients. The therapist must then
Rove...wit:Ay ma* that control to strengthen behaviors relevant to prob-
lem solving, and good attendance at group and individual meetings.
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'Figure 3. Cumulative record of times child S. climbed onto table top during meal times.

(See text for explanation of letters on cumulative record).4
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The investigation revealed that clients do not "resist" vete-

mtic attempts to "control" them when they mre being paid with relevant

advice and with impzovements which they can observe through data collec-

tion. Our work strongly suggests that the therapist should utilize the

principles of learning to effectively modify the behaviors of his

clients.

The program described has a developmental history of three

years. Earlier programs were not as efficient or effective as latirl

programs. New ideas and procedures developed as we learned fram each

course. However, by no means have we arrived at the ultimate educa-

tional program for :yarents of diGtubing children. There are still

further modifications 14 be made. Me look forward to the establishumt

of educational day care centers for these children and their parents.

Within this proposed dgy care center, parents working with Children

would serve as teachers' aides. Wreck by the parents in the center

would be a requirement for accepting the child into the program. If

the parents did not fulfill their work obligation, the child would not

be admitted into the center. When the parents did fulfill their work

obligations, the child would be re-admitted. Work by parents may be

approximately four hours per week. Although parents would not initially

work with their own child, they would gain valuable experience applying

behavior control principles in an academic setting under the supervi-

sion of professionals trained in techniques of behavior control. The

described day care center is not viewed as a replacement for the group

educational program, but as a supplement to it.

One thing which parents, over all of the courses, consistently

stated was that staff use of parents as therapists for their children

was extremely important. In seeking professional advice prior to par-

ticipating in the present project, these parents received the standard

answers which not only tried to separate them from their children but

also implied that they were somehow guilty of something. On the con-

trary, our orientation emphasized that parents could be the best (not

the worst) of possible therapists for their children. This outlook

served to decrease (not increase) the guilt which those parents experi-

enced and to preserve (not destroy) their integrity as parents by

requiring them to plan and assume responsibility for the development

of their children.

Our work with parents ahould serve as a requiem for the myth

that parents of disturbing children Should be separated from their

children far the benefit of all. This myth has been propagated because

intensive work is required if parents are to become effective thera-

pists for their children. Many professional man-hours are required

for preparation of educational materials and home visits. Few profes-

sionals currently have the time or desire to engage in such an endeavor

when easier, more traditional answers are open to them. It is time,

however, we escape equivocal conventional methods and use, to our

advantage, the fact that the principles encompassed by operant theory

constitute one of the few areas within our field, which is based on

experimental wocedures and empirical data. Theme attributes of oper-

ant theory are to a large extent, responsible for its effectiveness in

teaching. Advice derived frmn operant theory is concerned with specific
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steps of action tc solve behavior problems. Brim (1961) stated that

specific advice to clients is nore useful than general, vague advice

such as "give warmth and understanding to the child." Kessler (1965)

stated that it is easier for parents to fulfill specific instructions

with their children than to respond to general theoretical concepts.

Davis (1963) castigated (Nur professional conservatism and called on

psychologists to utilize the well-establidhed principles of behavior in

educational programs for the community at large. After reviewing the

literature on the etiology and development of behavior disorders,

Davis (1963) concluded "the fact is that mental health educators have

notbing concrete and practical to tell the pUblic." To the extant

that we do not gtve relevant information to the public, the above state-

ment is true, but this need not be the situation. Mb should stop

trying to educate the public about mental health, and initiate programs

concerning behavior, about which we know something. Continuing labora-

tory and clinical work (see, for example, Ullmann and Krasner, 1965)

have furthered the development of an empirical, clinically applicable

orientation which provides guidelines based on established principles

aad clearly defined procedures. This orientation also provides for

the collection of relevant data (instead of generalized case histories)

and clear descriptions of procedureq; this sakes replication by others

possible. Thess characteristics are particularly important in an area

when too often adequate cantro3s, clear description end the possibility

of replicatian have been inaltquate o= totally lacking.
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A PROCESS STUDY CF OPERANT AND

NON-OFERANT PARENT CONSULTATION

Frank C. Warman

University of Yeryland

Statement of the Problem

In reviews of the literature on psychotherapy process research,

the appeal is frequently voiced for direct comparisons of techniques

which have evolved from widely disparate theoretical orientations.

Bendura (1961) has expressed the need for this kind of approach quite

well:

It would be far more informative if, in future psychotherapy

research, radically different forms of treatment were conpared...since

this approach wtmad lead to a more rapid discarding of those of our

cherished psydhotherapeutic rituals that prove to be ineffective in,

or even a handicap to, the successful treatment of emotional disorders.

(Bandura, 1961, p. 157)

While studies of therapeutic outcome have frequently con-

trasted the effects of different treatments within the same research

paradigm, process studies havt genera:0y considered only a single tech-

nique at a time. Frank (1961) argues that this practice which he de-

scribes as the bane of investigators interested in the outcome of

therapy is no less important in the analysis of process data. Support-

ing this view, Rogers (1961) in an attompt to formulate an equation

descriptive of the process of client centered therapy added the

following:

We may learn that tbere are many processes of change, each

with its antecedent conditions. Peftaps each therapeutic orientation

produces its awn distinctive changes. We do not know. This makes it

imperative to discover the equation in other therapies. (Rogers, 1961,

p. ).

Despite these appeals however, process research has largely

neglected experimental designs whidh call for direct comparisons of

different therapies.

The present process study attempted to heed the above appeals

and was conducted within the framework of an experimental design equipped

to directly compare two different modes of treatment. The design in

question*was that of the Parent Project of the Institute for BeLavioral

Research - Leopold 0. Welder, principal investigator. This project

*Supported under Grant No. 32-30-7515-.5024 by the United etiies &Jim of

Education.
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bel ,vilrai

Th)ve groups of parents were seei;. During an initial

11rr-atm'?n dcci, n roap of percnts was to be 1:tastructed to ap2:7T

oporant principles in the modification of thcir children's behavior.

A second group vas to receive non-operant consultstion centering erounl

an exploration of family dynamics and expression of feelings. A tht::d

group of parents received minimal contact and comprised a wait group.

During a second treatment period, the inttial operant groups received

Cecreased contact, the non-operant group received an operant treatment

the wait group also received operant consultation. One rather un:.71;,.?

f-nture of the design was that the sane consultants who conthicted non-

oi;erant sessions dIr:ing the initial treatment period provided operant

consultation during the second treatment period. The experimebtal desirm

including assignment of both perents and consultants is summarized in

rivAble 1.

Insert Table 1 here

*asurement pericds provided n record of extratherapy behav-

iors relevant to the analysis of therapeutic outcome and are thus not

directly involved tn the collection of process data. This is not to

say that process and outcome research are independent approaches to the

scientific understarding of psychotherapy. The author supports Kiesler

(1966) in his rejection of the long-standing distinction between process

end outcome. Kiesler concluded "that the process-outcome confusion has

rzsulted primarily from ignoring the fact that some interview data re-

flect outcome (patient change); or said differently, that some of the

outcome of therapy may be evident in interviews." (Kiesler, 1966,

p. 127).

The interrelationship between process and outcome will become

evident when the development of the present system of process analysis

is described.

Although certain controls, particularly a reversal of the

non-operant to operant sequence, 'Jere not present, the experimental de.

sign of the Phrent Project appeared adequate for (and was explicitly

designed to serve the) purposes of process analysis. It afforded an

opportunity to compare two concurrent treatments on different families,

to describe a sequence of trcetments on the same fam14, lnd to evalu-

ate the transition of consultants from one therapeutic orientation to

another.

The goal of the presert study vas to develop a system of pro-

cess analysis which would describe and discriminate between operant and

non-operant approacbes to parent consultation. Following the classifi-

cation of process research set flrth by Auld and Mbrray (1954), the

present study could best be described as both descriptive and methodo-

logical. It does not test hypotheses generated from theory. This

approach, although not consistent with the deductive disclipine to which
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EXEMINEM Da31GN CF TO PARENT P70,770T

wI.o.,T..*MNiwMwm.I*1
Family Messwement Treatment Measurement Treatment Nnasuremeni.

Period 1 Period 1 Period 11 Period II Period 111.

(3 ueeks) (12 weeks) (3 weeks) (12 weeks) (3 weeks)

1 Operant Contingent
Consultant A Consultation

Operant Contingent

Consultant B Consultation

3 Operant Contingent

Consultant C Consultation

.

5

6

Non-opirant Operant

Consultant D Consultant A

Non-operant Operant

Consultant E Consultant B

Nua-operant Operant

Consultant F Consultant C

7

8

9

Minimal Operant

Contact Consultant D

Minipal pperant_

Contact Consultant E

Minimal Operant

Contact Consultant F
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psychology has traditionally aspired, appears appropriate in light of

the current status of procem: research. A comment by Meehl (1955) made

well over a decade ago is still highly relevant today:

The lessons would seem to be that we know so little about the

process of helping that the only proper attitude is one of maximum ex-

perimentalism. Ite state of theory and its relation to technique is

obviously chaotic whatever our pretensions. (Meehl, 1955, pp. 374.375).

Some Dilemmas in Process Analysis

In a review of the small groups literature, Olmstead (1959)

rade the following observation:

The phenomenon which the student of the small group observes
typically consists of organisms raking noises at one another. To rake

sense of this phenomenon the observer must make distinctions; by intro-

ducing clarifying conceptions he tries to bring order into a buzzing

confusion. (Olmstead, 1959, p. 94)

To "bring order into a buzzing confusion" is essentially the

task of process analysis. Research in this area requires the develop-

ment of reliable and valid measurement systems to describe complex

human interactions. Since the raw material of ppocess analysis is gen-
erally verbal, an investigator is faced with the tasks of specifying
verbal units, of distinguishing between the topographical and functional

characteristics of language, not to mention a whole host of practical

difficulties in simply recording verbal interactions. These tasks are

awesome and although they have been initiated frequently, rarely have

they enjoyed any enduring success. Some of the dilemmas which have

arisen in process analysis will be described below.

Selection of an:Cbservational-Technique' .

Heyns and Lippitt (1954) presented an early but insightful

review of observational techniques. Sio basic observer systems were

dtstinguished: category sets and rating scales. The former involves

tne identification and classification of behaviors according to given

preselected categories whereas the latter involves the assignment of

some numerical index to a behavior or set of behaviors. According to

Heyns and Lippitt, the tasks are essentially the same under ideal condi-

tions. Both achieve Midi= reliability and validity when the behavior

to be observed is defined as precisely as possible. Reyna and Lippitt

cite the work of Carter et al. (1951) as supporting the contention that

the reliability of observer systems is positively related to agreement
between category and rating scale procedures. Carter et al. asked Ob-

servers to codify a set of behaviors and also to rate ffie participants

along 7-point scales on certain personal traits. Ratings were correlated

with scores derived by coMbining categories which might be subsumed

under the global trait characteristic. Heyns and Lippitt apparently

failed, however, to note that the latter part of the procedure of
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Carter et al. -- namely, grouping categories to define a trait -- is it-

self a rating task. The basis for selecting certain categories to com-
prise a trait was rational or subjective rather than empirical. Thus,

the study of Carter et al. lends direct support on,I to the similarity

of two rating procedures.

EVen if it were shown that categorization and rating procedures
approached identity under ideal conditions, ideal conditions rarely

present themselves. The verbal behavior typically observed in procesc,
analysis is far too complex to quantify with complete precision without
dividing it into miniscule and perhaps meaningless units. Such precision
would also require a vast range of finely discriminable categories or
variables relevant to the process of psychotherapy and work in this area
is currently under way (Harway and Iker, 1964; Psathas, Cleeland and
Heller, 1965). Computer technology has not concentrated on the prOblem
of specifying a socially significant unit of analysis however. It gen-

erally has relied on individual words as units and in so doing has
probably overestimated their significance. Computer approaches have
also largely ignored non-lexical dimensions of therapeutic process,
particularly intonation and temporal characteristics. Under the far from
ideal conditions which currently exist therefore, categorization and
rating procedures are highly dissimilar approaches and it is the dilemma
of the investigator to determine which is more appropriate for his pur-
poses. In general, category systems in order to be reliable focus on

relatively molecular units occurring at preselected intervals while
rating procedures capture the more gldbal or molar features of a given
process but fail to describe the precise sequence of events. In psycho-
therapy research, rating scales are more frequently selected than cate-
gory systems due probably to the complexity of the stimulus material and
the desire to generate broad statements descriptive of therapeutic
process. Selecting one technique over another may (-live an immediate

problem but does not provi&I a solution to the ultimate dilemma Gt
molar vs. molecular description.

Other problem in process analysis center around the dimensions
of Observer systems outlined by Heyns and Lippit (1954). These include
the exhaustiveness or cupprehensiveness of the system, the degree of
inference required of the observer, the size and discreetness of units
of analysis, the use of contextural cues, and the range of situations to
which the system should be applicable. Added to these prdblems is the
sheer technology needed to collect and preserve therapy records. These

problems are best illustrated in the context af actual investigation.
Examples of process systems are thus presented below.

A Review of Selected Systems of Ftocess Analysis

Bales (1951) has constructed a category system designed to
describe behavior in a wide range of situations. Observer judgments

require a high degree of inference and six months of training are gen-
erally required to produce reliable results. The unit of analysis is
subjective4 determined. In Bales' words, the "unit to be scored is the
smallest discriminable segment of verbal or nonverbal behavior to which
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the observer, using the present set of categories after proper training,

can assign a classification under conditions of continuous serial

scoring" (B81es, 1951, p. 37)

Bales' system is frequently cited as the premier set of cate-

gories for process analysis. Despite the gystem's sophistication, how-

ever, it is not generally used in current research. This undoubtedly

stens from the amount of Graining required. The chief weaknesses of the

system are its sUbjective specification of the verbal unit and the high

degree of inference required to classify the unit once it is identified.

The system requires that Observers arrive at some judgment about mental-

istic events such as inner feelings, wishes, evaluations and speculations.

The assumption of a one to one correspondence between certain overt re-

sponses and internal events is precarious to say the least. Finally,

even if the Bales system could be used Objectively and be more efficient

in terms of Obtaining reliability and of being empirically valid, its

judgments are directly relevant onlr to response styles and not to con-

tent. The system deals with the question of how participants respond

but dc*s not convey the topic of conversation. This is a trend that has

been followed in many systems of process analysis. By placing the

emphasis on form rather than substance, the Bales system and others like

it are responsible for the loss of vital data on the content of complex

verbal interactions.

The categories of Heyns (1948) were developed to study the

process of decision making conferences. Although the Observer is not

required to make inferences about the motives and feelings of the actors,

judgments still require a complex subjective evaluation of .verbal re-

sponses in terns of their theoretical problem solving function. The

unit of analysis is also defined in a sajective and tautological manner

as in &les' system. Also shared with the Bales system is solitary

emphasis on style to the exclusion of content. Thus Heyns' set of cate-

gories appears to suffer from the same difficulties found in Bales' work.

The system of Steinzor (1949) requires a high degree of infer-

ence regarding motivations of the actor. An attempt was nede to define

an Objective unit of analysis. Units are defined as entire statements

occurring between statements of others or separated by at least five

seconds if spoken by the same actor. Defining a unit Objectively raises

the general issue of context. Within a given unit, should the Observer

attend only to the cues presented in that interval or should he retrieve

previous responses which place the statement in context? Clearly a given

verbal response may have quite different meanings in and out of context.

Although the unit was defined objectively, Steinzor failed to specify

how context was to be taken into account. Taus the system remains

largely sUbjective. Another problem centers around Steinzm's particu-

lar specification of the verbal unit. It is not infrequent for an actor

to speak over a very long duration without interruption or five second

psuses. To equate this with a one or two word response is clearly un-

representative of the behavioral process taking place.

Fouriezos, Hutt and Guetzkow (1950) developed a system based

on behavioral cues for dependency, status, dominance, aggression and
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catharsis. Since the syStem is designed to detect motivational states

within individusls, it clearly requires a great deal of inference on the

part of Observers despite an effort to develop a manual of behavioral

cues for the various needs in question. No specific unit of analysis is

specified. Rather Observers use categories only as a Ardmework to make

a final glObal rating of the actor's behavior over an entire session.

The combination of a categorization and rating task is an interesting

approach that will be discussed later.

The system of Carter, Haythorn, Meirowitz and Ianzetta (1951)

requires less inference on the observer's part than previous systems.

This does not mean, however, that the categories are objective. The

system runs into the difficulty of distinguishing between topographical

and functional characteristics of language. How are such categories as

asking, directing1 declaring, and rewarding to be discriminated? For

example, the statement Nould you like to continue, please" is in the

form of a question yet may be designed to serve the function of a direc-

tion. The interrogative tone of the phrase could be a social convention

or polite form for exivessing an imperative. It could be argued then

that the stimulus can only be understood in terms of the response it is

designed to evoke. Carter et al. defined a unit quite vaguely in terms

of changes in behavior. What constituted a change was not clearly speci-

fied, however. Maus their system is sUbject to the sane difficulties

found in the studies already mentioned.

Chapple (1940) hypothesized a relationship between temporal

variables and emotional relationships anong people. Although,the rela-

tionship is hypothetical, Chapple's system has the advantage of not

requiring the Observer to neke inferences about the behavior he is re-

cording. Chapple's system includes such variables as tempo, activity

or energy, adjustment, initiative, dominance, synchronization and flex-

ibility all defined operationally in terms of temporal dimensions.

Although Chapple does not report extensively on the reliability of hie

system, this general mroach is the most objective work in process

analysis and reliability coefficients are typically high. The best

known example of this kind of approach in recent literature is the work

of Nhtarazzo, Veltman and Saslow (1963). These authors use highly sen-

sitive instruments to make very fine discriminations along temporal

dinensions. Reliability is determined by the accuracy of voice acti-

vated relays rather than human factors. The obvious weakness of a time

oriented approach is that it fails to preserve many response style varia-

bles and all content variables. Thus, although the approach is objective,

it possesses only narrow psychological implications.

The system of Polansky, Lippitt and Redl (1949) consisted of

a number of response style categories designed to study the process of

behavioral contagion in a camp setting. The authors were interested in

direct attempts at influencing, status indicators and incidents of

contagion.

This system LI worth noting because of the size of a unit

necessary to be categorized as an incident of contagion. According to

Heyns and Lippitt (1954):
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This particular category system illustrates more clearly than

do some others the interdependence between category definition and unit

designation. In the case of behavior entering the contagion categories,

any act of a group weber is potentially a contagion behavior. It be-

cenes one in actuality, however, only when there is a change in the

behavior of another person in the direction of the actor's behavior.

(Neyns and Liypitt, 1954, p. 387)

This approach foresaw the current trend in the operant analysis

of verbal behavior. In this approach, a behavior is defined in terns of

tts consequences. A verbal reinforcer, fcr example, can only be defined

by an increase in the behavicr it follows. The emphasis is clearly on

function rather than topography. This approach provides an Objective

besis for determining i2 a behavior that appears on the surface to re-

flect sone purpose or intent on the part of the actor actually serves the

function for which it is designed.

Snyder (1945) developed a system to test certain tenets of the

client centered approach of Carl Rogers. An attemmt was made to describe

psychotherapist behavior as directive, senidirective and nondirective,

ard client behavior in terms of simple responses, understanding or

action-taking and feeling categories. This system suffers from the same

difficulties faced by mole comprehensive systems. It requires a high

degree of inferenee and subjectively defines the verbal unit.

Dollard and Nbwrer (1947) developed a measure known as the

Discomfort-Relief Notient (DRQ). The systemwas designed to detect

drives and tensions in ongcing conversations. The MA was ccaputed by

dividing the number of exlentssions of discomfort by the nutter of dis-

covfort plus relief expressions. The assumption of these authors that

certain verbal behaviors refi.ect mentalistic events requires further

empirical verification, however. Problem also exist in specifying the

units entered into the ratio.

Freedmen, Leary, Ossorio and Coffey (1950) developed a system

called the "circle" which consists of a nurber of antagonistic verbs

(e.g., dominate - submit). The system is designed to measure interper-

sonal mechanisns used in social situations. The system requires a high

degree of inference, asking the observer to judge what an actcr is doing

to an object (e.g., aggressing, affiliating, etc.). One innovative

feature of this system is that the intensity as well as the frequency of

behaviors is rated. Unfortunately, it is difficult to Obtain reliable

results when applying a sUbjective rating to an already sUbjectively

determined response category.

Mahl (1956) developed an interesting measure of enxiety and

uncerteinty in face-to-face interactions. He counted the frequency

of speech disturbances in ongoing conversations. Categories consisted

of failure to complete sentences, repetitions, tongue slips, incoherent

sounds, stutters and omissions. A nutber of these categories are reason-

ably objective although omissions require some degree of inference to

identify. Like the temporal systens of Chapple (1940) and Nhtaraeso

et al. (1963) cited earlier, this schema fails to detect important
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reqoonse style an5 content variables. Mahl's approach does have the
advantage, however, of measuring variables that possess a great deal

of theoretical significance. One only has to recall the work of Freud
in the area of speech disturbances to appreciate the value of an Objec-

tive weasure of their occurrence. Mhhl's work merits further research,
rarticulerly in the setting of psychotherapeutic interviews.

Bandura, Lipsher and Miller (1960) developed a system to
measure approach or avoidance and hostile or non-hostile behaviors.
Their unit of analysis consisted of an interaction sequence, i.e., a
behavior of one actor followed by a response to that behavior by another

actor. A nuMber of behavioral cues vere listed to indicate the presence
of approach or avoidance, e.g., approval and requests for elaboration
(approach) or disapproval and silence (avoidance). Etphasis on a
sequence of behavior rather than on one oehavior at a given point in
time is vitally important to the understanding of complex social inter-

ections. Little has been done in this area since Polansky et al. (1949)
41fined a unit as a sequence of behaviers in their studies of social
contagion cited earlier. The work of Bandura et al. appears to be a
step in this necessary direction. Marry problems remain, however. A
particularly great dilemma is specifying to what elements of a highly
complex verbal stimulus the verbal response is being made. Also, a
response may not be made until a stibseouent session. Some Objective
criteria must be developed to specify size limitations for a stimulus-

response unit.

Jhffe (1961) has developed an objective system based on the
"type - token ratio." Words serve as the unit of analysis. The ratio
is computed by dividing the nuMber of different words in a given seg-
ment by the total nuMber of words for that segment. Thus, the system
is a direct meaoure of repetitions and according to Jaffe an indirect
index of defensive meneuvering and stressful disorganization. The latter
hypothesis is tentative but like other non-content systems, this technique
at least'enjoys a high degree of objectivity and reliability. Repeti-
tiveness is a characteristic of verbal behavior that is encountered
frequently and is undoUbtedly of theoretical significance. Jaffe's
contribution thus appears to be a valudble one.

The already classic work of Greenspoon (1962) offers another
approach to process analysis. In this case, a response of one meMber
of a dyad is determined prior to the session. Greenspoon selected the
responses "good" and "mmm-hmm." Observers then studied the effect of

these reiponses on speech characteristics of the person to whom the
responses are directed. Both response style and content variables have
been found to vary as a function of verbal reinforcement. The verbal

conditioning work of Greenspoon yields data on the functien of speech
under carefully controlled conditions. It has the drawback, however,
of interfering with conversations as they occur spontaneously in a
natural environment. It could be argued, however, that the very
presence of observers already modifies verbal behavior and that the
experimental approach at least specifies the direction and extent of
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external influences. Greenspoon's approach is zlearly valuable but
further work is necessary on the specification of complex verbal stimuli
in order to better simulate natural conditiona.

Reece and Whitman (1962) are representative of an approach to
process analysis that does not deal with verbal behavior. In their in-

vestigations of psychotherapy sessions, they distinguished between warm
and cold therapists on the basis of certain motor behaviors. Warm
therapists, for example, were defined as those who leaned toward the
client, looked directly at him and smiled. Cold therapists were defined

cs those who leaned away, drunned fingers and looked across the roam.
This is a valuable approach in that certain non-verbal behaviors can
influence interactions as easily as ve..bal style and content. Reece
and Whitman found, for example that Nam" therapists increased verbal
pl-oductivity. This approach is not entirely objective, however. gye
contact, for example, is very difficult for observers situated tit dif-
ferent angles from the actors to rate reliably. Certain gross motor
behaviors can be easily obLerved, however, and provide a useful supple-

Lent to data on verbal behavior.

Russell and SnAex (1963) provide a good example of a process

systeni based on both content and non-content variables. They were in-

terested in measuring anxiety in therapy situations. Included in their
system were direct statements of anxiety, apologies for faults, changing
the sUbject, and intellectualization as well as a number of speech
disturbances similar to those investigated by Kehl (1956). Although
Russell and Sryder's work suffers from some of the same difficulties
found in other works, it is to be commended for adopting a variety of
approaches to process analysis. In order for non-content variables to
be meaningful, they should be measured in conjunction with content
variaMes. Only in this way will tta field of process analysis be able
to converge on an empirically valid approach to the understanding of

complex human interactions.

The stndies cited above are only a small sample of efforts
that have been made in this area. The sample is sufficient, however,
to illustrate a number of dilemnas facing process analysts. These are
reviewed belaw.

Summary_of Dilemmas in Prccess Analysis

Nbst of the dilemnas in process analysis center around inter-
judge reliability. Reliability data have not been presented above
because the results of most of the studies are highly similar. Thus,
the reliability of these systems can be considered collectively. In
general the systena cited above possess reliabilities between 50 and
85 percent agreement. These reliabilities are quite poor considering
the high degree of training required to obtain such results. Only the
non-content approaches have fallen within an acceptable rance of inter-
judge agreement but as stated earlier, these systems possess only limited
validity to date. Low reliabilities are the result of the following
dilenmas:
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1. Generalit vs. s .cificit . Should process variablP3 be

defined broadly todtect a w de range of behaviors or should they be

made highly response specific? Extremes in either direction produce laa

reliability. The former approach requires inference, the latter leads to

the generation of too many categories thus dividing the Observers' atten-

tion too finely.

2. Objectivity_ vs. inference. This is intinately related with

the issue of generality vs. specificity. Even categories that are fairly

specific, however, can require a high degree of inference. In general

the greater the degree of inference required, the lower the reliability.

3. Molalvs.nfolenits. Should the unit of

Analysis be a phoneme, a syllable, a word, a phrase, a sentence or a

paragraph? Can a unit be defined grammatically or should scae rational

criterion be adopted, for example, a "complete thought" regardless of

grammatical structure? Or sbould the unit be arbitrarily defined in

terms of a temporal interval? In general, molecular units can be de-

tected relidb4 with the proper instrumentation but are of only limited

validity. As units become more molar, hcwever, validity is restricted

by decreased reliability.

4. SimitatE...._seguence units. Should a unit be defined as

the response of a single actor-or should the irdwaraction between actors

be taken into account? The former approach leads to errors of inferring

function; the latter requires Objective evidence of function but pro-

vides a larger and hence less relidble unit of analysis.

5. Broad vs. narrow épplicabilitx. Again this relates to the

icsue of generality vs. specificity but views the prOblem between rather

than within sessions. Can c set of categories, regardless of their

generality or specificity within one setting be applied to situations

in different settings? Or should a new set of categories be constructed

for each new situation? The former approach is molar and less reliable,

the latter retards progress toward the legitimate scientific goal of

generalization of results.

6. Res onse st le vs. content variables. This is really not

an either/or di enua a at the fri-707-Thlrelexlii appeared to dichotomize

the two. Clearly both kinds of variables should be taken into account

within the same studies.

7. Contextural vs. immediate cues. Once a unit of analysi

has been speciHed, should the observer make judgments only on the basis

of cues within that unit or should he retrieve the context in which the

unit occurred? The former approach is more Objective but eliminates

valuable data. The latter may be more meaningful but requires inference

that diminishes reliability.

8. Topography vs. function. In general should units be cate-

gorized or rated on the basis of Abeir topographir or form or should some

judgment be made on the basis of the function they serve? If the latter,

should the judgment be made on a rational or empirilal basis? Ratings

based on topography may be more reliable but a functional analysis may

possess greater validity.
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Potential Solutions

The studies reviewed above not only pose dilemmas tmt suggest
solutions as well. In reviewing content-analysis studies of psyvhother-
apy, Auld and MUrray (1954) stated that:

Content systems are inevitably criticized for what they leave
out. The practicing clinician often feels that the measured part of the
therapeutic transaction is pitifully small alongside the complex of
stimuli that he senses as a participant observer. Yet it seems unfair
to expect any single content analysis system to describe all of this
complex situation. We would probably make a fairer appraisal of con-
tent systems if we expected each system to deal with on4 a part of
this complexity. (Auld and Murray, 1954, p. )

It is clear from Auld and MUrray's comment that the lack of
comprehensiveness of a single system is inevitable. A simple solution
suggested by Russell and Snyder (1963) is to describe the same therapy
sample through a number of systems, each contributing to di understand-
ing of a part of the process. We should therefore focus on both content
and style, single units and a sequence of units, topography and function.

The dilemma of whether to select a rating or category technique
and the related issues of generality vs. specificity, objectivity vs.
inference and molar vs. molecular units finds a potential solution in
the work of Fouriezos, Hutt and Guetzkow (1950). They combined cate-

gorization and rating tasks in an attempt to generate results that were
both Objective and global.

The problem of specifying mit size and context is illuminated
by the following remarks of Marsden (1965):

Edscussions of content-analysis methodology tend to treat the
problem of unit and category selection as relatively unrelated issues
While specific category systems were developed, presumably because of
their relation to the research prOblem6 choice of units has often re-
flected only the need to divide communication material into segments
in systematic fashion. Infrequently have investigators argued for their
choice of a unit in terms of its logical or psychological relation to
either the category structure or the question under investigation
(Mhrsden, 1965, p. 315).

An initial step to solve the problem described by Nhrsden was
taken by both Bales (1951) and Heyns (1548). These authors attempted to
define a mit in terms of its meaningfulness to an Observer trained in
the use of certain categories. Although this approadh is circular, it
does attempt to specify units according to their psychological signifi-
cance. A, better approach would be to determine units on the basis of
their maningfulness to individuals not involved in the final rating,
preferably psychotherapists sensitive to a broad range of variables rele-
vant to the therapeutic process.
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How these potential solutions might be incorporated into a

novel approach to process analysis is the topic of the next section.

Development of a Process System

Selection of Variables

There are two basic approaches to the development of a system

of process analysis. The first is a deductive approach reflected in the

following passage from Bordin, Cutler, Dittman, Harvey, Raush and

Rigler (1954):

Testing the adequacy of theories of psychotherapy has been the

tesk of clinical research for many years, but only recently have we

begun to examine our methods for doing it. To test these theories, we

must first identify those concepts which the theorists say are important

and translate the concepts into dimensions or variables whidh are amenable

to systematic analysis. next, we must carry out the analysis of the

variables in such a way as to tell us something about the relative

merits of the theories from which the variebles were derived in the

first place (Sordin et al., 1954, P. 79)

Kiesler (1966) has rejected this approach, stating that neither

Freudian, Rogerian or behavior theories provide adequate research para-

digms. He favored the inductive approach reflected in the call of bieehl

(1955) for "maximum experimentalism" cited earlier.

In determining which approach to follow in the present study,

no clearly defined theoretical position from which to derive variables

was available. The non-operant consultation was generated from an eclec-

tic orientation whereas the operant approach developed out of the essen-

tially atheoretical position of B. F. Skinner. In addition, consultation

itself is a fairly new process relative to traditional psychotherapy

and thus possesses fewer ties with specific theoretical systems. Thus

an inductive approach appeared appropriate with the selection of varia-

bles based more on their face validity than on their prominence as

theoretical constructs.

Variables were derived from two sources:

1. Selected studies from the psychotherapy research litera-

ture, and

2. Discussions among Parent Project policy makers concerning

variables relevant to therapeutic outccae.

Variables from the Psychotherapy Research Literature

A number of variebles were derived from a revised form of the

Therapist Orientation Questionnaire (TOQ) developed by Kline (1968).

This instrument contained items designed to discriminate between
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behaviorally and dynamically oriented therapists and was filled out
after each treatment period by the Parent Project consultants. Among
the dimensions considered by the TOQ were therapist planfulness,
activity level, warmth or detachment, directiveness, feelings of security
and attitudes regarding specific therapeutic techniques, e.g., psycho-
analytic dream interpretation.

Strupp (1957) in an attempt to describe Rogerian and Psycho-
analytic approaches to therapy specified focus on past or present events
as an important dimension. Focus on future events might also assume
relevance to the present study as an index of the extent to which parents
formulate treatment plans for their children. Operant consultation has
generally been characterized es focusing on present events without con-
cern for etiology, while many non-operant approaches traditionally ex-
plore developmental history (focus on past events). Ides4y, both
forms of consultation emphasize pdsnning for the future.

The distinction of Waskow (1962) between feeling and content
statements might also discriminate between the two forms of consulta-
tion. Non-cperant consultation might be expected to focus on tho ex-
pression of feeling while an operant approach might emphasise content.

Depth of interpretation, (Haruay, Dittman, Raush, Borden and
Figler, 1955), concreteness (Truax and Carkhuff, 1964) and specificity.
level (Pope and Siegman, 1962, 1965) are related dimensions which might
be important to consider in the present study. Non-operant approaches
are typically considered to be more interpretive and less concrete and
specific in terms of overt responses than operant consultation.

Variables Derived from Discussions of Therapeutic Outccae

Recalling the comments of Kiesler (1966) regarding the inter-
relationship of process and outcome data, it seemed relevant to incor-
porate the sane dimensions into a system of process analysis that were
of concern in the evaluation of therapeutic outcome. These variables
were derived from discussions held by the Parent Project policy com-
mittee. A particularly fruitful source of variables was a meeting with
Dr. Evelyn F. Hill who has been assigned the task of evaluating pro-
jective and dbjective test protocals administered to the parents during
the three measurement periods. (See her paper which is a part of this
report.) The question before the meeting vas essentially one of out-
come: What changes in the parents' bebavior vere expected as a result
of treatment? The dimensions considered relevant to this question were
the relationship between the parents, passive-aggressiveness, self
esteem, hostility, reality orientation, affect, tolerance for stress,
guilt, responsibility, optimism, anxiety, cognitive integration, affec-
tional needs, attitudes toward the child, defensiveness and psychopath-
ology. These dimensions appeared relevant to parents' verbal behavior,
whether in the form of test responses (outcome data) or intratherapy
dialogue (process data).
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Selection of Technillats

With a general notion of the variables of interest, the next
problemwas to specify a technique fcr their measurement. Although a
category system would provide a valuable description of the sequence of
events, the breadth of the variables under consideration suggested the
more glObal approach of a rating scale with its larger unit of analysis.
In order to preserve some record of specific events in time, a compro-
nise between rating and category techniques was reached. It will be
recalled that Fouriezos et al. (1950) required Observers to make cate-
gory judgments which then contributed to the assignment of values along
a rating scale. The present technique reversed this procedure. Observers
were required to make glObal ratings and then to identify the specific
events which contributed to each rating. In short, Observers had to
provide behavioral evidence for their sajective evaluations.

Bcrdin et al. (1954) pointed out a difficulty In rating scales,
namely that they force data into unidimensional continua. In order to
develop a system with at least two dimensions, the semantic differential
technique of Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1951) was selected. This
technique was used successfully in the analysis of therapeutiJ process
by Pope and Sik,plan (1967).

Since rating scales tend to be more descriptive of response
style than content, an additional category system consisting of content
variables was planned.

The size of the unit of analysis in the present study was in
part dictated by practical considerations. The use of psychology
advanced undergraduates as raters necessarily restricted the amount
of rating that could be reasonably asked as part of a student's course
requirements. It was determined that a maximum of 4 hours was available
to rate 24 hours of consultation tape. Thus, some sampling procedure
was indicated. Sampling on some arbitrary basis would have violated
the principle of specifying psychologically meaningful units. Within
certain practical limits, it was ideal for samples to be chosen by
experts. Drs. Leopold Walder, Stanley Pavey and Dennis Breiter, in
their eoles as therapeutic supervisors, were perhaps best acquainted
with the nature of the treatments under investigation. Thus, they
formed an ideal group to select relevant units of analysis repreEen-
tative of the consultation process.

In specifying a unit of analysis for a category system, it
seemed important to describe those statements of parents verbally main-
tained by consultants. This would include statements immediately pre-
ceding verbal reinforcement or immediately following consultants'
questions or dire^tions. The size of the unit of analysis was limited
to a grammatical sentence to satisfy the criterion of immediacy.
Potential reinforcers were identified on the basis of their topography.
The present study should provide evidence of what functions they
served, if aay.
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Oeccription oJ thc Patina, Scale

The following semantic differential scales were develoued to

ircorporate the variables under consideration. Since raters were rela-

tively inexperienced undergraduates, variables were expressed in non-

technical language. The polarity of potentially favorable and unfavor-

able adjectives was randoey reversed to minimdze response sets associ-

ated with extreme scale positions such as the set likely to occur as a

result of halo effects.

There was less concern over 'Potential mid-point response bias

which generally occurs among poorly reinlorced raters. In the present

study, adequate reinforcement was planned to minindze the probability

of careless responding. Thus, it was not necessary to present an even

number of scale points in order to prevent raters from arbitrarily

selecting the mid-point. With adequate reinforcement, an odd number

of scale points is preferable to allow for neutral responses when they

are appropriate. The selection of 7 scale points has generally pro-

duced satisfactory results in other uses of the semantic differential

technique. There was no a priori basis for assuming that this number

of points would be inappropriate for the task at hand.

Semantic differential scales are presented in Thbles 2a and

2b. In Table 2a are the scales for rating consultant behaviors and in

Table 2b are the parent behavior scales. Seven of the 22 adjective pairs

of the semantic differential scales are identical for consultants and

parents. The purpose here was to afford an opportunity for direct

comparisons of consultants and parents along the same dinaasions as

a function of time in treatnent.

Iv:lac:ft Tables 2a and 2b about here

DescriVon of Cateam.System

Grammatical sentences immediately preceding verbal reinforcers

or immediately following questions or directions of the consultant are

categorized as follows; (definitions imediately after):

General ResiameSERT.:

1. Pane or Not Public

2. Behavioral or Not Behavioral

3. Feeling Statements, Use of Operant Terminology or Other

4. Focus on (a) Distant Past, (b) Immediate Past, (c)

Present, (d) Near Future, (e) Distant Future, (0 Cther
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TalE 2a

SepartJc Differctial Item: Consultant Vhriables

unnprtain ..MI
confident!..L!LIO

general 1 specific

rRsh r cautious...
unskillful

fast 1
slaw

strict pe vlrmiive

active passive

involved detached

pleasant 2 unpleasant

warm cold

concrete abstract

outgoing reserved

vague t I 1 I I 1 precise
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f
TOLE 2n (Continued)

hard
soft

confused
orcanized

accepting
, rejecting

pubjective f 1 1
objective

critical I
supportive

direct
indirect

tense
relaxed



TABIE 2b

Semantic Differential Items: Parent Variables

interested

conpetitive

vague

friend lY

independent

confused

1.1641&=....1111Lmal=1==.11

hopeful

stibjective

realistic a_."J._

tense

complaining

feels free

wiLl111N.11=41P.41.0111=11.411111,111111=111m1111=111AMID

J

uncertain 1
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indifferent

cooperative

precise

hostile

dependent

organized

pessimistic

dbjective

unrealistic

relaxed

agreeable

feels inhibitcl

confident



TABLE 2b (C,-;rtinued)

lc,a ther child ft t I t t hate theik child

rigid .
flexible

.

skillful __4__.L___ unskillful4........ ,--- .

feels guilty free of guilt

feelings

1:zte6l 1 irrational

active passive

warm cold
*

1.3w self esteem high self esteem
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Specific Response Content:

5. Pertains to original concern about child. (Specify the

area of concern)

6. Pertains to child but not included under #5.

7. Pertains to Parents: (a) Procedures; (b) Relationship;

(c) Other

8. Miscellaneous short responses: (a) Simple affirmation;

(b) Simple negation; (c) Statements of uncertainty about the stimulus;

(d) Statements of uncertainty about the response; (e) Cther

(c) Other

9. Statements of (a) Positive or (b) Negative Outcome, or

10. Uncodable responses: (a) Inadequate stimulus materials;

(p) Inadequate response alternatives (c) Cther. Please Specify

category Definitions:

1. Pdblic or Not Public. A statement is classified phlic

that refers to an eviiVi-SOITTIccrurrence could be easily agreed upon

through direct observation by two or more independent Observers, for

example, "It is raining." A statement is classified not pUbltc that

refers to an event whose occurrence could not be agreed upon y two in-

dependent judges without recourse to inference, for example, "Mary is

thinking."

2. Behavioral or Not Behavioral. A statement is classified

behavioral when it refers to a pliblicly observdble response on the part

of a human or animal organism, for example, "Johnny is crying." A

statement is classified not behavioral when it refers to some aspect

of human or animal eventi-illt is not publicly Observable such as a

mental or feeling state, for example, "Mary is sad." Statements re-

ferring to pUblicly Observable stimulus events are also classified

not behavioral, for example, "The light turned red."

All statements classified as behavioral are by definition

pdblic as well. Statements that are classified public may be behavioral

or not behavioral, however. Although there are only three possible com-

binations of these categories, pilot research revealed that separate

judgments along two different continua could be made more efficiently

than one decision among three multidimensional categories.

Generic terns referring to behavioral events such as the terms

*behavior" or "response" are considered behavioral. Generic terms re-

ferring to non-behavioral events such as the terms "feelings" or

"thoughts" are scored not behavioral.

When it is unclear whether a statement is either pdblic or

behavioral it should be scored not publis and not behavioral. The
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definitions of the former categories preclude ambiguity. Pub.lic and

behavioral events are Obviously so. If inference is required to make

a judgment, if subtleties need to be detected, then the statement dces

not refer to clearly observable events.

When statements contain a nuMber of referents, if any referent
is pane and if any is behavioral, score the entire statement as
public and/or behavioral for example, "He is thinking about it and

laughing aloud. Although this arbitrary rule may detract from .ralid-

ity, pilot research suggested that it is necessary for reliability.
The only alternative would be to split the statement into more molecular

units on sume subjective and hence unrelidble basis.

3. Feeling Statements and the Ube of Operant TerninologE.
This distinction is more specific than the feeling-content dichotomy

propose6 by Waskow (1962). Feeling,Statements are defined by the

presence of specific "feeling words' for example, "happy," "sad,"

"anxious" or "angry." Feeling is never to be inferred from non-lexical
characteristics of therapeutic dialogue or from verbal behavior that is

less than explicit. A particular sUbset of content statements with

particular relevance to the present study deals with the use of operant,

terminolea. Again, the category is defined by the presence of specific
words, in this case words like "reinforcement," "shaping," "fading,"

extinction"...etc. Raters should be sufficiently familiar with such
terms from their undergraduate training so that a list of operant terns

need not be provided. If a statement cannot be categorized under the

above, it should be classified as "other."

4. Focus on Distant Past, Immediate Past, Present or Future.
Statements clearly referring to events prior to consultation from the

Parent Project are defined as (a) Focusing on the Distant Past. State-

ments referring to events in the past occurring within the tine span

of the family's contact with the Parent Project are defined under (b)

Focus on the Immediate Past. Statements referring to events within

the current consultation session are defined as (c) Focusing on the

Present. 63) Focus on the Near Future pertains to statements referring
to future events foreseen in the weeks prior to the termination of con-

sultation, for example, statements reftrring to parents' execution of

their assignment for the coning week. (e) Focus on the Distant Future

pertains to statements referring to events rageen Bei-TOW tfie 12 or 24

week treatment period, for example, statements about sendinej the child

to school in the next Fall. If it is ambiguous as to whiah of the above

categories is appropriate, score (f) Other.

5. Pertains to original concern about child. Prior to con-

sultation, parents were required to list behaviors they wanted to in-

crease or decrease in their child. The following areas of concern were

derived from the exact words used by the parents in generating these

lists. Statements containing these words or words clearly synonymous

with areas of original concern are classified under the above category.
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rc6,r T.eLcich art.!a a concern is 1-;?Ifl c. cds-

cusn3 nnd more than uie al7ed can be scored for a aoren statement.

Areas of ooncern are listed for each family in Table 1.

.1110 Armala.M

Insert Table 3 here

6. Pertains to child but not included under ts, If a state-

ment clearly raers to thc child but does not deal with any of the areas

of concern listed in Table 3, classify it under Category #6.

7. Pertains to _parent. If a statement refers to procedures

a paront is to carry out in working with the child, classify it under

(e) Ftrtains to paren4 - procedures. If it refers to the relationship

r Ze parent to the other, classify the statement under CO Ftrtains

to parents . relationship. If a statement does not clearly fall into
either onhe above categories, score (c) Other.

8. Miscellaneous short responses. Some statements preceding

a verbal reinforcer but particularly following a question or direction
from the consultant will be in the form of a short response. Classify

these as follows: (a) Simple affirmation, e.g., "yes" or %mm-mmm."
00 Simple negation, e.g., "no." (c) Statements of uncertainty about
otimulus, (i.e.; the parent states that he does not understand the con-
sultant or requests the consultant to repeat himself.) (d) Statements

of uncertainty about the response, e.g., "I don't know" in response to

a question. (e) Other.

9. Statements of Positive or Negative Outcome. (a) P06 iti7s

Cutcome is to be scored only when words of improvement are explicitly
itated, e.g., "Johnny is throwing fewer tantrums" or "Nary is doing

better." Conversely, 00 Negative Outcome is scored only when deter-

iorating conditions are described. If the statement is neutral or

ambiguous with respect to positive or negative outcome, score (c) Other,

10. Uncoddble Responses. In order to evaluate the quality
of data as well as the efficacy of the measuring instrument, responses
that are uncodable should be categorized under the following: (a) Inad-

equate stimulus materials. This category is to be scored if the unit

of analysis is not a grammatical sentence or if what is heard on the
audio tape does not correspond with what is written on the typescript.

00 Inadequate response alternatives. This category is to be scored

when the stimulus materials are adequate but the category definitions
do not clearly specify how the unit of analysis is to be scored. The

rater should specify by number which category definition is at fault.

(c) Other. Please Specify. The rater should describe any other diffi-

culty encountered during the rating task, for example, equipment break-

down or rater fatigue.
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TABIE 3

Areas of Parental Concern About Child

Family E:

1. talking

2. initiative in play

3. awareness

4. respond and understand people

5. reasoning powers

6. initiative of actions

7. making himself understood

8. saying if he doesn't understand

9. acceptance of new situations

10. conveying his anger toward the right person

Family A:

1. speech

2. bowel movements

3. play with other children

4. "turns off the world"

5. table habits

6. play with boyish toys

7. temperamental.

Family C:

1. stabornness

2. strong self will

3. constant need for attention

4. loudness and assertiveness
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TABLE j (Continued)

Family C* (Continued)

5. bad language

6. independence

7. following schedule and routines

8. Obeying

9. cooperativeness with family

10. thoughtfulness

Family I

1. toilet training

2. speaking

3. become part of family

4. play correctly with toys

5. take instructions

6. clapping hands and Objects

7. whooping

8. rocking and humming

9. dressing self

10. development of readiness for sdhool

11. playing with other children

12. independence

FaMily B

1. talking

2. playing with other children

3. destructiveness

4. toilet training
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Family B (Continued)

5. Obeying

6. complaining

7. temper

8. crying

9. dressing

10. table manners

11. calmer

12. habit of hurting others

Family D

1. irrational complaints

2. calm down

3. become adjusted to school

4. rest

5. stick to what he's doing

6. stomach sickness

7. interest or liking for school

8. do house chores

9. better concentration

10. responsive to verbal instructions

11. group participation

12. carefulness in school wnrk

13. hurry in work

14. spilling food on floor
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Family G

1. screaming - undesirable sounds

2. wet at night

3. wandering

4. peculiar hand motions

5. repetitive activity

6. normal conversation

7. successfully aggressive behavior

8. inventiveness in play

9. attention to difficult tasks

10. asking for help

11. tolerance of loud grinding sounds

Family F

1. communicate verbal4

2. dislike of noise or any other disturbance

3. rocking

4. inability to sit still and show interest for any length or une

5. gathering smell objects (e.g., stone or leaf) and plays with

them on knees.

6. play in a normal way

7. attentiveness

8. making progress he is capable of
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Family- R

1. detachment

2. head nodding

3. pretending

4. drama playing

5. easily distracted

6. concentration when learning

7. attention to surroundings

8. relating to others

9. willingness to try new things



How do the present systems attempt to resolve some of the dilemmas
in process analysis? Some tentative answers are outlined below:

1. Generally vs.Specificitz. The major attempt to resolve this
dilemma vas to incorporate a general rating task with specific category

judgments. Although the semantic differential variables ere global,

specific behavioral evidence is required to justiry each rating.

2. cbjectivit vs. Inference. Requiring behavioral evidence for
sUbjective evaluat nns waS expected to enhance the Objectivity of the

rating scale. Category judgments were made more Objective by defining
categories in terms of the occurrence of specific word claebes. The

process of inference itself was used to define the ptiblic-not pane
and behavioral-not behavioral alternatives. Raters were instructed that

the necessity for inference on their part indicated that the statement
under construction did not clearly describe pliblic and behavioral events.

3. Mblar vs. Mblecular Units. This dilemma was resolved in two

ways. For the rating scale, molar units were selected on the basis of
their significance to therapeutic supervisors. The present study thus
avoided specification of units on soma arbitrary basis. A more molecular
unit was specified for the category system but it was selected on the
basis of its temporal relationship to consultant's questions/ directions,
and verbal reinforcement. Thus, although the unit was small, the
probability of its significance was greatly increased.

4. §1.1g3A2me.....Segencettits. The molar units presented to Observ-
ers using the rating scale incorporated a considerable sequence of

events° The units associated with category judgments were single units

but were selectJd on the basis of their sequence with certain consultant
behaviors ..:ansidered important on a priori grounds.

5. Broad vs. Naamallicabilltav The present (rating and cate-

gory) systems contained variables of unique interest to the Parent Project

as ell as variables with much broader implications. Ekamples of the

former are the use of operant terminology, the particular areas of
parental concern and the procedure-relationship dichotomy pertaining

to the parents. Variables of broader interest include the semantic
differential continua, the pliblic-not pliblic and behavioral-not behavioral
dichotomies, focus on distant pest, immediate past, present, near
future, and distant future, miscellaneous short responses and statements
of positive and negative outcome.

6. Response Style vs. Content Variables. The present systems in-

clude both stylistic and content variables. -Response style variables are
represented among the semantic differential items while content variables

are foumd in itens 5 through 9 of the category system.

7. Contextural vs. Immediate Cues. NO provision for retrieving

contextural cues was made. The method of specifying the units of
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analyeis described above insured, however, that the segments under con-

sideration wer:. particularly neaningful in themselves.

8. Isitstmimvs. Function. The rating system described units of

analysis functionally in terms of their contribution to sjpjective evalu-

ations on the past of the rater. The category system on the other hand

defined stersements on the basis of their topography. This system was

designed, however, to specify what functions, if any, were served by

certain responses of the consultants.

Although the present systens by no means solve all of the dilemmas

in process analysis, it is believed that they incorporate necessary and

important steps in the right direction.

Method

Technical Problems

Recordin& the Zessions

Under original plans of the Parent rroject provisions were weft

for on-the-seene ratings of live consultation sessions. This was accom-

plished by placing raters in a central Observation room equipped with

one-way ndrrors. Observers monitored parent-consultant interactions

through the same audio equipment used in providing permanent tape record-

ings of the consultation sessions. Since raters were required to nake

judgments at regular intervals, a tone was sounded every thirty seconds

and superimposed on to recordings of the sessions. Unfortunately, this

procedure detracted from the fidelity of these tapes and this made the

task of poet hoc analysis more difficult,, The attempt to generate data

from on-the-scene ratings led to other difficulties as well. Frequently

there was insufficient space for both observers and recording equipmert

which contributed to instances of equipnent failure. In addition, con-

gestion in the Observation roont was, at times, distracting to consultants

and parents. In general, on-the-scene ratings failed to provide reliable

dtta. Even if results had been reliable, raters' familiarity with the

type and time of treatment would have been a potential source of bias.

These prOblents suggest that in future research, the first concern should

not be to imnediately generate usable data, but rather to simply record

sessions with maximum accuracy and minimum distraction to participants.

ss.2s:tion of Tapes for Analysis

In order to describe any changes in the consultation process as

a function of time, the second and next to last sessions of each consul-

tant in both treatment periods were selected a priori for analysis. The

first and last sessions were considered less appropriate due to a probable

atypical emphasis on procedures and social pleasantries connected with

saying hello and good-bye.

In Treatment Period I, the next to last session was the llth

meeting in 11 calendar weeks. In Treatment Period II, the next to last
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set-iion a"so occ,;.rrel during the 1.1h %Nei: of treatment big was only

the 30th meeting between parents and consultants.

A few difficulties arose in the selection of tapes. On two

occasiom, the next-to-last session was conducted by a supervisor rather

than the original consultant. In another case, the parents were absent

from a scheduled meeting. The decision was made to select the second

from the last scheduled session in these instances. This was success-

fully accomplished in two of the three cases. Unfortunately, one of

these sessions was not recorded due to equipment failure. In this case,

rather than selectin3 a session separated by two weeks from the next-to-

last meeting, the last session vas selected. The tapes finally selected

are reported by treatment period, consultant, family, session and week

number in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 here

E2lection Rati

The low reliability of onAhe-scene ratings suggested that

judgments concerning processes as complex as parent consultation are

difficult to make aver short periods of exposure to the stimulus mater-

ial. In a pilot study, on-the-scene observers were asked to make judg-

ments at 30 second intervals alone five dimensions: actor (consultant,

mother or father); sentence type (declarative, interrogative or inpera-

tive); public or not public and behavioral or not behavioral as defined

in the present category system and acceptance or rejection, i.e., whether

the statement was imnediately followed by verbal reinforcement or punish-

ment. Although this category system was considerably less complex than

the present system, inter-judge agreement over 24 consultation sessions

was only 85.3% (actor), 85.0% (sentence type), 76.7% (public/not pUblic),

70.4% (behavior/not behavior), 81.2% (acceptance/rejection) ard 79.7%

orlrall. These results were entirely inadequate given the limited range

of alternatives per judgment. The fact that observers agreed only 85%

of the time on the actor suggests that in many cases, different units

of analysis were evaluated. This could easily occur when the 30 second

interval began at a time when more than one actor was speaking or during

a period of rapid transition from one actor to another.

In order to objectively determine the unit as well as to provirle
sufficient exposure tine for observer judgments, it was decided to pre-

pare typed transcripts from the original tape. Since non-lexical
characteristics such as intonation and rate of speech might contribute

to certain ratings, particularly those dealing with affect, it was

further decided to play the original audio tape to the rater while he

followed the dialogue in a written text. It is hoped that these pro-

cedures would improve interjudge agreenent despite the increased com-

plexity of the rating and categorization tasks.
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TABLE 4

Final Selection of Tapes for Analysis

CONSUITANT FAKIY TREATIENT PERIOD SESSIONS WEEKS

A I
4

B 2

5

c 3
6

D 4

7

E 5
8

F 6

9

I 2,

II 2,

I 21

II 2,

1 2,

11 2,

1 2,

11 2,

I 2,

11 2,

1 2,

II 2,

13.

10

11

10

2, 11

2, 13.

2, 11

2, 11

10 2, lo

10 2, 11

11 2, 11

10 2, 11

12 2, 12

10 2, 11

11 2, 11

9 2, 9
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Transcrin of Tapes

The problems encountered in transcribing tapes are best de-

linribed in the following passage of Bordin et al. (1954):

...a belief has developed that electrical recording guarantees

Objectivity in research on interview material. Unfortunately, we have

not always found this guarantee to hold. Informal studies of inter-

typist agreement in transcribing interviews indicate that objectivity

is highly dependent on the quality of the original tapes. Even good

tapes are to some extent projective techniques for typists, raising

questions which may be interesting in themselves, but not helpful to

research in psychotherapy. In some cases we found complete reversals

of meaning in therapist or patient statements from one typist to

another...!Bordin et al., 1954, p. 81).

As indicated earlier, equipment difficulties detracted from

the fidelity of some consultatiou tapes. Thus, the task of transcrip-

tion could become even more of a "projective technique" for typists.

In order to ndnindze potential bias, typists are encouraged to libel

unclear passages as "garbled" rather than to guess at what was said.

All typescripts are proofed against the original tape by persons other

than the original typists. Despite these precautions, some errors are

bound to persist. Playing the audio tape along with the typescript

to raters will minimize the possibility of complete reversals in

meaning, however.

Defining the Units

Rating Scale Units

Completed transcripts of consultation sessions are ,ubmitted

to DTS. Welder, Pavey and Breiter. Each receives only those transcripts

of sessions which had been conducted under their direct therapeutic

supervision. Transcripts are divided into segments corresponding to

2i minutes of actual consultation time (roughly one page of typescript).

The supervisors are instructed to select three segments from each

session which best reflect their approach to consultation in the Parent

Project. One segment is to be selected from each third (roughly 20

minutes) of a given session. Finally, the grammatical sentences com-

prising each segment are nuMbered. Segments serve as the units of

analysis for semantic differential ratings. Sentences serve as refer-

ence points when raters were asked to provide behavioral evidence for

their evaluations. A tctal of 72 segments have been selected (3 from

each of the 24 sessions listed in Table 4) representing 3 hours of

actual consultation time.

Two independent judges are asked to classify each statement

of consultants in the 24 sessions undl4r investigation as a direction,

question, verbal reinforcer, or other. Statenents classified under one
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of the first three categories by bcth judges are identified in the

tyFescript. The grammatical sentences immediately following directions

and questions and immediately preceding verbal reinforcers are

bracketed and numbered. These serve as the units of analysis for

category judgments.

In addition to identifying consultants' responses that poten-

tially maintain the verbal behavior of rerents (questions, directions,

and verbal reinforcement), it would be profitable to identify responses

that potentially weaken certain categories of the parents' verbal

behavior. Such responses on the part of the consultant might include

changing the topic, maintaining silence at the conclusion of a state-

ment from the parents, interruption and overt rejection.

Procedure

Selection of Raters

Sixty students currently enrolled in a course in psychology

are selected to make semantic differential ratings. It was assumed

that students at this level possess some interest in psychology; this

is inportant in order to provide adequate reinforcement for their behav-

ior as raters. At the same tine, however, they are not expected to be

so sophisticated that they would read highly technical meanings into the

semantic differential items or readily identify particular theoretical

orientations of consultants.

To implement the category system, three students with a more

substantial undergraduate background in psychology, and enrolled in a

course of independent research, are selected as judges. Familiarity

with the general approach of behaviorism as well as specific operant

terminology is considered important to make judgnents prier the present

category system. To supplement their background, judges are asked to

read the texts of Reese (1966) and Holland and Skinner (1961).

Reinforcenent of Raters

Students are informed that credit toward their course grades

could be added on the basis of their rating performance. Raters are

told that the quality of their work could be evaluated through their

agreement with independent judges. Raters are reassured, however, that

careful attention to the stimulus material and the use of common sense

are all that is required to produce reliable results.

Presentation of Stimulus Mhterials

Seventy-two segments of consultation sessions are presented to

raters using the semantic differential scales. The sequence of segments

has been only partially randomized. The 1st, 7th, Mh, 19th, 25th,

31st, 37th, 43rd, 49th, 55th, 611t and 67th positions in the series are
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filled with regmnts of sessions wi'i;a different e.:onsultant.ft!mily,Eaiys.

It vas decided to fill these positions with the Mani segmen., from tho

parents' second meeting with each new consultant. The remaining seg-

ments have been ordered randomly with the limitation that no consultant-

could appear twice in the series until all other pairs had

intelvened.

The 60 raters are randomly assigned to 12 groups of five each.

Each group is assigned to begin rating the series at one of the 12 dif-

ferent points mentioned above and to continue rating in sequence until

all segments have been completed. Table 5 below presents the partially

randomized sequence of seggents.

Insert Table 5 Here

The purpose of presenting segments from different families to

each group initially is to control for the potential effect of an

initial stimulus in a series acting as a standard of conparison for all

stibsequent stimuli.

After each seggent has been presented, raters are required to

Eake judgments along the semantic differential scales. When these

ratings have been completed, raters are further asked to specify (indi-

eating the sentence nmber) the words of consultants or parents which

were chiefly responsible for their assignemnt of each scale value. If

the rating were based princinally on sone non-lexical characteristic of

the interaction, raters would be required to specify the non-verbal

stimulus (e.g., intonation, speech rate, etc.). Raters are permitted

to provide both lexical and non-lexical evidence for their evaluations.

If raters were not able to locate specific evidence, an alternative

labelled "uncertain" is to be checked.

Rating is conducted in three sessions over a 3-week period.

Twenty-seven segments are presented in each session. Only one grcup

of raters is run at a time and students are cautioned against speaking

to other raters about the project prior to its completion. Tdble 6

identifies the segments presented to rater groups in each session.

Insert Table 6 Here

judgments under the present category system are concerned with

the frequecy rather than the amplitude of behaviors. Some judgnents

of this type are more likely to be absolute than relative, the initial

stimulus in the series is less critical. Thus, the 24 complete tran-

scripts and tapes are presented in the seme partially randomized
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TABIE 5

Sequence of Segments

MINNOW

#

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
26.

27.
28.

29.

30.

31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.

,MIMONNIIMIRPOMMOIIMP.,

Family
Treatment

Period Session Third

1 '1 2 2
3 10 1
6 II 10 1
8 II 10 3
9 II 2 3
5 I 2 3
6 I 2 2
5 II 10 3
2 I 11 3
4 I 11 1

7 II 2 3

4 II 2 1

7 II 2 2
4 II 10 1

2 I 2 1

9 II 2 1

6 11 10 3
4 1 11 2
8 II 2 2
5 I 12 1

3 I 10 2
5 II 2 3
6 I 11 2
1 I 2 3
5 I 2 2
8 II 2 1

5 II 10 1
4 II 10 3
7 II 10 2
1 I 11 3
6 II 2 2
2 I 2 3
3 I tO 3
4 I 2 1

9 II 9 1

6 I 2 1

Treatment

# Family -ftriod Session Third

37. 5 II 2 2
38. 14 II 2 3
39. 6 I 11 1

4o. 2 I 11 1

41. 7 II 2 1

42. 8 II 10 2

43. 4 I 2 2

44. 6 II 10 2

45. 3 I 2 1
46. 9 II 9 2

47. 5 I 12 2

48. 1 I 2 1

49. 3 I 2 2

50. 5 II 10 2

51. 9 II 9 3

52. 7 II 10 3
53. 6 I 2 3
54. 1 I 11 2

55. 2 I 2 2
56. 8 II 2 3
57. 4 I 11 3
5U. 5 I 2 1

59. 4 11 10 e

6o. 6 II 2 1

61. 4
62. 5

II 2 2

I 12 3
63. 6 II 2 3
64. 7 II 10 1

65. 6 I 11 3

66. 1 I 11 1

67. 9 II 2 2

68. 2 I 11 2
69. 4 I 2 3
70. 3 I 2 3
71. 8 II 10 1

72. 5 II 2 1



TABLE 6

Segments Presented to Rater Groups by Session

Rater Group Session I Session II Session III

A 1.24 25-48 49-72

B 7-30 31-54 55-72, 1-6

C 13-36 37-60 61-72, 1-12

D 19.42 43-60 67-72, 1-18

E 25-48 49-72 1-24

F 31-54 55-72, 1-6 7-30

G 37-60 61-72, 1-12 13-36

H 43-66 67-72, 1-18 19-42

I 49-72 1-24 25-48

J 55-72, 1-6 7-30 31-54

K 61-72, 1-12 13-36 37-60

L 67-72, 1-18 19-42 43-66
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sequence to all three Judges. Again, the limitation was imposed that

no family is rated twice in a series until all other families have

been rated once.

In order to evaluate the relative contribution cf the audio

tape and the typescript to ratinga, it might be interesting to provide

only one medium or the other to sone students in each rater group.

Operant and non-operant approaches might well be distinguished by the

relative importance of lexical and non-lexical characteristics to the

rating of interactions. For those non-operant approaches that focus

on the expression of feeling, intonation might be a significant means

of communication that could be detected only by listening to the audio*.

tapes. In an operant approcch, one might expect that non-lexical

characteristics would be lens critical such that there would be little

discrepancy between audio-tape and typescript ratings.
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A Case Report of Non-operant I then Operant u
Treatments for Family B

Identifying Information

Parents. Mt. and Mrs. B have been married 23 years. They

are a middle ineome family and own a home in a subutban aree near

Washington, D. C.

Mr. B is a husky man in his late forties. He was graduated

from college with an A.B. degree and completed some work toward an M.A.

degree. He works nights as a clerk and spends his days taking care of

his younger son. The non-operant therapist noted that Mr. B's occupa-

tion appeared to be considerably below his educational lev31.

Mts. B. is a heavy woman in her middle forties. She complet-

ed three years of college and is employed as a second grade teacher.

Children. A 20-year old son attends junior college and

visits home on holidays and occasional weekends. A daughter, age 18,

is married to a serviceman and does not visit. R, a 7-year old boy, is

the child of concern in the following reports. He displayed a number

of disturbing behaviors since early childhood and resided in a state

mental institution for the 17 months immediately prior to the 9-family

present study.

Non-operant Case Remt:4

Abstract. The Bs entered the program because they were

having difficulty in dealing with their son Rs age 7. The main pro-

blems were that R had temper tantrums, often echoed what vas said to

him, and would hurt himself if not constantly watched.

The Bs' marriage has been quite stormy in recent years. They

feel that they stay together mainly for R's sake. They seem to have no

interests or activities outside of the home.

The therapy was rather directive. The work consisted of

getting the Bs to treat each other with more consideration. Sugges-

tions were made to produce changes in R's tehavior in areas that they

had both agreed upon. The importance of the Bsiallowing R to become

more independent was another major focus of therapy. This was a diffi-

cult area for Mt. B to deal vith. His insistence on treating R like

an infant sabotaged some of the behavioral gains that R bad made. Mts.

B was more willing to change and to suggest areas to work on.

42his part of the ease report was largely written by the non-operant

therapist, Gilbert Zatkin and edited by Stanley Pavey, his therapeutic

. supervisor. It was further edited by Frank Warman and Leopold Welder.
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Despite Mt. B's reluctance to accept suggestions, the Bs were

able to accomplish some changes in R's behavior. They reported that he

no longer threw tantrums when they took him shopping, and that they

did not heve to watch him as closely. The Bs also reported that R
sometimes responded without echoing what had been said to him. It vas

felt that these changes were transitory and that the Bs need further

therapy.

Dmilutliglaissasdlipton. The Bs live in a small home

in what they describe as a lower middle class area with a rather trans-

ient population. kr. B works the night nhift fron 11 P.M. to 7 A.M.

He has been working this shift since R returned from the hospital.

This schedule allows him to return from work in time to take Mrs. B to

school. During the day Wr. B takes care of R, and, from what he says,

seldom lets him out of his sight. During the day Mt. B also does much

of the housework. They pick up Mrs. B from 801001 at 3 P.M. after which

Mt. B goes to sleep. Sometimes the three of them have dinner together.

Mr. B says that he gets very little sleep as he has to watch

R during the day. Even when Mts. B is supposedly watching R, Mt. B

still keeps an ear codked for any unusual noises. He often yells to

Mrs. B when !le is in bed or even in the bathtUb to inquire about R's

whereabouts. He feels that his wife does not watch R closely enough

and feels comfortable about R's safety only when he (Mt. B) is awake

and watching.

Since the two older children are seldom at home, the house-
hold consists essentially of Mt. and Mrs. B and R. It seems that

since Mr. B seldom referred to tte two older children, and since the
daughter moved out, there were evideatly some severe conflicts which

were never solved and which may have left Mt. B feeling bitter about

his relationship with them.

The Et seem to have no catside activities other than their

jobs. Hence, a large portion of their lives is centered about taking

care of R. Since Mt. B works at night in order to take care of R
during the day, this allows the Bs a minimum of contact with each other

when they are toth working. Thus, it is only when they are both off

that they spend much time with each other.

The Bs say that their marriage hes deteriorated in recent

years to the point where they agree on practically nothing. Mrs. B

feels that She dhanged after her mcther, whom she had been very close

died. This occurred when R was 2-1/2 years old. She said that

after her mother's death she-became more aeptessed, had less energy,
became more fearful, and put on a lot of weight. She said that before

this time ehe and her husband had gotten along better only because she

had gone along with everything that he wanted. During the early part

of their marriage they had put each other through college and had been
interested in some outside activities such as gardening. However, the

Bs agree that since her mother died Mrs. B has had less energy, making

it necessary for Wt. B to do a large part of the housework and to be

primarily responsible for disciplining R.
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1

Mr. B feels that R has special problems and that he needs to

be looked after constantly. Although he is able to discipline R, either

by physical punishment or by sending him to his room, he also indulges

him excessively with candy and toys Thus, Mr. B leaves candy in the

house vhere R can get at it, and reacts to R's breaking of a toy by

buying him several new ones.

Mts. B reports that disciplining R is her major problem. She

feels that the dhild has suffered a lot because she had to work and

could not stay home with him. She said that R bad a baby sitter vho

used to tie him up and Mts. B feels quite guilty about this. She also

said that R used to have what seemed like convulsions when he vas an

infant and she wondered whether he might be egleptic.

Mts. B feels that R's present hyperactivity might be due to

the baby sitter's tying the child up to a chair. She was not aware that

this Whit happening- until it had been going on for some time. She

feels guilty that she was not home with R although it vas necessary for

her to work in order to make ends meet. She began to work part time

soon after R was born and began full time when R was about three.

Mts. B said that R had been a quiet baby but had become

hyperactive after she had started work. She said that she had left her

husband after he had refused to allow her to take R off of the bottle.

R bad been 2.5 years old at the time. This seems to indicate that Mt.

B has bad a great need to treat R like an infant, and that this has

been going on for a long time.

Mts. B reported that she had R tested when he was five. At

that time his verbal behavior was very limited and he was hyperactive.

He bad not been able to adjust to going to school. The Bs were told

at the time of testing that R needed a chance to grow up and that this

could only occur if he vas out of the house.

Since the Bs wa4 not afford a private facility they sent

R to a state mental hospital. Mrs. B reported that R had made same

progress while be was there. She felt that his verbal behavior had

improved considerably and that he vas much more adept at taking care

of his own needs. He learned to dress himself and to sleep by. himself.

Ftior to his admission be had always slept in the same bed with either

Mr. or Mrs. B or both of them.

R came out of the state mental hospital especiaay for this

project. Mts. B said that she would send R away again if she felt that

this would help him. Mt. B said that R needs him and that he would not

send him away again. During the project R was being given home teaching

by a teacher who was using MEM candies as an incentive. He also had

been placed on dexedrine. Mts. B felt that his behavior bad regressed

during the short period from his leaving the hospital to the start of

the project. He was once again sleeping with the Bs instead of by

himself and his temper tantrums had increased in frequency.
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nerspist impressions of the parents. Mrs. B's main problem

in dealing with R is that she does not discipline him consistently.

Mr. B also has this problem although he was muCh less aware of this.

His difficulty with discipline stems from his unwillingness to allow

R to become more independent. Mts. B's difficulty with discipline

stems from her guilt about the way R has been treated. She was much

more willing to allow R to become more autonomous.

Mk. B tries to come across as a competent, rational being

whose efforts to deal effectively with R are being sabotaged by his

wife. He feels that he knows how to deal with R but that his wife vill

not do what he says. He entered the proexam with the hope that I would

be able to convince her that what he had been saying was correct. He

showed little motivation to change his own approach. Instead he mini-

mized the importance of changes that I suggested, and concerned himself

with trying to get at some basic eause of R's bizarre behavior. He

also ridiculed or ignored any suggestions that his wife made.

Mt. B tries very hard to suppress any display of emotionsiity.

He speaks in a controlled monotone and often seems to be working hard

not to show anger. Instead he manifests quiet exasperation at what he

sees as his wife's flaws. He seems to have a strong need to control

the lives of those around him. He evidently sees himself as a giving

and uncomplaining person who is not appreciated by his family even

though he has sacrificed a great deal for them.

What struck me very strongly about Mr. B and made me fee

compassion for him was the seeming emptiness that seems to characterize

his whole life. His need to be liked and approved causes him to want

to control others. I would speculate that this need to have others

depend on him had a lot to do with his poor relationships with the two

older children, both of whom evidently left home as soon as possible.

Thus, Mt. B's life seems to be characterized by a failure on his part

to get what he wanted. He went through college after his marriage and

now works as a clerk. He seems to feel that he and his wife will never

be very close, and he bas obviously failed in his relationships with

his two older children. All that he has left is R whose care seems to

have become hia one mission in life. Since Mt. B has been unable to

get his needs for control and approval met anywhere else, it is vitally

important for him to feel that R needs and appreciates him. This seans

to be why it is so important for Mt. B to continue treating him like

an infant. Without R his life Beans to have little meaning for him.

Mt. B feels that his wife is too emotional and he seems to

resent it especially when she is talking about something that he has

done. She seemed to eajoy telling me that Mt. B is verbally abusive

to het at home and that R had picked up bad language from him. Mt. B

seemed to be humiliated when his wife would speak about him in this way.

Evidently this expotoure was quite enbarrassing to him because it showed

him in a bad light and destroyed the picture of himself that he wanted

to convey. He would, in the interview, occasionally try to stop his

wife from talking, although he usually ended up by turning his Chair

away and waiting her out in contemptuous silence.
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The Bs 6enerally did not show much warmth for each other,

although this was more true of Mt. B. Mts. B would occasionally turn

toward her husband, touch his arm, and smile at him. The one time tLat

Mr. B showed some warmth for her, however, she rebuffed him. Thus, it

seems that the Bs are quite proficient at turning off any display of

warmth or affection that either initiates.

I found Mrs. B to be much more motivated to change than her

husband, She was able to give what seemed like an accurate picture of

what was going on at home, and vas open to suggestions that I made to

them. She also made several good suggestions herself which her husband

either igriored or ridiculed. Mr. B seemed reluctant about the changes

that he agreed to, and acted as if he was being dragged through the

program against hie will.

Therapy and results. The therapy vas rather direc-

tive. I tried to make them more aware of the impact that they were

having on each other and on R. I dealt with ways that R was control-

ling their behavior and I tried to point out to them that their lack

of consideration toward each other was having an adverseeffect upon R.

I also made it clear that certain needs were being met by R's bizarre

behavior and that they would have to acquire other satisfactions in

life if they would te willing to allow R to behave in a more socially

acceptable manner.

During the course of contact with the Bs my feelings about

them changed. Initially I felt that Mt. B was more motivated to Change

his behavior. However, I feel that Mrs. B Ittimately got much more out

of the therapy.

During the first few sessions Mts. B spyke about highly irre-

levant matters and I had to interrupt her quite often. My patience was

about at an end during one session when Mts. B talked about how her

mother had appeared in ber room on the day after her death. She also

talked ^ben* how oho and her mother "bad ESP" and were able to experi-

ence what the other van feeling even vhan thpor Imre, far apext. It
deemed that Mrs. B vas able to tell her husband in this way that her

mother was more important to her than he ever was.

In addition to tmIng irrelevant, Mts. B spent a lot of time

in the early sessions giving me numerous examples of how her husband

verbally abused her and humiliated her. She seemed to get pleasure

out of letting me know that the control he showed during the sessions

was a "put on" and that he was abusive to her at home. He denied most

of what she accused him of and said that She vas too emotional and

exaggerated out of all proportion.

In retrospect it seems that her exposures of their domestic

strife were quite therapeutic for her. She was able to get rid of a

lot of hostility that she felt for her husband by describing to me how

badly he treated her. It seems that she vas effectively doUble binding

him. If he reacted to her accusations by verbally abusing her, he

would be admitting to me that Ant she said was true. If he did not
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became abusive, she would regale me with another choice tidbit depict-

ing his lack of cobtrol. Thus, Mts. B vas able to punish her buiband

by pointing out incidents to ma where be showed poor control and got

angry.

me. B was effectively able to punish his wife by ignoring

her. This would serve to get her to speak louder and more rapidly in

an attempt to get some response from him. Often she would look quite

foolish when this happened, which seemed to give him sone pleasure.

Be also punished her by telling me what a poor housekeeper ehe was and

haw unconcerned she was about R. Tbus, during therapy the Bs seemed

quite proficient at punishing each other and seldoz treated the other

with any warmth. However, he was more rejecting than she was.

It seemed that it was essential to deal with the NI' rela-

tionship with each other before they would be able to deal with R more

effectively. It seemed that much of R's obnoxious behavior was being

learned either through his imitating what was going on in the home, or

was being used as a means to get some attention from his parents.

It became evident after the first few sessions that the Bs

would not work to improve the quality of their relationship for their

own sake. It seemed that there was too much mutual hostility for

either to admit to doing Kinething for the other. As a consequence,

I suggested that they try to treat each other with more consideration

for R's sake, rather than for themselves.

The following week the Bs reported that they bad treated each

other with more considroration for two days. The week after that they

reported that they bad gotten along better for most of the week. At

about this time I asked them to agree to Changes in R's behavior that

they would like to make. Shortly after, it became evident that Mt. B

vas not interested in working on specific areas but seemed to want some

kind of magical key which would solve everything. Mts. B suggested a

number of areas to work on. These included reducing the amount of

candy R ate between meals, giving him fewer toys to play with, and

getting him to sleep in his own room. Mt. B said that he already

knew bow to deal with these prOblems but that they were his main

concern. I tried to get him to realize the importance of working on

small areas of behavior. (.1 behavioral approach?)

Tbe following week the Bs reported that they had locked up

all the candy and Mrs. B seemed quite pleased. They bad also taken

away most of R's toys. At about this time Mrs. B suggested a plan

where they use candy as an incentive to get R to do same schoolwork.

However, She got no encouragement from her husband. The Bs, at my

suggestion, also started to work on getting R to sleep in his own bed

rather than their's. At first they were reluctant to do this, however

they were able to agree that they both got pleasure out of having R

sleep with them since he was nble to oe-ve as a bleier to keep them

from sleeping vlth each other.
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on,

According to their reports, the Be made progress in the above

areas for the next few weeks. However, during the Christmas vacation

Mr. B decided to again indulge R by giving him all the food and toys

be wanted. His rationale was that R should have a normal Christmas

like everyone else. His behavior seemed to be an act of defiance

against me wherein he was able to assert his authority. His behavior

undid some of the gains R bad made, and Mrs. B was very angry at her

husband because of this indulgence.

Wring the week before our last interview, the Bs once more

got back to work. R was now sleeping in his own mem although the doors

were open to both of their rooms. Mrs. B seemed very pleased with this

progress and was enthusiastic6ili c4ggesting new areas for than to work

on. However, Mr. B did not share this enthusiasm and even seemed to

be somewhat depreJsea. Re seemed sad that B. was sleeping by himself

instead of with him, a/though he said that this was best for the Child.

He seemed angry at me for baying made suggestions that were increasing

R's independence, and he remained even more aloof and emotionally

detached than usual during the last session.

Summaryssioasand recommeniations. In retrospect I

feel that more time should have been spent in dealing with the Bs'

relationship with each other. EVidently the marriage had been a lot

better at one time. II feel that I was too cautious in confronting Mr.

B with his imnact on UK). I also never deal/ with his relationehip with

his two older children. However, be seemed to be so sensitive to cri-

ticism that I found myself picking and Choosinis words so as not to upset

him. However, I felt that he might have benefitted more if be bad been

given the opportunity to look at and work through his inappropriate

need to keep R dependent on him.

I feel that the Bs did make progress in dealing with R as

judged fran their reports. Mrs. B reported that R no longer bad tan-

trums when they took him shopping. She attributed this to their letting

him know in advance that he would only be given one thing when they

vent to the store. Mrs. B was now able to discipline R without feeling

guilty; as she had become aware that this was for her own good, although

it still was difficult for her. R was now eating less candy since they

bad locked most of it up. However, Mr. B persisted in bringing candy

into the house where R could get at it. R also was playing with fewer

toys and was not breaking them as much. He was also now sleeping in

his own room.

At the end of therapy Yrs. B vas enthusiastically suggesting

new areas for them to work on. The fact that She bad been able to do

things to allow R to become more indepeadont seemed to be quite reward-

ing to her. However, R's increased independence seemed to have the

opposite effect on Mt. B. He seemed to feel that R's sleeping in bis

own room constituted a withdrawal of affection from him. He missed

R's slening with him and bad tried to get R to sleep with him once.

However, Mts. B wouldn't let him. It seems that Mt. B still bas no

awareness that a large part of the problem is bis own unwillingness to

allow R to grow up. I. feel in the future that it is essential that he



become aware of these feelings. It is also importent that Mrs. B atop

bringing up thinge from the past to emphasize her husband's weaknesses,

and that he be more responsive to her. The Bs must learn to treat eadh

other with mutual respect in order for R's behavior to improve. They

must both be committed to epecific changen in R's behavior in order for

them to vork together effectively to institute these changes.

Operant Case Report,

Family description eal histpa. R was 7 years old at the

time of the conaultation. Re had spew; most of this time living with

his parents. Although, UD to this time, both of his parents bad beca

vorking full time, and so he has spent meet of his time being taken

care of by his older sister. At the time of therapy, however, only he

and his parents were reading in the same home.

Mrs. B might be generally described as an accepting, inquisi-

tive parent, Her interactions vith R consioted of taking care of his

basic needs, i.e., fee6ing him and kcentag him clothed and cleaned.

Beyond that, however, she did not do mach with him. She ueed as an

excuse for not doing more the fact that she bad to work and ehe did not

have too much time. In observations made at the home, it appeared that

R was worse in the presence of his mother. It appeared that the enly

way he could get her attention was by yelling, screaming, shouting,

jumping up and down, and banging his head egainst the wall.

In describing R she said that ehe believed he vas "possessed

by evil spirits," and that he was a very hostile boy. She stated that

many of the things he did wtre to relieve some of his pent-up emotions.

She vent into a *cry long, imaginative, description and interpretation

of his behavior. For example, she stated that his ''deviant" drawings

indicated "deviant thinking aad feeling."

Mr. B on the other hand, might be described as a stern and

bighly punitive parent. He described himself as being highly concerned

vith all of the Child's behavior and gave this as the reason for bis

disgust and punitiveness. In observations in the home, it was quite

frequent to eae Mr. B shouting at R. However, during these times, R

didyin fact, do what Mt. B demanded he do. However, it never seemed

that Mt. B actually hit R for anything that he had done.

Mteh of the time of the interactions between Mt. and Mts. B

was spent in biekering and accusing each other of failings. Examples

of the complaints are as follows: Mrs. B vculd say that Mr. B vas

overly hard on the children, tbat he made too many demands, and was too

rough with them. Mk. B would retort with statements such as Mrs. B

didn't show any coneern for her children and se forth and so on.

5Ibis part of the case report was lareely written by the operant

consultant, Richard Switalski and edited by Leopold Welder.



Apparently there has been a history of marital discord with the Bs

havine, been separated twice.

There vas disagreement with respect to R's need to be treated

in a residential treatment center for the emotionally disturbed, Mrs.

B vent along with a psychiatrist's recommendation that he be placed in

such a center and felt that this would be the best possible treatment

for R. Mt. B, on the other hand, disagreed quite highly, making state-

ments such as, "There is nothing really wrong with R except that he is

a very active and emotional boy." He spent much time in his home,

therefore, actively training R to do various things; for example,

identifying various objects, spelling letters and engaging in various

activities such as turning lights on and off.

While there is very little information regarding the typical

behaviors of R's siblings or his relationship with them, it seems that

he got along rather well with both of them. On one occasion I was able

to observe his 20-year old brother with him. They appeared to play

around. Likewise, at this time, Mr. B would engage in a lot of play

with R sudh as wrestling around witk. him.

Dynamics and relevant histortof R's life. There is little

information regarding R's physical capabilities and health during his

early childhood. The only information which we do have VS4 obtained

following R's failure to get into the first grade after spending two

years in kindergarten. R's teadher's report that year vas that he did

very poorly and did not seem to learn. She stated that occasionally

he bad a good day or two but in general hie behavior vas very poor. B.

used very fww verbal responses in the teacher's presence and she esti-

mated that his level of functioning vas at the level of a two year old.

The teacher had also noticed that he had a soiling problem throughout

his second year of kindergarten. Thus, R was referred to a diagnostic

center for testing. At that time no statement vas able to be made as

to his intellectual functioning. The major aspects of the diagnosis

vas that P vaa a severely disturbed child, vho was psychotic at least

some of the time. They likewise stated that he resorted to negativis-

tic and autistic pre-occupations which immobilized his behavior with

associated inappropriate affect. The diagnosis vas confirmed in another

institution by a psychiatrist who suggested that R should be placed in

a residential treatment center for the emotionally disturbed. Thus,

R spent 6 months in a state institution for the mentally disturbed.

This occurred just prior to his being treated in the Parent Project.

R vas originally referred for diagnosis

by the county school system. They specified his prOblen as being selec-

tive mutiem, tic tension, and retention of feces.

In the Parent Project, the major technique of assessing prob-

lems vas with a complaint list which was to be made out by both the

1-

mother and the father. This list specified five (positive) behaviors

which they vented their child to increase. These five behaviors to be

Silarly they were to list five (negative) behaviors vbich they ventedincreased were to be listed by the parents in order of their importance.

im
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their child to do less of, that is, to decrease. In general both Mk.

and Mts. B agreed about their behavioral goals for R. The pocittve

behaviors they Meted were that they wanted their Child to talk more,

to be able to dress himself, and to play and be more attentive to other

children. (In the pact in dealing with other children he would occa-'

eionally throw a rock at them or hit them and ttus many of the parents

in the neighborhood were afraid to let taeir children play with R.)

With respect to the behaviors to be decreased, the Bs both

agreed that they vented R to be lens destructive and stop crying.

Apparently R would throw a mild tantrum when he was not allowed to get

what he wanted or do ubet he vented. Ue mould just yell and scream and

shout and bang his head up egainat the wall or break some things which

mere near at hand. Although ttis be7lavior appeared to occur more in

the presence of Mks. B, both W. B aed Mts. B specified that this was

one of the things that they would like to vork on during the operant

consultation sessions.

While they did not specify how they wanted R to speak, it was

observed by the therapist thet euth of the problem centered around Rs

failleres ta initiate seeeeh. Thie vas later confirmed by Mr. B. his

verbal interactions with his parent., were characterized by R repeating

word for word what bis earents had just stated to him. For example, if

Mr. B would greet R vith the phrase "Good morning, R," R would repeat

after him "Good morning, R." Likewiee, for instance, if Mt. B or Mts.

B might suggest that R get to bed, R would repeat after them, "Go to

bed." I ttrus explained to them at that time that the tyna of speech

that they seemed primarily concerned with was speech initiation. Moat

of the time, R could repeat Cult had just been said to him. However,

iu very few circumstances did he ever initiate any convereaticn. Be

rarely asked for anything, using speech. Most of the time he would

grab vhat he vented or gain attention by sitting in the lay or petting

the face of someone who might give him something he vanted. When

visited the Bs home on many occasions and tried to sit down vith the

Bs, R would engage in such behaviors as sitting on your lap, yelling,

kissing you, grabbing or hugging your face, etc. Thue, we would like-

vise be concerned with getting R to gate the attentien of others in

more acceptable ways, primarily by speaking. Also, a behavioral goal

was to get him to be quiet on some occasions. In eusmary, then, the

goals of therapy were the followine:

1. To build a generalized conditioned reinforcer in the Bs

fettily, such that the Bs could use a previously neutral object, (in

this case, money or pennies) to increase or change any ongoing behavior.

Likewise they could use it to develop new behaviors which did not exist

in R's repertoire.

2. To intrcduce a number of behavioral teeeniques for

increasing or decreasing behavior: a) specifically fading techniques,

(e.g., from imitation to initiation) in which the major role is to get

the parent to decrease the amount of participation or prompting he

engages in to get the child to do a certain behavior, b) shaping tech-

niques which are used to develop an entirely new behavior which does
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not exist in the repertoire of the Child, c) aversive techniques, whose

purpose it is to decrease some ongoing behavior, e.g., time out and

extinction.

3. To introduce the family to discrimination tee:halves which

are used to get and maintain the attention of a Child with respect to

some specific stimulus dimension. This would be followed by a gener-

alization technique in which a specified stimulus dimension was held

constant and the contextual stimuli varied, such that the child would

be able to identify (i.e., respond differentially to) that particular

stimulus dimension regerdless of context.

1. Establishment of a conditioned reinforcer. The basic

proGram for establishing a conditimed reinforcer coneisted of:

(a) experience with exchanging initially neutral objects

for desired objects, (b) inereasieg the variety of desired objects

for which the previously neutral object conid be exchanged, (c)

increasing the time interva/ "oetween earniag tbe neutral object (per-

haps now a reinforcer) and exebengizIg it, aad (d) making the avail-

ability neutral object contingent upon the behavior which you vent to

inerease. If the behavicr does increase, then the initially neutral

object is now a generalized conditioned reinforcer.

In the present instenee, we decided upon using pennies as

the generalized reinforcer because these cauld later be used for a

relatively longer period of ttme by the parents with the child. Like-

wise, pennies could be used in the rest of seciety; for instance, the

child could use the pc:cedes when he walked into the store on his own,

independent of his parents. The basic design was such that the parents

at first just exChanzed pennies for one object (a above). In this

particular case the Bs selected cheese crackers since R (at that par-

ticular time) enjoyed eating cheese crackers very much. An attempt

to make the penny more generalimed ve immediately initiated a store

situation. This ecnsieted of asseMbling a nudber of different objects

R edght like, placing them before him at specific times., and giving

him the object he selected contingent ea R's giving a penny for it.

This seemee vo have the advantages of not only giving R the experience

of exchanging pennies for a number of objects, but also served as a

test that tne Bs could use to determine exactly what things R really

liked. However as the first week continued, it appeared that R contin-

uously selected a very narrow range of objects from the store. These

objects consisted of relatively small things such as: cheese crackers,

potato chins and other small candles and candy bare.

Since cne of the prime functions of a conditioned relmforcer

(as opposed to many unuonditione reinforcers) is that the eabject is

never satiated by it, I was mostly interested in increasing the time

interval bet:rem his getting the pennies and his exchanging them for

the backup reinforcer. Thus, after the very first week I suggested

that the Bs use pennies contingently. Py this I meant giving pennies

for R performing various household tasks such as picking up books,

putting tbings away, or putting his clothes en, etc. While I did not
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specify what particular behaviors to reinforce, the Bs reported

verbally that they had bad lots of success with R on this assignment.

They stated that he seemed to erjoy earning pennies very much and that

the amount of hie behavior (e.g., watering the plants, etc.) had in-

crease very much. While ve do not have any direct evidence to support

this statanent, it is instructive to look at the number of pennies

opent each day. We find that in week #1 R spent 123 pennies, that in

week #2 he spent 380 pennies, in week 4;3 he spent 415 pennies, and this

increased to 601 pennies by the fourth week. However, in the second

week one major problem developed. In their eagerness to keep R happy

the Bs began paying him many, many more rennies than he would exchange

for desired objects at store time. By the end of each day R had en

excess of pennies let over. Frequently R was observed just leaving

the pennies lying around. We therefore believed that the pennies were

still not as strong a reinforcer as wa would have liked them to be; for

we believed that if he wanted pennies enough, he would keep them in his

pocket. Thus, two tests vtre instituted to test the relative strength

of tne reinforcer. The two tests that ve obese are relatively general

and used in animal learning sitnaticns.

The first test (pleased by Moses in Exodes), conducted twice

a week, was to assedble five items, a penny and four other items (Moses

vas given hot coals as the alternative), and let R select one of these

five items. It was hoped thet we could observe over a time tbat

would switch from seleating a primer' reinforcer, the cheese cracker

or some other edible, and begin selecting the penny, thus indicating

its gain in relative strength. However, this measure vas taken for a

period of three weeks, and teronghont tbis whole three week period R

would consistently choose the cheese cracker aver the penny. This

suggested that the penny was not stronger in its reinforcing effects

than the cheese cracker itself.

The second test for the etraugth of the conditioned rein-

forcer was the progressive ratio test. This is based on the assumption

that an object contingent urcn a belle:vier vhiCh maintains or increases

that particular behavior is a reinforcer. The particular behavior

which ve used was relatively simple: R vas required to drop toothpicks

into a milk bottle. At first R would drop one toothpick in and get one

penny, then he would drop two toothpicks and get a penny, then four,

then six, then 12 toothpicks, etc. The number of toothpicks he needed

to drop to receive one penny vas to increase progressively until he was

being reinforced on a very high ratio schedule suCh as FR150 or FR200

toothpicks into the bottle before a penny would be given. The problem

with this test, however, is that R would continue for a 20 minute per-

iod of time to put many toothpicks into the bottle even though he did

not receive a penny. This suggested that the task might have been fun

in and of itself. Thus we ceased this particular test after one week.

As the weeks went by, mOst of the tasks vhich vere then ini-

tiated in the home used pennies as the reinforcers for that behavior.

However, a number of problems remained throughout the operant treatment

II period in using these generalized conditioned reinforcers. aee of

these problems was the fact that Mr. B never systematically increased
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the delay interval between earning pennies and exclanging :amulet).

This resulted in R not working or R actuelly refusing to work in any

situation except just prior to the time be wanted something. Th13,

when the Bs decided to sit down to work with their son he typically

would not work; however, if he wanted something, he would ask his

parents to work. Then he would engage in tbe appropriate behavior for

the pennies whieh were immediately exchanged for the objeets desired.

To partially overcome this, I instructed them to use other

thAngs so baelrap reinforcers in the store: e.g., the renting of cer-

tain toys which R wonla like to use very much, the going for a ries

in the car with his father -which he apparently did every day and which

he also enjoyed very mush, sAd the going for walks with his mother,

While this seemed to add somewttat to the strergth to the reinforcer,

the inconsistency in builliag tlas time iuterval between earning the

token and the exchange period however failed to produce the generalized

reinforcing effect Ifni& we bad, hoped for.

A second problem which wo Lad with the generalized conditioned

reinforcer vas that of the aceess to the primary reinforcer. Most of

the objects which R desired moet and exChanged his pennies for were

edibles: candies, potato chips, etc. We thus initiated a system where-

by he would pay for a certain number of objects each day. This assumes,

however, that these Objects are not available to him at any other ttne.

We had very much diffiealty with this in 'am B hame. Apparently, Mt. B

believes in haviug a let of anacks around the house et all times. Ile

took no special pains to lock them up or keep them out of R's readh.

Although Mr. B maintained it was not so, R apparently was able to get

anything that he wanted at almost any time. Mrs. B, on the other hand,

wbile trying to be someWhat more consistent in her withholding of ttle

primary reinforcer31 frequently forgot to ask, R to pay for anything

which he had obtained. Thus, at one period an the consultation session

we decided that we would have R pay for at least one object each meal

(preferably the object which he liked mo3t). For instance, R enjoys

bacon very mudh for breakfast. Therefore, we establiehed that R would

pay for the bacon and could get his milk and the othee things that he

did not like too much for nothing. Wbile this did, to an extent, have

the effect of R's holding onto his pennies a little bit more, the

failure of the parents to consistently demand payment resulted in a

relattve weakening in the generaliacd reinforcer.

A third problem which we had in the generalized conditioned

reinforcer was that many other behaviors which the parents previously

bad descebed as being desirable decreased as R bad to pay for them.

R enjoyed drawing with a magic marker. In fact each day be would spend

at least a half hour to an hour and a half sitting at the table drawing

with this magic marker. Thus, ve hoped that he would be willing to pay,

say 5 pennies, to rent this marker for a day. As time went on and R

was required to pay for more ard more things, including items from his

dinner table, a decrease in his behaviors occurred. For instance, he

stopped renting his magic marker; therefore, ha stopped drawing alto-

gether. He also stopped renting the scissors used for cutting out

variaus objects. In fact, many of these other behaviors ceased entirely
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as long as these objects were being rented to him for pennles. When

the contingency, however, was taken off (when R -as no longer charged

to rent his magic marker) the use of the marker increased once again.

In general, although the general!eed conditioned reinforcer could main-

tain behavior in certain circumstances, the tircumstances were such

that they would only maintain behaviors just prior to exhanging the

penny for that desired object. I believe that if ve had established a

eystem whereby he could exchange hie pennies only at certain times of

the day or if he had to hold onto the pennies for lcnger periods of

time (say, upwards to two or three days), that we might have had more

success with this token syetem.

2. The fafine proceezel The Bs were very concerned with

developing come initiated epeeee betsviors. Winne the shaping wocedure

could haee been used in thie paeilcular caee fading eeemed more appro-

priate. This vas becense R was able to imitate most of what either of

his parents said. R already emitted many complex English vocalizations.

What was needed was that his parents should systematically reduce the

armunt of prompting that they engaged iu craer to get R to make a par-

ticular veibal response. A favorable situation in which ve could

start the training occurred in the morning mhen the cbild and a parent

first greeted each other. While R'n imitating his narent's "Good

morning" was an appropriate behavior, it might be possible to fade out

the parent's prompt and get the same "Good morning" from R as an appro-

priate imitated behsvicr. It might be possfble to eo arrange it that

me could get R to initiate the "Good morning, mammy' or "Good morning,

daddy."

Thus we started off the fading procedure by having the

parent after meeting R wait 30 eeccnds first, and then stating to the

child "Good morning, daddy" in the ease of the father (and "Good

morning, mommy" in the case of the mother). This was done; as ex-

pected it vas followed by R saying the exact same tbing. Thereupon

R was bugged and kissed and gtven a peLay. The remainder of the pro-

cedure consisted in systematically increasing the delay interval

between the parent and R first seeing each other and the parent prompt-

ing. Thus, we started off by the parent waltng in each morning,

waiting 30 seconds and saying "Good morning, daddy (or mammy)" and

having R repeat the greeting. ln the first week both parents prompted

R after 30 seconds delay each day for the 7 days. Beginning with the

second meek we began to increase the delay interval. Thus, the first

day we waited 1 minute; the next day 1-1/2 minute; the following day

2 minutes; then 11. minutes; then 5 minutes; and so forth up to a 10

minute delay between meeting and the parent's prompt. Thus the parent

would walk in and wait for 10 minutes all the vbile ignoring RI in

spite of the fact that he would be hugging end grabbing the parent.

The parent would not respond in any way until the specified time (say,

10 minutes) had elapsed. If, however, during thie time, R responded

with a "Good morning" the parent was instructed to then begin to inter-

act with him. After 8 days the parent began saying only "Good morning"

and the appropriate reinforced response would be "Good morning, daddy"

or "Good morning, mommy" appropriate to the sex of the parent. This

continued for a week at which time R made the correct response with
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with only this partial prompting. The following week the parents vere

instructed to prompt with only the word "Good". Thue, on the first day

of that week, the parent waited 10 minutes, stated "Good" and R said

"Good morning." During this time both Mr. and Mrs. B stated that R

would become very active and agitated and look at the parent and go

through all kinds of faciaL grimmaces. By the 23rd day of fading

training, all that was needed fran the parent was the sound"Goo-" (good

without the d) and R would say "Good morning, daddy." This procedure

vac; continued so that after the fifth week the parent would wait the
10 minutes, then nod his (her) head, and R began to initiate. "Good

morning, mommy" or "Cood morning, daddy," as eppropriate. The Bs re-

T.;orted that in addition to R's initiating "Good morning" to his parents

thet he would vae this greeting te many other people. He also began to

use the words "Hello" attaching tbe person's neme. Thts was so for his

tsacher and relatives who came to visit him frequently (perhaps peorle

vhose names he knew).

The Bs were very satiefied with the fading procedure. The
major problem which we had with this telhaigee, was that we appeared to
increase the delay pericd before R had gottea the knack of saying "Good

corning, mommy" or "Good morning, daddy." I believe that, had we first

faded same of the "Gcod corning,-" prompt at a short delay interval

first and after that gradual4 increased the delay interval, we might

have had more success and less emotional behavior. In general, the

fadirg procedure wan used to get R to initiate a greeting of "Good

morning,-" by gradually and systematically reducing the amount of
prompting while gtving the Child adequate otportunity to make the

eppropriate response. The reader should also note that the appropriate

response was followed by a hug, kiss, and a penny.

3. Discrimination Eopednres as a prereckuisite to consmt

formations: Most of the tasks given the Bs were based on discrimination

procedures. Since there was much evidence to show that the main pur-

pose of discrimination procedures is to maintain attention along same
specified stimulus dimension these were used as the prerequisite to

forming various concepts. It was believed that once R learned to attend

to the eppropriate stimulus dimensions, vocalizing appropriate labels

could be obtained from R by using a shaping or fading procedure (as

described above). Hopefully R would also begin to use these words in

new circumstances in which that same stimulus dimension was encountered.

For examole, if R were trained to vocally differentiate red from green

pieces of paper and then retrained to differentiate red from green

cars, ehen presented a new stimulus such as a red chair and when asked

what calor wes it he would respond with "rod" or "that is red." Thus,

the basic or first steps in establishing concepts would be to establish

a simple diecrimination.

The geaeral method used in establishing a descrimination was

first of all to pre-determine two highly distinct or discriminable
stimuli and two responses which should be made by the boy to these

stimuli. We assumed that R would have two responses in his repertoir
("red".and "green") which could be connected appropriately to the two
classes of stimuli (the red class and the green class). One observes
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that even the most simple of discrimination tasks very frequently take

three to four weeks to obtain. Thus, ve tried a procedure which was

designed to get the child to rapidly differentiate (or differentially

respond) to stimuli. The basic technique was to present one stimulus

consistently and to prompt the child until he made the one proper

response in its presence. Once he dependably initiated the proper

labelling response to the first stimulus, we would present the second

stimulus) At first, the boy would continue making the response to the

second stimulus which had been established to the first stimnlue To

learn to make the second response to the second stimulus he wss.prompted

at first with the prompting being systematically reduced (faded).

The second phase of any discrimination task is to get the

child to learn to switch appropriately from one response to one stimu-

lus to the other response with the other stimulus. This was done by

presenting blocks of uniform trials. Thus, on day #1 R was given 20

trials with one stimulus then 20 trials with the secowl stimulus.

Switching training began by presenting 10 trials with the first

stimulus, followed by 10 trials with the second stimulus, followed in

turn by 10 of the first, and finally follawel by 10 of the second.

Then eight alternating blocks of 5 trials with each of the two stimuli,

and so on, until R could alternate from response 1 to response 2 when

stimulue 1 and stimulus 2, respectively, were presented. After the

child learned to respond alternately the stimuli were then presented

in a random fashion. This requires 'Vie child to attend to the stimulus

to make a correct response. The first task that we decided on was for

R to begin to differentiate between "what" question and "who" questions.

The two stimuli which we selected were "What am I?" awl "Who am I?".

The correct response for the former question was "a man" when asked

by his father and "a woman" when asked by his mother. The correct

response for the latter stimulus was "daddy" (and "mammy"). Thus

when Mr. B asked R "What am I?" the correct response would be "man"

and when asked "who am I?" the correct response would be "daddy."

Both the procedure and the result recorded in terms of percent correct

out of 40 possible responses per day are in Figure 4. The dottel line

represents the percentage of incorrect responses to the "what" ques-

tion and the solid line represents the percentage of incorrect

Insert Figure 4 here

responses to the "who" question. As can be seen, throughout the

entire performance R consistently made more errors when asked to

respond to "What am I?" by his fathrr; however, over the course of

the 37 day experiment errors to both stimuli ("What am I?" and "Who

am I?") decreased gradually to the point that by the 37th day R vas

responding correctly on 100% of the trials to both stimuli. The pro-

cedures were, once again, that each day he was presented 20 trials of

"What am I?" followed by 2t) trials of "Who am I?". This was repeated

on the second day. On day 3 he was given bloeks of 10 trials, then

blocks of 5 trials for the next 19 days. As can be seen by the figure,
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the e.ata vere very variable from day to day. From days 14 through 21

an FR2 schedule of reinforcement was initiated co that R might pay more

attention (or work harder) for his pennies. This schedule consisted of

making two correct responses before being given one penny. This same

ratio schedule of reinforcement was used in all of the other concurrent

discrimination procedures going at that time with the B family. How-

ever, as time progressed, R's 7sehavior in these situations became more

and more hyperactive and less task-oriented. This beenme so disruptive

that at the end of that week be would not finish any of the tasks which

he was given. It should be noted accordingly that on days 14 through

21 some of the percente are based on the fewer namber of trials. After

R was put on CRP again, he once agaia completed the 4o trials and we

notice a gradual decline of rencent of errors ard a leveling off at

100% correct in answering the "What am I?" and "Who am I?" questions

appropriately.

Mrs. 3, likewise, engaged in this particular task: teaching

R to discriminate between "Ehat em I?" anl "Mho am I?". But, in her

ease the response was differeat, of couree. While the data was some-

what similar to that shown in Figure 1 fcr Mr. B, it was not quite so

good in that she did not work with R everyday. Some weeks she only

worked with R 3 days a week and some weeks even less than that.

The other discrimination tasks used with the B family were:

to differentiate "big" from "little". In nis particular task a big

pencil and a little penell were used. R was first givea 20 trials a

day using the decreasing block presentation procedure described above,

gradually switching to randem presentatlen of the two stimuli. After

using pencils, big and little books were used as the two stimuli.

While R's performance shows improvement in teems of percent incorrect,

he never reached 100% correct after 5 weeks of training of "big"

versus "little".

Other discriminations used were: "on" versus "off." The

etiwuli used was a flashlight. When it vas lighted, the response

which vas required was "on"; when it was unlighted, "off." This task

was uced only for 3 weeks.

Mts. B engaged in a discrimination task to get R to identify

or differentiate firet, men from vemsn, and then, boys from girls.

The major erocedure here was, first, to get one picture vhich R would

call a "man" another which he called a "woman" then to get a nuMber of

other pictures to which the correct response was "mae and others to

which the correet response was "woman." Later a number of other picl.

tures to ehich the correct reeponse vas "boy" and "girl." Uniform

hlocka of men, of women, of boys, and of girls were presented. Then

the man and woman pictures were gradually mixed in with the other two

(men and women) sets. Once again R's progress on these tasks improved;

however he did not reach 100% on any of them.

Two of the problems it the discrimination task were (1) the

failure to use a strong reinforcer, (in this case we used the weaker

penny reinforcers instead of the probably stronger chees crackers);
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(2) the parents did not work with R consistently eadh day.

Another woblem which we bad with the discrimination problem

is the B family (both mother and father) apparently in their desire to

help R learn these problems would often change the task from what I had

specified. For instance, rather than present the stimulus randomly to

R such as the flashlight lighted and the flashlight unlighted, Mr. B

found that R could perform much better if told to "turn the flashlight

off". Thus when he told R to turn the unlighted flashlight on, Ft would

turn it on. However, I tried to point out to him that this was differ-

ent from modernly identifying a stimulus by name. We failed to control

parents. They've used consultation since.

We were not as efficient as we might have been had we exerted

more control over the parents, ivogress would have been greater. Exam-

ination of the changes in behavior in the home video tapes (See Table

3 .) suggest that ve did serve these parents. It might be added that

Insert Table 3 about here

this family like others have continued asking for and receiving

operant consultation. The reports we receive from the parents show

them to be quite able behavior modifiers of their own child.
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Table 3: Ratings of 40-Minute Video Tapes

Family B

Father-child Itther-child

No. of questions
by parents

Measurement Period *asurement Period

(Range)

# of scores

109

(108.-

110)

2

104.5 135.81

(103. (133.95-

106) 137.67).

2 2

54

III

71.22 155.12

(154.14-
156.1)

1 2

No. of answers

3-ne

(range)

# of scores

9.5
(9-10)

2

II III

31.63 12

2 1

14.63 76.1
(71.22-
W.97)

1 2

No. initiated II

(range)

# of scores

43.5
(41-46)

2

11.73
(2 -
21.46)

2

III
1

I

20.81 55.37
(14.63. (54.74.

26.9E) 56)

2 2

II III

54.64 72.68
(48.78. (68.29-

60.49) 77.07)
2 2

Time calm

f
(range)

# of scores

468.5

(45ia

486);?

2

II III II III

833.5,
(547.
1119.99
2

522.94

(239.06.

8o6.82)
2

379.47

(196.

5§4.19)

4

279.51 1240.96

(248.78-

310.24)
2 1

Time tantrums II III II III

(range)

# of scores

26

1

2

1

4.65

1

482.5
(478-

487)
2

208.78 107.32
(174.63-

242.92)
2 1

(No. obeys) / (No.
directions ) II III II

blank = only 1 score
* m all scores the same
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The Rating of Video Tape Recordings

of Pexent-rhill interactions

In each of the three measurement perioda five 40-minute

video tape recordings were made of parent-child interactions. These

were later rated by our own raters and by Dr. Donald H. Peer. This

section describes the tapes in general end the ratings made by our

own raters; Dr. Daer's report imnediately follows. Neither our

raters nor Dr.Baer were told of our design or of the families' tret-

ments. Our raters were told what to rate; Dr. Baer developed his

own rating system. In that sense Dr. Baer's ratings are more gea-

eral (and therefore more demanding) than our own. Our ratings are

more specific to the particular children's behavioral problems

(and l'erhaps therefore more likely to show improvement). In fact,

as the reader will note, while BerJr's report shows improvements,

our ratings (included in the case reports) seem much more substan-

tial. Thiu is so even though both sets of ratings were highly

objective and very probahl;r not contaminated.

ittinsItelaas
In each cf the three measurement periods three home tapes

were recorded in which we asked that (1) the father and the child

interact, (2) the mother and the child interact, and (3) the mnther

and the father and the child interact. TWo office tapes were also

recorded in each of these measurement periods. Since the conditions

of taping were a little more complex, we present them here.

The fathers and mothers in the nine families were informed

by telephone of our plans to video tope porent-child interactions in

the University of thryland's Counseling Center. Each family was

scheduled for a 2-hour period. In a later confirmation call they

were also told to bring four objects which they and their child could

use to work or play together. When conflTmation calls were made,

one family said they had forgotten about the appointment and had

planned to visit a sick sister. We encouraged them to make the trip

but informed them that this would entail their makine; a contribution

to a worthy organization in the form of checks they had previously

deposited with us. The fanily then decided to attend our meeting.

The principal investigator greeted the family as they

arrived, and took them to a large roam equipped with one-way mirrors.

The video-taping apparatus was set up behind one of the mirrors.

The objects which the Parents brought for the purpose of

interacting with their child were taken from them and the family was

then left in the room for approximately 20 minutes so that they could

adapt to the surroundings. The room itself contained a table and
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three chairs along with some inoperative intercom devices. In general

there was little within the roaa which could occupy the family.

Following this time period the principal investigator

returned and asked the mother to go to another room. After sho left,

the father was given a number of tests and forms and told to fill

them out while the child remained in the room with him. A sufficient

amount of work was given to the father so that he could not possibly

complete it all in the time he would remain with his child. This 20

minute period was used to evaluate the child's method of attracting

the father's attention. While the father was filling out the forms

with the child present, the mother was given the same forms to work

on in a room by herself.

After the father had been with his child for 20 minutes, the

principal investigator returned, took the forms which the father had

been working on, and offered the father two of the Objects so that he

and his child could interact with them. This period lasted for DO

minutes and was used to evaluate the father's methods of relating to

his child.

At the end of this 10 minute period, the mother vas brought

back to the room and told to complete the form in the presence of

her child. (In the meantime, the father was taken to a separate room

where he was tad to finish the forms on which he bad been working.)

This period lasted for 20 minutes and was used to evaluate the child's

method of attracting the mother's attention.

After the 20 minute period bad elapsed, the mother's forms

(still uncompleted) were taken from her and she was offered two

Objects to use in interacting with her child. This 10 minute period

was used to record the mother's methods of relating to her child.

The final period lasted for 20 minutes and consisted of

the father, the mother, and the chill together in the observation

room with all the objects that had been brought for the child. 2te

parents were specifically told to interact with the child. This

period was used to evaluate the father's and mother's combined methods

of interacting with their child as well as such factors as division

of responsibilities, role differentiation, and father-norther

interactions.

Following the last period the narents were given whatever

forms they bad not completed to finish at home.

The table below ;resents the order and ty;es of interaction

that wre video-taped.
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Standardized interactions in the University Counseling Center

Segment Participants 2Ype Time in Minutes

1 Fa-Mo-Ch Adapt 20 (approx.)

2 Fa-11 Father and tests 20

3 Fa-Ch Father "plays" with child 10

4 Mo-Ch Wither and tests 20

5 MO-Ch Mather "plays" with child 10

6 Fa-Mo-Ch Group-interaction 20

The first 20-minute begment was not rated. Segments 2 and

4 filled Office Tape #2 (Parent and test) and segments 3, 5: and 6
filled Office Tape #3 (Parent interacts with child).

Video Tape Ratings

While we did not tell Dr. Baer how to rate the tapes and
on what dimensions, we did specify closely how the tapes should be
rated by 16 undergraduate students. These students had been referred
by Ptof. Donald K. Pumroy because of their expertise in rating and

and describing behaviors in Pumroy's University of Maryland class in

child psychology. They were not told of the design of the study
nor were they told of any possible treatments given the families.

The student raters were paired on the basis af convenience

(e.g., common free hours). They were trained to use the video tape
player and each pair was given a particular feuoLly to rate. The

list of behaviors to rate was to be memorized by each rater. This

list of relevant behaviors (in Table Owes developed from the
parents' request for change, from the parents' deny reports, and

Insert Table It here

from the therapists' case notes. The raters were given the oppor-
tunity to develop agreement by watching training (non-data, practice)

tapes, rating them on the categories, and discussing rating

differences.

The rating took place in a small room in which there was
a video tape player with a TV monitor and two 6-button panels, one

panel for each rater. Discrete behaviors we:e rated by depressing
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Table 4

Behaviors Counted and Tined by Staff Video Tape Raters

amity_AL

Catepries:

1. Count tbe nunber of questions asked or speech prompts given
by the parent. Include leaving one word out of a sentence

for the child to supply, pointing to an dbject for the child
to name, asking hny questions that would require a vocal

answer.

2. Count the number of times the child answers audibly and

understandably.

3. Count the child's hot-understanclahle speech. If .it is

obvious the child said something but you did not under-

stand it, count it here.

4. Count the number of directions the parent gives that
require dbservable non-vocal, motor responses.

5. Count the number of times the child follows the direction

given by the parent.

6. Count the number of times the child ..pt:ts non-food items

in his mouth including fingers, pillows, toys, etc.

7 Record the anount of time the child is inattentive to the

task at hand. Be may get up and leave the task, pick up
another dbject and manipulate it, stare into space or

glance around the room, lie down on the floor. Continue

timing until he resumes paying attention or until the

parent discontinues the task. Definite head movements,

not just eyes.

8. Record the amount of time the child screams. Include

loud whining bm lo not count crying.

9. Record the tota: amount of tine tIm parent talks.

E1110.:

Ategories:

1. Count the nunber of verbal tasks (questions or prompts)
the parent given the chili. Count each one.
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Family B (Continued): Table 4 (Continued)

cartegoL.1es :

2. Count the number of tines the child replies to#1. Do not

include repeating unless the prompt given vas "Say "

and the child says 2Elz: the word.

3. Count the =ter of times the child repeats either all or

part of what his parent has said. Also count when he

repeats hinself, except, as in "Say "where he

repeats only the word.

4. Count the nutber of tines tLe child initiates a word or

phrase, i.e., anytime he says some:thing that is not pre-

ceded by a parental question or prompt.

5. Count the nuMber of directions the parent gives (count

each time) that require an overt action response.

6. Count the number of times the child Obeys nunber 5.

7. Time child's whining, screaming, crying, tantrumous
behavior, stamping feet, running upstairs, any coMbin-

ation of destructive behaviors.

8. Record the amount of tine the child is calm - (e.g.,

moves no more than is necessary for the task).

9. Record the amount of time child spends out of room,

whether he runs to basement or is sent upstairs after

tantrum.

Family C:

2.42.621.11ti

1. Count the nuMbe.r of directions the parents give the child
that require Observable (in the camera's range) responses.

The sane direction given with a definite break between

them is counted twice. A double direction ("Get your

book and bring it here") phrased as one is counted only

once.

2. Count the nuMber of times the child follows the directions
given by the parent.

3. Count the incidence of child's negativiam. Include here

statements as "I hate 0" "There are no good,"

"I can't - you do it," end any complaints.
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,
Family C (Continued )

Categories:

Table 4 (Continued)

;`,

4. Count the number of titis the child interrupts someone

else who is speaking.

5. Record the time the child spends in *task interruption."

This includes leaving the task, talking About irrelevant

matters, general restlei3s activity or movements that are

unrelated to the task, etc.

6. Record the total time the child spends talking.

F.A.4.32-121.

Categories:

1. Count the nuMber of directions given by the parents.

These may require verbal or motor responses.

2. Count the number of times the child does not follow the

directions or offers an alternative, (e.g., "No, I don't

want to" or "Then I won't pley" or "Let's do this instead.")

3. Count the number of complaints the child presents, inOuding

those of bodily aches and pains, food, school, his sister,

his parents, etc. Include statements like, "I bate

or "You always make me do this:" or "You're not playing

fair" or "I don't want to do it that way" (unless this is

in response to a direction when it would go into #2).

4. Count the nuMber of times ',.he child repeats a 2..quest.

(Don't count it the first time.) Count the request each

time it is repeated and include saying any words repeatedly,

yes,..." (in reference to a request.)

5. Time the instances of the child's hyperactivity. This

includes bouncing or Jogging, excessive bodily movements,

general restlessness, squirming and twisting, running back

and forth between his parents; moving while talking when

the movement is irrelevant, leaving the table or the task

he has been involved in, and all thcs time he spends off

camera if he was engaged in any hryaractive movements

when he went off canera.



Family EL:

Categories:

Teble 4 (Continued)

1. Count the nuMber of speech prompts or questions that the

parent or sibling asks. This includes any questions or

statements that would require a vocal response. It also

includes pointing to a picture or object when the task

is to name the Object. Count only English.

2 Count the nuMber of times the child responds to #1 in an

audible and understandable word or phrase. Do not rate by

parental response but only if you can hear and understand

the speech. Again count English only.

3. Count the nuMber of times the child initiates a thought

or idea that is in no my. prompted by the parent. This

might include questions, etc. Again this must be in

audible, understandable, English.

4. Time the amount of non-understandable speech and other

sounds including grunts, whines, screaming, etc. Try to

exclude Italian.

5. Record the time the child spends tapping Objects with his

hands or with another Object. Exclude tapping or slapping

the strings of a guitar.

6. Record the amount of time the parent spends talking.

Count a two-second pause at least between the end of one

phrase and the beginning of another. If there is not a

pause at least this long, keep counting it as one phrase.

Family F:

Categories,:

1. Count the nuMber of phrases child says in a high or falsetto

voice. Count a two-second pause between phrases before it

is counted as two.

2. Count the nuMber of phrases child says in a bwer, normal

voice. Time as above.

3. Count the nuMber of undesirible gestures the child makes.

These are:

a. blowing through his fingers

b. biting his fin&r
c. flipping pages in a magazine (fast)

d. tossing Objects in the air continuously
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Famitinued :

Categories;

Table 4 (Continued)

e. moving hand to face (about mouth) and then to under

arm-pit
f. finger movements

g. exclude nose picking

4. Record the time the child rocks while sitting, even when

there is only slight movement.

5. Record the time the child rocks while standing, back and

forth or from side to side.

6. Time the child's inattention to the task at hand. If there

is a definable task that the child should be involved in -
record any time the child spends away from the task,
including turning away, leaving the task, involving him-

self in another task, etc. Keep timing until another task

is presented or until the parent also abandcos the task.

(Parent interaction is a prerequisite for the activity to

be defined as a task.)

Family G;

Categories:

1. Count the nuMber of speech prompts given by the parent,

including pointing to a word or letter, giving direct

prompts as, "Say ." Also, a question (e.g., "What

is your

2. Count the number of times the child answers #1 - not as in

#3. There must be no multiple prompt (anything other than

a person speaking Is a multiple prompt) no letters present,

nothing far him to -zead from. (#2 and #3 are mutually

exclusive.)

3. Count each word, nutter, or letter the child reads or

recognizes, even if you cannot see if he is answering or

nandng correctly. You must be able to understand what he

has said. This nay be in answer to a speech prompt. Repe-

titions (e.g., ball, ball, ball, ball 1) not counted.

4. Count the nuMber of correct answers in #3 - in the same

way as (e.g., count every word that is correct.)

5. Count the nutber of times the child initiates any speech,

i.e., says anything that is not a repetition or an answer

to what the parent has just paid. If something else

present, count as in #3.
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Family G (ConUnatil:

Cstegoslev

Table 4 (Continued)

6. Count the number of directions the parent giVeä the child

that require a non-vocal, motor response.

7. Count the nuMber of times the child obeys the directions

given in #5.

8. Time the non-understandable speech and vocalizations

including grunts, coughs, screams, whines, etc. Count as

one each unbroken series of sounds.

9. Time inattention to the task at handl including leaving

the table or room, playing with another Object, just

staring into space, or doing anything incompatible with

paying attention to the task at hand. Continue timing

until ancrther task begins or until the parent discontinues

the task.

Fami;y H:

Categories:,

1. Count the aumber of questions asked or directions given by

parent. If the question or pert of it is repeated, count

it again (unless it is repeated "in the same breath").

2, Count the tines the child answers the questions unless

she says, "I don't know." If she says, "I don't know,"

and then answers the question, count it only in category

nuMber 3. Include as answers shaking or nodding head

when it Obviously means yes or no.

3. Count the nuMber of tines the child answers a question by
saying, "I don't know," even if she answers it afterwards.

4. Count the nuMber of tines the child Obeys or follows the

sense of a direction given by the parent in

5. Count the nuMber of times the chibi initiates speech to

others, the nuMber of times the child begins to talk to

other peokle, in the form of a question, request, or any

statement that is not in response to a question or prompt

from the parent. There is no content overlap with anything

the parent has just said.

6. Time any pigeon-like movement of the child's head or head

and torso (head-nodding).
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Pamily I:

Categories.:

Table 4 (Continued)

1. Count the nuMber of questions asked or specch prAmnte

given by the parent. Include anything that can be answered

verbally by "yes" or "no."

2. Count the number of times the child answers #1.

3. Count the nuMber of times the parent gives a stated direction

that requires an Observable response. Count a negative

direction (e.g., "Stop that!) only if the child is engaged

in the activity when he is told "don't."

4. Count the nuMber of times the child Obeys #2.

5. Count the nuMber of times the child beans to laugh or

giggle. There should be a 2-second pause (one-thousand-one,

one-thousand-two) between the end of one time and the

beginning of the other before it is counted as two.

6 Count the nuMber of tines the chila begins to hit his teeth.

There should be the sane tvo-second pause described above.

7. Count the nuMber of tines the child begins to whoop, whine

or scream (MT in a tantrum!). Use the two-second pause

again.

8. Time the child's hitting other objects or his own hands

with his bands or another Object.

9. Record the amount of.time the child spends (a) sitting on

tables, (b) standing on chairs or tables, (c) kicking

or biting furniture, 61) being under chairs or tables.

10. Time the child's tantrumous behavior including, (5) hitting

his head, (b) falling on the floor, (c) running upstairs

while crying or screandng (include the time spent upstairs).

These can occur in any combination.
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a button that would step an associated timing counter once per second

as long as the button remained depressed. The definition of a

category included whether the behavior to be rated was discrete

(the raters being told %13 press and immediately release the button

each time you see that behavior start") or continuous ("press the

blyttrin when you see the behavior start and keep the button depressed

until you see the behavior end").

By trial end error we found that interjudge agreement was

too low (at least early in the rating period) when a rater rated more

than four behavior categories. Therefore, it was arranged that each

pair of raters rate six categories; each rating four, two of which

were the same category for 'both raters. For example, Rater A might

rate categories 1, 2, 31 and 4 while Rater B was rating categories

3: 4: 5 and 6. For the overlarped categories (in this case, 3 and

4) we calculated an interjudge agreement index, either a ratio of

the smaller count (of ore rater) to the larger count (of the other

rater) or, if the larger count were no greater than 5, a difference

between the two raters, counts. The pair of raters had to deliver

overlapped ratings with en agreement ratio of at least .80 (e.g.,

8/10) or an agreement difference no greater than 1 (e.g., 5-4) for

the ratings to be accepted (and therefore not requiring the raters

to rerate the tape on these categories).

Ratings were done on the tapes until we achieved enough

agreement among raters (or until our rating time ran out). Some

raters seemed to be poor raters (e.g., not agreeing, not attending

to monitor, talking to each other during rating). Since only 6

behavior categories for each family could be rated in a rating period,

three rating periods were used. The poorer pairs of raters were re-

matched for rating period 2 and the best raters were hired for

rating period 3. The three rating periods allowed us to Obtain re-

ratings of tapes on the categories for which there were no estimates

of interjudge agreement and also on the categories for which there

were estimates of interjudge agreement which bad been Obtained with

two raters sitting side by side. (Another study should provide for

isolation of the raters to prevent talking.)

To avoid our W.asing the data, we have reported summarY

figures which are calculated from all the ratings whether we think

they are good or bad. These figures are part of the case reports of

the specific families. For each taps rated in each of 3 measuring

periods (see video taping procedures above) the arithmetic mean of

all ratings of a particular behavior category, the two extreme scores

indicating the rsnge, and the nuMber of scorea contributing to the

mean are reported. All scores were pro-rated so that they represent

a constant time period. For home tapes the constant is 40 minutes.

Thus the raw scores cf tape which contained 39 minutes would be

multiplied by 40/39.
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It is gratifying to note that of the 135 tapes (9 families)

X (3 home tapes / 2 office tapes per family) X (3 measurement periods)

only one tape Wes not ratable becnuse of technical errors of record-

ing. Some equipment and scheduling complications prevent us from

presenting all the tane data at this time. Arrangements are being

mede to complete this task.



A BEHAVIORAL EVALUATION CF PARENT-CHIID INTERACTION

FROM VIDEO TAPE RECORDINGS

Donald M. Baer

The University of Kansas

William H. Merigan

University of Maryland

The problem accepted by the suthors was to evaluate the re-

sults of an experimental program of family therapy. The problem had

been posed to the senior author in a letter from Leopold Welder:

"During the pa3t year our therapeutic teems have

been investigating the efficacy of various programs

for treating the problems of severely disturbed children.

Prior to the time of our wcrk with them, some of the

children in our research had been diagnosed ea "schizo-

phrenic," "autistic," "retarded," "mental defective,"

"emotionally disturbed," etc. While working with the

children, we employed several data gathering procedures.

One procedure was to make video tape recordings during

three measurement periods before and after the two

treatment pericds. These 40-minute video tapes were

recorded in the homes of the families as well as in our

offices at the University of Maryland. They show

father-child internctions, mother-child interactions,

mother-father-child interactions, and a general inter-

action of the family at home....One aspect of our

evaluation will require rating the video tape record-

ings of the children and their families .We expect

that the people who agree to rate the tapes will de-

scribe and use their awn rating system to provide out-

come data from the video tapes. Of course, the tapes

will be selected in a manner which balances across

measurement periods and families, so that the raters

view the same number of tapes of each family from the

three measurement periods. (See Table 1 which desig-

nates the minimum number and kinds of video tapes to

be rated.)

"We expect that there will be 54 video tapes to

be rated over a period of three weeks The 54 video

tapes consist of two tapes of each of nine families
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B2

for each of the three neasurement periods. One of

the two video tapes of each family from each measure-

ment period shows Standardized interactions between

(a) mother and child, (b) father and child, and (c)

father, mother, and child recorded in our cffices at

the University of Mhryland. The other tape, deter-

mined by the flip of a coin, will be either a mother-

child interaction or a father-child interaction re-

corded in the home of the family. Raters are free

to view the tapes as often as and whenever they wish,

and are also free to view different types of child-

parent interactions in groups of three tapes, one

from each measurement period. Table 1 is enclosed

to clarify the tape viewing responsibilities of

the raters.
ft

INSERT TABLE 1 MAE

Thus, the basic data presented for evaluation were 54 video

tapes, in 9 family sets of 6 each. Every set of 6 contained two trios:

three tapes representing home-based interactions across the three measnme-

ment periods, and three tapes representing clinic-based interactions

across the three measurement periods. No tape was identified for the

raters in terms of when it was made (i.e., during which neasurement

period), or in terms of -4hat kind of therapy that family had undergone

or would later undergo. It was always apparent, of course, whether the

tape had been made in the clinic or in the home.

Behavior Categories. Inspection of a sample of the tapes

showed that there was little consistent structure determining the content

of the interaction to be seen throughout the tapes. In some cases, a

parent spent much time asking a child to name various Objects; in others,

a parent read to a child; in others, the parent and child played together

(but in different ways in different tapes). However, evaluation of all

nine families would, of course, require similar measures to be made of

each, especially if all nine were to be involved in an overall experi-

mental design. Because of this limitation, because of the identifica-

tion of the children as "autistic," "disturbedi".etc., and because of

the identification of the project as "family therapy," it was decided

to develop rating definitions of the following classes of behavior:

1. Social interaction between child and parents. It was

assuned that children described as "autistic," "schizophrenic," etc.,

would frequently show deficits in this area, and that their parents

might display little tendency to attempt the maintenance of social

interaction with their childrer. For purposes of video taping, parents

had been told to keep attempting interaction with their child; thus,

what needed emphasis in the definition of this category was their

success in actually producing an interaction, one in which the child

obviously responded to the parent.
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Table 1.

Wasurement
.Period 1

M1L:imum nuzber cf tc,pcs to be rated

Measurement

Period 2

(a) U. of Md. tape

amily I (I) 00 father-child

U. of NUI. tape

father-child

anily 2 (C)

(a) U. of Md. tape
(b) mother-child

U. of Ed. tape

Emily 3 CO b father-child

El

Emily 4 (H) mother-child
i U. of Md. tope

..11.1111/11

U. of Md. tape

mother-child

Measurement

Period 3

U. of Md. tepe
father-child

U. of Md. tape

mother-child

U. of Md. tepe

father-child

U. of NU, tape

father-child

U. of Md. tape

mother-child

U. of Md. tape

mother-child

(La ) U. of Md. tape

tinily 5 (A) Cip father-child

U. of MI. tape

father-child

U. of Md. tape

father-child

(a) U. of Md. tape

mily 6 (D) 00 mother-child

1 U. of Md. tape

fa mily 7 (G) father-child

U. of Nd. tape

mother-child

MIND

U. of Md. tape

mother-child

9 U. of Md. tape

Family 8 (B) b mother-child

U. of Nd. tapt:

father-child

U. of Md. tape

mother-child

U.of Ud. tape

father-child

tofMLtape
mother-chiId

E

Family 9 (E) mother-child
l U. of Md. tape U. of Md. tape

mother-child

U. of Md. tape

mother-child

I

Note: Raters are free to look at more tapes of different types of interactions.

*Letter designation inserted here (by L.O. Welder) to coordinate with labels of familieE

used in other parts of this final report. It was not in the letter sent to D. M. Been

"INNI11.111.
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L. Self-stimulatory behavior by the child. The repetitive

and frequently bizarre mannerisns sometimes displayed by children so

labelled (and very often displayed by the children of these nine fami-

lies) are sometimes interpreted as signs of disturbance, sometimes as
socially reinforced behaviors, and sometimes as the simple b'havioral

result of an organism with little else to do. In any case, these be-

haviors easily can affect the response of spectators, so that they

react to the child as "crazy." Thus, these behaviors might well be

scored in any therapy program dealing with such children.

3. The explicit use of reinforcement by the parents. To

the extent that any course of family therapy is based on behavioral

principles, it would be reasonable to expect that the parents' clear

displays of approval, pride, and affection toward their child, as well

as their giving of prizes, would be affected. Even a therapy not based

on behavioral principles might produce an indirect outcome in the

parents' explicit use of reinforcement. Thus, the frequency of such

reinforcement is worth measuring.

4. The timing of all potential reinforcenent. It is usually

assumed that the amount of reinforcement available to a child is much

less important in determining his behavioral development than are the

contingencies with behavior into which that reinforcement falls.
Furthermore, it is often seen that virtually any form of parental atten-
tion can function as social reinfwcement for a child. Thus, to eval-

uate the potential effectiveness of a parent in impraving a child's
behavior, it should be important to measure how often the parent in-
vests both explicit reinforcement and the satler forms of attention as
consequences of desirable child behavior and as consequences of unde-

sirable child behavior, and how often tne parent fails to invest any
potential.reinforcement as a consequence of desirable child behavior.

The behavioral definitions of these behavior classes are
listed in Table 2.

INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
011,4,01101111w......--- er

The seven behavinr classes listed in Table 2 were recorded by
the authors as they watched the video tapes of each session. Each class

was recorded in terms of either the frepency, duration, or both, ob-

served per 4U-n1nute session. While watching the video monitor, the

authors operated panels of push-bu:ttons. These push-buttons delivered

either a si,gle pulse, cr a continuing train of 1-second pulses, to
counters in another room. Thus, one counter would record how often a

given push-button had been depressed, and another would record how long
(in seconds) it had been depressed. One rater operated the four push-

buttons corresponding to Child-Initiated Social Interaction, Parent-
Initiated Social Interaction, Self-Stimulation, and Explicit Reinforce-
ment; the other operated tLe three push-buttons corresponding to Correct
Potential Reinforcement, Incaorect Potential Reinforcement, and Failure

to Use Reinforcement.
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TABLE 2

LFYINITIONS CF MID AND Flinn IMAVIORS

SOCIAL

INTERACTION

INCLUISD:
child looks at, holds on to, handles,

or vocalizes toward parent
child accepts eject from or gives

object to parent
child complies (or tries to comply)

with parent's request
child approaches or turns toward

parent
ehlld plays with parent: catches a

ball thrown by parent, falls into
parent's arms, takes turn with
parent in a gene, etc.

EXCLUDED:
child lies or sits on parent but does

not hold, look at, handle or
answer parent

child vocalizes when not looking at

parent (unless content of vocali-
zation is clearly an answer to
parent)

child moves away from parent (even if
at parent's request to bring some-
thing, in which case return to the
parent with something is rated as

interaction)
parent moves child through action by

pushing, handling, etc.
parent reads or talks to child with-

out any response (as listed
above) by child

any possible interaction in which

child is not seen on tape because
of camera angle, unless a clear
verbal answer to the parent is

heard

Child-Initiated
Social Interaction
anyTht the in-
cluded responses
.17egun by the child

after a period of
non-interaction by
parent

Parent-Initiated
Social Interaction

the included

responses emitted
in answer to a re-

sponse by the
parent after a
period of non-
interaction by
child

STIMULATION

repetitive, stereotyped responses,

including
hand to face or mouth, inside pants,

shirt, blouse, or sweater
hand and arm flapping, prancing, jumping

in place
head banging, hand clapping, object

clapping
rocking and swaying repetitively
repetitive vocalization, giggling or screaming
hugging, fondling, or scratching self
running repetitive4 in stable pattern
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EXPLICIT

REINFORCE-

MENT

TAME 2 (conti_mued)

verbal approval, agreement ("Good," "Yes," etc.)

by parent
applause, whistles, shouts by parent
smiles, kisses, hugs, pats, fondling by parent

repetition of child's correct answer by parent
candy, prize, or token given child by parent

CORRECT
POTENTIA L

REINFCECE-
MENT

any. social action by the parent to the child foliating
such desirable behavior by the child, as:

social interaction by child (as listed above)
compliance with parent's request
answering parent's response
completing any definable portion of the above
stopping self-stimulation for at least 5 seconds

IMORREGT
POTENTIAL
REINFORCE-

Nur

gum social action, by the parent to the child follming
such undesirable behavior by the child, as:

self-stimulation
isolate behavior, leaving, or turning away

from parent
non-compliance with parent's request

sm social action by the parent to the child which
pre-empts possible desirable behavior by the child
(e.g., asking child to make a picture puzzle but
then placing the pieces before child can attempt
correct response)

FAILURE
TO USE

REINFORCE-
MENT

Non-interaction of elny type by parent when child has
just emitted any-ar the desirable behaviors listed

above (within 5 seconds)
interaction which occurs so late after the desirable

behavior that an undesirable behavior has already
begun (in which case both FAILURE TO REINFORCE and
IMORRECT1 REINFORCEMENT would be scored)
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Parent-Initiated Social Interaction was recorded in terms of

the frequency with which the parent tnitiated interactions, and the

cumulative duration of the resulting interactions, over each 40-minute

session. The syMbols for these two scores were, respectively, fSti, and

dS/p.

Child-Initiated Social Interaction was recorded similarly; the

symbols for its two scores were fSId and dSIc.

Self-Stimulation was recorded similarly; the sytbols for its
two scores were fSS and dSS. When Self-Stimulation consisted of regular,

repetitive responses, the onset of the chain was recorded as a single
frequency count, and its duration was recorded as long as the rhythm

was maintained. When the rhythm was troken, the push=button was relesaedi
when Self-Stimulation was resumed, the pudh-button wan again depreosed

and held for as long as the new rhythm was maintained.

EXplicit Reinforcement was recorded only as a frequency, i.e.,

on the assumption that it consisted of a number of discrete events with-

out significant duration. Its symbol was Sr.

Correct Potential Reinforcement was recorded only as a fre-

quency, on the same assumption. Its symbol was C Pot Sr.

Incorrect Potential Reinforcement was recorded only as a fre-

quency, on the same assumption. Its syMbol was I Pot Sr.

Failure to Use Reinforcement was recorded only as a freqeuncy,

on the same assumption. Its symbol was Fail Sr.

From these ten basic scores, eleven other scores were derived

to measure a variety of possible relationships. These are listed in

Table 3.

INSERT TABIE 3 HERE

N. 1.0.11././

The meaning of most of these derived scores is self-evident;

sonel-bcwever, merit discussion. The Relative Frequency and Relative
Duration of Child-Initiated Social Interaction scores were designed to

reflect what proportion of the social interactions observed could be

credited to the child's initiative. It is not clear what to expect in

this regard. It might be assumed that a good outcome of therapy would

see the child taking a greater lead in bringing about social interaction

with his parents. On the other hand, the essence of therapy might well

require that the parent take the initiative in creating special types

of interaction with the chi13. Qperant therapy, for example, might be

reflected in a tendency of the parent to wait for desirible initiations

from the child, and then to respond promptly to these in a reinforcing

way. Co the other hand, if such initiations by the child were rare,
operant therapy might well prescribe that the parent initiate
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TABIE 3

BCCRES DERIVED FROM THE SEVEN BASIC BEHAVIOR CLASSES

SCORE

DEFINED BY THE RATERS

SYMBOL DEFINITION FORMIJIA

Total Frequency of
Social Interaction

fSIT
I Sum of f SIp and 1 f SIp / fSIc

1 fSI0

Total Duration of I

Social Interaction

asIT sum of dSI andP
dSIc

dSIp / dSIc

Relative Fre-uency
of Child-Initiated
Social Interaction

1; nIe Ratio of fSIc
to fSIT

fSIc

fSIT

Relative Duration
of Child-Initiated
Social Interaction

..---.
%IdSIc Ratio of dSIc

bo dSIT

dSIc

dSIT

Mean Duration of
Self-Stimulation

dSS

...........

Ratio of dSS

to fSs

dSS

fSS

Relative Frequency
of Self-Stimulation

%fSS Ratio of fSS to

OrsI / fSS)
fSS

fSS kraz .........
Relative DurationaSatiocfdSSto
of Self-Stimulation

! /
f
/

(ISI dSZ)
dSS

dSS / dSI

Total Potential IPOtSrT
Reinforcement

I

Sum of C Pot Sr

and Pot Sr

C Pot Sr /
Pot Sr

-..P.

Contingency Ratio C Pot Sr Ratio of C Pot Sr
to Pot SrT

C Pot Sr

Pa SrT

......

Failure Ratio %Fail Sr Ratio of Fail Sr

to sum of C Pot

Sr and Fail Sr

Fail Sr

C Pot Sr / Fail sr

Frequency of f
De

s
C

Desirable Child

Behavior

Sum of C Pot Sr
and Fail Sr

C POt Sr / Fail Sr



interactions in such a way as to set tho occasion for prooably desirable
behaviors from the child, standing ready to reinforce any of these which
then emerged. In any event, it seemed ressonable to examine swial
interaction from the point of view of what proportion of it could be
attributed to child inittatiors.

The Rflative Frequency arld Relstive Duration of Self-Stimulation
scores were desipel to reflect what proportion ol" the child behaviors
rated were self-stimulatory. Self-Stimulation waJ the only category of
behavior scc-ed which was completely the child's. Social interaction
always included a heavy component of child behavior, but also required
parent involversnt as well to be scored as such. The other categories
rated were primwily (if not exclustrely) parent behaviors. Thus, to the

extent that it is reasonable to look at self-stimulatory behaviors as e
proportion of all child behaviors, the available base for computing this
ratio is the sum of self-stimulatory behaviors and sc.cial interactions.
(Had other categories of child blhaviors been scored) they, too, should
be included in the denominetor of such a ratio.)

The Total Potential Reinforcement score vas meant to serve as
a rough check on the activity level of the parent in these interactions.
The score is a sum of all parent behaviors which are exr"zitly meant to
be reinforcing or, being attentive, are even potentially reinforcing,
whether correctly used or not. Thus, the score is a measure of very

nearly all the parent behavior exhibited toward the child during these
sessions. The score was meant to show only whether there were gross
changes in the parent's activity level during these sessions.

The Contingency Ratio ecore was designed to reflect what pro-
portion of the potentially reinforcing attention of the parent was given
as a consequence of desirable behavior by the child. In behavior modi-
fication with preschool children conducted by the senior author and bis
associates (e.g., Baer and Wolf, 1968), it is precisely this proportion
ohich is experimentally manipulated to produce consistent and effective
change in child behavior. Thus, the Contingency Ratio assumes that all
social interaction between child and parent should be viewed as a set a
contingencies between desirable child behavior and parent responsiveness,
end undesirable child behavior and parent responsiveness. The Contingency
Ratio in particular expresses what proportion of that parent responsive-
ness was correctly invested, from the point of view of increasing de-
sirable behavior in the child. It is noteworthy that a good deal of
perent responsiveness to the child is topographically disapproving.
Nevertheless, it Wa3 scored as Incorrect Potential Reinforcement (as
Table 2 shows). This was done on the assumption that the more likely
reinforcing function of any parent attention was positive rather than
negative. Thus) when a child began to scream and the parent said,
"Don't do that!," ard a few seconds later said, "That hurts my ears!"
and a few seconds later said, "Now if you keep that up I'm going to

spank you!," three additilnal counts of Incorrect Potential Reinforce-
ment were recorded, It is also notewort4 that a good deal of parent
attention is topographically encouraging or directing. Nevertheless,

it too was scored as Incorrect Potential Reinforcement, if it followed
undesirable behavior by the child. Thus, when the parent asked a Jaild

to bring him a toy, if the child stood passively, making no move to find
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the toy, then the parent saying "Go on!," and a few seconds later

saying, *You know what I mean," would be recorded as two additional

counts of Incorrect Potential Reinforcement: a social action by the

:Iarent fo:lowing non-compliance with his request (as described in

Table 1), However, if the child were moving toward the toy, or picking

It up, oi eringiev it toward the parent, then if the parent were to

eay, "Mat's right,' it would be recorded as an additional count of
Correct rotentiel Feinforcement and also as an additional count of

Explicit Reinforcement. Alternatively, if the parent said, "What was

so hard about that?," it would be counted only as Correct Potential

Reinforcel,emi,, deepite the fact that its topography was reproving or

sarcastic.

The Failure Ratio was also designed to reflect the efficiency

of the parent in using reinforcement, Explicit or Pbtential, when the

child emittei desirable behaviors. The correct base for the Failure

Ratio was taken as the sum of all Failures to Use Reinforcement and

Correct Potential Reinforcement. Thus, of all properly reinforcable

behaviors emitted by the child, the Failure Ratio expresses what pro-

portion of them were nct reinforced, explicitly cr potentially.

It should be clear that from these tape recordings, it is
impossible to verify the reinforcing function of any of the stimuli used

by parents. Thus, Explicit Reinforcement can mean only those stimuli con-

ventionally used to be reinforcing: approval, agreement, affection,

prizes, and edibles. And Potential Reinforcement can nean only that

kind of social responsiveness by the parent which has often been shown

to be an effective dimension of reinforcement -- but was not shown to

be that here.

This leads to a potential criticism of the design of this

study, the outcome of which the authors of this report were asked to

evaluate. To the extent thet operant therapy was taught to parents

(an extent learned by the authors only after their ratings were fin-
ished), to that extent experimental identiiication or verification of
all useful stimuli as positive or negative reinforcers should have been

a preliminary exercise in each family. Mis exercise should have been

multiple, some facets including explicit expressions of approval, some

including prizes and tckens for prizes, some including simple social

responsiveness as such, and some concentrating on disapproval and

encouragement (as described above) possibly having functions opposite

to that assumed by parents. Such exercises would best be conducted

as single-subject experimental analyses of selected child behaviors,

according to either a reversal or multiple-baseline design (Baer,

Wolf, and Risley, 1968). Given such exercises, these tape recordings

could be evaluated with fewer qualifying adjectives such as "potential."

And parents might then make more effective use of those stimuli found

to be reinforcing. (In particular, those parents whose social respon-

siveness was found to be reinforcing might well have made effective use

of time-out from it for undesirable behavior from their children: very

little use of such time-out was evident in any of the tape recordings.)

The Frequency of Desirable Child Behavior score is an idi-
rect measure of Child'behavior. It is calculated as the sum of
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Correct Potential Reinforcement and Failure to Use Reinforcement. Thus,

it reflects how many times the child endtted behaviors that should have

been reinforced (according to the criteria of desirable behavior listed

in Teble 2), from the point of view of the parent's ability to reinforce.

A measure aimed directly at the child, with the rater ignoring the

ability of the parent to offer reinforcement, would have been very

similar, but not identical to this score; however, such a direct neasure

of desirable child behavior was nct taken by the authors, and the sum

of C Pot Sr and Fail Sr was used as an indirect but probably accurate

criterion.

Rating Reliability,. The reliability of the authors in making

the seven basic ratings descrfbed in Table 2 was examined by collecting

nine samples of joint recording of each score, and calculating the :

product-moment correlation of the pairs of scores produced. Parent-

Initiated Social Interaction, Child-Initiated Social Interaction, Self-

Stimulation, and Explicit Reinforcement were scored jointly for nine

samples; then Correct Potential Reinforcement, Incorrect Potential

Reinforcement, and Failure to Reinforcement were scored jointly

for another nine samples. This combination of simultaneous recording

of several scores paralleled the rating that would be done when the

tape recordings were evaluated later (one rater recording the first

four categories, the other the last three). The samples were taken

from randomly selected tapes of three different families, and basted

between 15 and 20 minutes each. The product-moment correlations

derived are presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4

RELIABILITIES (PRODIXT-NOSIINT COBREIATIONS) OF TWO

RATERS FOR SEVEN BASIC BRNAVIOR CATEGORIES

MIAVIOR

far) .96

.93fSIc

dSL,

dSIc

fSS .97

dSS .98

sr .99

C Pot Sr .99

pot Sr .94

Fail Sr .91

.96

.90

11+7



These rating reliabilities were judged satisfactory for pur-

poses of analyzing the video tape recordings. Subsequent to that

judgment, the tapes were examined and rated systematica14. All six

tapes of each family were rated on a given day, the three home-based

tapes on one half-day, and the three clinic-based '411TAs on the other

half-day. The tapes were viewed in a random order, in terms of when in

the course of therapy they had been made. The nine cases were exam-

ined (one per day) in an order determined by Leopold Welder but not

explained by him until after all ratings had been completed.

Syecial Problems in Rating. In viewing as complex a perform-

ance as social intaTCITE, it is not a perfectly obvious matter when

an interaction has begun and when it has ended. If, for example, the

parent says, "I've got an idea!" and the child turns toward him, accord..

ing to the criteria of Table 2, Parent-Initiated Social Interaction

would be scored as a single frequency count, with duration lasting at

least as long as the child continued to look directly at the parent.

If then the parent said, "Bring ne my guitar," and the child turned

awaY, Table 2 would require the duration to be considered at an end --

even though it was entirely possible that the child had turned away

to look for the guitar. If indeed the child were engaged in a search

for the guitar, then that search should have been recorded as continuing

social interaction. But there is no reliable way for observers to know

that that is the nature of the child's turning away. Therefore, the

turning away is considered both non-interaction and undesirable behavior

(and thus attention to it by the parent would be recorded as Incorrect

Potential Reinforcement). If, however, the child arrives at the guitar

and begins to pick it up, that constitutes evidence that he is indeed

under control of the parent's request, and social interaction (parent-

initiated, of course, because it is the parent's original request which

apparently has determined this interaction) would be recorded. (Atten-

tion now to the child's behavior would thus be recorded es Correct

POtential Reinforcement, because this is a desirable behavior -- social

interaction.)

If the parent said, "I've got an idea:" and the child turned

toward him, then, as described above, that would be recorded as social

interaction. If, however, the parent said nothing else, and the child's

gaze began to wander sbout the scene, then as soon as that was clear to

the observers, social interaction duration would be considered at an

end. If the child then turned back to the adult, and the adult respon-

ded to the child in sore way, that would be scored as Child-Initiated

Social Interaction.

Although it ib implicit in the definitions and descriptions

already given, it may be worthwhile to emphasize that repetitions of

a request made when a child is displaying no tendency to comply with

the original request will all be scored as Incorrect Potential Rein-

forcement; if these repetitions have any social reinforcement value:

they are contributing to non-compliance.

Self-stimulation was scored in a very inclusive manner in

this system. However, the tape recordings revealed a wide variety of

self-stimulatory topographies, some of which were very ordinary. If a
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ehild rested his head on his hand, or cupped his chin in his peas', that

was scored as self-stimulation for as long as it endured. It is, of
course, a very ordinary form of self-stimulation, seen frequently in
virtually everyone. It might well prove profitable, in future appli-
cations of this rating category, to break self-stimulation into two
components: ordinary and extraordinary. "Ordinary" would include onky
such everyday self-stimulations as head resting, scratching, and arm-
folding; "extraordinary" self-átimulation would be reserved for the
bizarre flapping, prancing, screaming, giggling, and fingering behaviors
frequently evident among the nine children of these video tape recordings.

Results. After the ratings had been completed, the basic
design of the study was explained; the data then were tabled and graited
according to that design, and analyzed for meaning and statistical sig-
nificance. The design was essentially a factorial design Involving three
groups differing in the timing and nature of the treatment applied, each
group nevertheless being tape-recorded at the same three measurement
periods over the ccerse of the program. Each group ccesisted of three
families. Group A had been sUbjected to no therapy between Ikasurement
Periods 1 and 2, and had experienced operant therapy between Measurement
Periods 2 and 3. GrouP B had been subjected to non-operant therapy be-
tween Measurement Periods 1 and 2, and then had been sUbjected to
operant therapy between Measurement Periods 2 and 3. Group C had been
subjected to operant therapy between Measurement Periods 1 and 2, and
(in two cases out of three) had continued on in a variant of operant
therapy between Measurement Periods 2 and 3. Tables 5 and 6 present
means for Groups AL, MI, and C across the three Measurement Periods, for
each of the 21 scores involved in this evaluation, separately for home-
based and clinic-based tapes. These same means are graphed in Figures
1 and 2. (It should be noted that in Tible 6 and Figure 2, shaaing
clinic-based data, Croup A contains only two families for Measurement
Period 1. The tape displaying the third family's interac,ion during
Measurement Period 1 was incorrectly recorded and consequently was not
viewable. For purposes of analysis of variance, the missing data weee
inserted as scores equal to the mean of that cell, in each case of
analysis of the clinic-based data involving that Measurement Period.)

INSERT TABLES 5 and 6 and
FIGURES 1 and 2 HERE

The data contributing to the means tabled in Tables 5 and 6
were subjected to several analyses of variance. The design of the over-
all study would seem to require such analysis, yet the assignment of
only three subjects to each cell of the design can allow only a pessi-
mistic prospect for the possibility of clearly validating the effec-
tiveness of operant therapy relative to non-operant therapy or no
therapy at all. This design pits operant therapy against non-operant
therapy only within one pair of subgroups, and operant therapy against
no therapy only vithin another pair of subgroups. Each of these comm.
parisons is limited to a single measurement period (Measurement Period
2). That is, Groups B and C allow a comparison of non-operant and
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TABLE 5

MEANS OF 21 RATINCi CATEGORIES BY GROUPS AND MEASUREMENT PERIODS,

FOR HOME-BASED DATA

SCCRE: fSIc SCORE: fS14r

GROUP MP1 ME2 MF3 Mean GROUP MP1 MP2 MF3 Nban

SCORE: fap

GROUP MP1 MF2 MF3 Mean

A 102 110 134

B 113 99 126

C 71 99 151

Nban 95 103 337

SCORE: dSI

GROUP MP1 MP2 MP3

A 298 243

321 218

182 505

Mean 267 322

SCORE: % fSIC

412

365

115 A 30 36 18 28 A 132 146 118 132

113 B 66 25 49 47 B 179 124 175 159

107 c 25 16 19 20 C 97 114 170 127

Mean 40 26 29 Mean 136 128 154

SCCRE: dSic SCORE: dSIT

Mean GROUP MP1 MF2 MF3 MLBan GROUP MP1 1F2 MF3 Mean

318 A 129 76 66 90 A 427 318 479 408

301 B 160 52 152 121 B 481 269 516 422

c 35 20 49 35 c 217 525 576 439

Mean 108 49 89 Mean 375 371 524

527 405

435

GROUP MP1 MEV M. Mean

SCORE: % dSIc

OztouP MP1 MP2 M.. Mean

A .22 .28 .14 .21 A

.37 .21 .29 .29 B

.20 .14 .11 .15 C

Mean .26 .21 .18 Mean

SCORE: dSS SCORE:

GROUP MP1 MF2 MF3 Mean

A

Mean

237 178 209 208

20e 390 2c1 265

578 473 580 544

339 347 331

.34 .33 .14

.45 .21 .29

.23 .11 .14

.34 .22 .19

dSS

SCORE: fSS

GROuP MP1 MP2 MF3 Yean

A 70 88 98 85

92 127 65 95

C 102 107 107 105

Mean 88 107 90

SCORE: % fSS

GROUP MP1 MF2 MP3 Mean GROUP MP1 MF2 149 Mean

A 3.0 2.1 2.2

B 2.1 3.4 3.2

c 5.7 4.4 5.4

Mean 3.6 3.3 3.6

150

2.4 A .34 .35 .47

2.9 B .35 .50 .26

5.2 c .53 .45 .39

Mean .41 .43 .37

.39

.37

.46



SCORE: % dSS

A .33 .45 .43 .40

B .37 .62 .28 .42

C .73 .58 .53 .61

Mean .48 .55 .41

SCORE: I Pot Sr

GROUP MP1 MF2 .0.. Mean

A 226 238 187 217

B 225 217 127 190

C 187 192 178 186

Mean 213 216 164

SCORE: % C Pot sr

GROUP NM MF2 MP3 Mean.

A .26 .25 .42 .31

B .26 .30 .63 .40

C .27 AO .49 .39

Wan .26 .32 .53.

TABIE 5 (continued)

SCORE: Sr SCORE: C Pot Sr

GROUP MP1 MP2 MP3 Mean GROUP MP1 MF2 *3 Mean GROUP fel 2492 MP3 *an

A 35 37 60

B 16 10 55

C 16 52 97

Mean 22 33 71

SCORE: Pot SrT

MOUP MP1 MP2 ffl... Mean

A 313 325 356 331

B 297 297 330 308

C 253 289 336 : 293

Mean 288 304 341

44 A 87 87 169

27 B 72 80 203

55 C 66 96 158

SCORE: %Fail Sr

GROUP Min. mE2 0., Man

A .51 .45 .26

B .27 .45 .14

C .47 .31 .15

Mean .42 .40 .18

151

.41

.29

.31

Mean 75 88 177

SCORE: Fail Sr

114

118

107

GROUP MEI MP2 O. &an

A 45 43 28

B 38 59 32

c 53 43 27

Mean 45 48 29

39

43

41

SCORE: fDeac

GROUP MP1 M. M. Mean

A 134 121 207 1514

B 101 138 235 .158

C 119 139 185 148

Mean 118 133 209



TA130 6

MEANS CF 21 RATING CATEGORIES BY GROUTS AND mAstmEmENr PERIODS,

FOB CLINIC-BASED DATA

SCORE: fSIp SCORE: fSIc

GRouP MP1 HP2 le3 *an GROUP MP1 1.1% M. Mean

A 112 90 133 105 A 73 3o 33

B 71 85 110 90 B 49 33

c liB io6 112 112 C 38 48

*an we 94 132 *an 53 37

SCCRE: diSIp

GROUP MEI MP2 I. *an

A

*an

138 1914 327 220

373 2149 271 298

171 159 354 228

227 201 317

SCORE: % fST.c

GROUP !el ME2 M.. Mean

A

&an

.39 .25 .17 .27

.142 .27 .37 .35

.26 .41 .30 .32

.36 '.31 .28

SCCRE: dSS

SCORE: dSIc

GROUP MP1 172 M. Wan GROUP MP1 MF2 MPJ !lean

47

55 4C

43 43

145

SCORE: fST.T

CROUP MP1 MT2 1433 Mean

A 185 220 151 152

B 119 2.18 165 134

C 155 154 155 155

*au 153 131 157

SCORE: dSTor

A 122 50 62 78

B 379 94 270 248

C 62 70 62 65

*an 188 71 331

SCORE: % dSIc

GROUP MP1 141'2 )IP3 Mean

A

B

c

Mean

A 260 2414

B 752 343

C 233 228

Yzan 145.5 272

SCORE: fSS

389 298

541 545

1416 292

449

GROUP MP1 14P2 M. Mean

.47 .27 .13 .29 A

.45 .31 .44 .40 B

.29 .140 .3t3 .36 c

.4o .33 .32 Mean

SCORE: dSS

GROUP fel MP2 MP3 *an GROUP tiP1 MP2 M. Mean

A 136 365 261 2514 A 3.0 4.9 2.8

B 303 405 182 297 B 2.2 4.0 1.9

C 823 736 722 760 C 7.1 7.0 7.5

Mean 421 502 388 *an 4.1 '5.3 14.1

152

43' 87 86 72

19 3.41 119 130

ioo 99 102 100

91 109 102

SCORE: % fss

GROUP MP1 MP2 Mn. Mean

A

*an

.20 1414 .39 .34

.147 .52 .38 .46

.39 .141 AO .4o

.35 .146 .39



TABLE 6 (continued)

SCORE: % dSS SCORE: Sr SCORE: C Pot Sr

GRour MP1 NF2 MF3 Mean GRouP MF2 Mean GROUP MF1 MF2 n. Mean

A .36 .61 .39 .45 A 13 21 66 33 A 43 81 161 95

B 4o .59 .28 .42 B 27 13 71 37 B 129 66 184 126

c .68 .72 .60 .67 c 21 62 50 44 c 95 134 117 115

Mean .48 .64 .42 Mean 20 32 62 Mean 89 94 154

SCORE: I POt sr SCORE: Pot SrT SCORE: Fail Sr

GROUP W. MF2 MF3 Mean GROUP MP1 MF2 MF3 Mean GROUP HP1 MF2 MF3 Mean

A 173 228 155 185 A 228 314 334 292 A 59 56 58 58

B 156 220 89 155 B 285 286 240 270 B 41 49 31 4o

c 170 114 118 134 c 265 248 289 267 c 66 48 36 50

Mean 166 187 121 Mean 259 286 288 Nban 55 51 42

SCORE: % C Pot Sr SCORE: %Fail sr SCORE: fDesc

GROUP MP1 MF2 MF3 Mean GROUP MP1 MF2 yaMean GROUP MF1 MF2 MF3 Mean

A .28 .28

B .49 .22

C .36 .54

Mean .38 .35

.51 .36 A .52 .47 .47 .49

.66 .46 B .34 .45 .18 .32

.47 .46 c .47 .28 .25 .33

.55 Mean .44 .40 .30

A 114 142 237 164

B 147 108 201 152

c 161 181 152 165

Mean 141 144 197
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operant therapy effects at Measurement Period 2; Groups A and B allow a

comparison of non-operant therapy effects with the results of ao therapy

at Measurement Period 2; and Croups A and C allow a comparison of oper-

ant therapy effects with the results of no therapy at Measurement

Period 2.

All groups were sUbjected to operant therapy between Measure-

ment Periods 2 and 3; but at that point they differed in terns of their

prior histories, in terms of the precise type of operant therapy applied

or available, in terms of the degree to which they availed themselves

of that therapy, and in terns of the expertness of the therapists

supplying the training.

Thus, the sirplest and most readily interpreted design is one

restricted to the progress of Grouts A, B, and C across Measurement

Periods 1 and 2, ignoring the subsequent treatment intervening between

Measurement Periods 2 and 3. That fraction of the total study allows a

comparison of change resulting from a period of waiting, a period of

non-operant therapy, and a period cf operant therapy, the periods all

ccaparable in terms of tine and in terms of the newness of the parents

and children to theA:Aerapy program. However, it must be repeated that

although this ptign is logically sound, the investnent of only three

subjects into each of its groups represents a very risky research

venture. If may nine families could be studied, a simpler comparison

of operant therapy and no therapy might well have stood a better chance

of naking at least sone points, with four or five families per group,

than does the present design with its three participants per group.

If groups A, B, end C are examined only for Measurement

Periods 1 and 2, then the simplest way of analyzing the diffarential

effects of operant therapy, non-operant therapy; and no therapy would

focus un the changes each family showed between Measurement Period 1

and Measurement Period 2. Consequently, differenae scores were caIau-

Iated as (Measurement Period 2 - Vtesurepent reriod 1) for each family,

for each rating score, separately for home-based and clinic-based data.

These were sUbjected to a one-way anal;isis of variance (Edwards, 1960)

Differential effects of operamt tbarapy, non-operant therapy, and no

therapy would, if large and consistent enough, lend to significant F

ratios and proppt finer exemination of the trend of group changes.

The resulta of this analysis showed only a few scores which

displayed differential patterns of change that could be considered

statistically reliable at the 5% level or close tu it. No such scores

emerged from the analysis of home-based data. From the clinic-based

observations, the most clearly reliable outcome (at the 5% level) was

seen in the Incorrect Potential Reinforcement score (I Pa Sr). Ref-

erence to Table 6 and Figure 2 will show that Groups A and B, exper-

iencing no therapy and non-operant therapy respectively showed narked

increases in their rates of uaing potential reinforcement incorrectly,

while Group C, experiencing operant therapy, decreased just as markedly.

Another score, the Contingency Ratio (% C Pot Sr), approached the 5%

level but did not achieve it. It showed a somewhat similar pattern of

relationehip among the three groups: Group A (no therapy) had a

stably low proportion of correctly used potential reinforcement;
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Group B (non-operant therapy) declined film a 50% correct ratio to less

than half that; and Group C (operant therapy) increased from a fairly

low ratio to one just exceeding 50% correct.

Inspection of Tables 5 and 6, and Figures 1 and 2, will show

that a number of other scores at least display more or less similar

patterns of difference among the three groups; however, these patterns

do not achieve or closely approach statistical significance. The

scores displaying these patterns most consistently in either hone- or

clinic-based data (or bcth) are Explicit Reinforcement (Sr), Correct

Potential Reinforccennt (C Pot $r), incorrect Pbtential Reinforcement

(I POt Sr), Failure to Use Reinforcerent (Fail Sr), Failure Ratio

(% Fail Sr), Frequency of Decirable Child Behavior, Tbtal Duration of

Social Interaction (d3IT), and Relative Duration of Self-Stimulation

dSS). In these casei, tin .14;attern of change is one which shows a

desirable effectiveness of olperant therapy: increasing social inter.

action, decreasing self-stimulation, increasing rhtes of desirable

behavior by the child. Some of thece data also display changes during

non-operant therapy vhich are leen than desirable, relative to no

therapy: decreases in social iLteraction, increases in self-stimulation

and decreasingly accurate use of potential and prObable reinforcement

by perents. However, none of then changes can be validated statis-

tically as reliable. Thus, these data serve primarily nnt to document

the effectiveness of operant therapy relative to several aaternatives

(for even those findings that are statistically significant are so few

in number as to be suspect); rather, they set the occasion for future

replication. If the same pattern were to remain stable as more fatdlies

are studied, they would, of course, become statistically valid. The

frequency with which these patterns appear in the data (despite lack

of statistical significance) reinforce the view that many of them would

prove stable upon replication.

Groups A, B, anu C can also be examined in terns of their

change from Measurement Period 2 to Measurement Period 3. During that

time, all groups were subjected to oporant therapy. They also differed

in a number of ways, as discussed earlier. EVen so, difference scores

were calculated as (Measurement Period 3 - Measurement Period 2), to

show whether the changes of the nine families were in a desirable direc-

tion, and large and stable enough to support statistical significance.

If so, that could testify to the effectiveness of the operant therapy

applied during this period. It could also testify to the effects of

time, and anything else confounded with that time. Whereas the pre-

ceding analysis of C:oups A, B, and C over Measurement Periods 1 and

2 controlled for such confounding, this analysis of the mean change of

all families from Measurement Period 2 to 3 does not. Nevertheless, the

analyses were made, using a t. test for paired observations (Hays, 1963).

A number of changes were found to be significant at the 5% level; these

ere listed in Thble 7 for home-and clinic-based data separately.

(Entries marked by asterisk are significant only by a oneatailed test.)

In general, these differences support the possibility that operant

therapy leads to desirable changes in both child and parent behavior,

especially in the form of increased rates of desirable behavior from
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the children and increased accuracy and efficiency in their use of
probable and potential reinforcement by the parents.

INSERT TABLE 7 HERE

An analysis of variance of the total design -- Groups A, B,
and C over Measurement Periods 1, 2, and 3 -- is, of casse, possible.
The differential effects of operant therapy ideally would emerge as
interaction between Groups and Measurement Periods. The general effec-
tiveness of operant therapy could also be reflected in a Measurement
Periods main effect, in that operant therapy operated for one group
(C) between Measurenent Periods 1 and 2 and far all groups between
Measurement Periods 2 and 3. However, events other than operant ther-
apy, confounded with time, also could contribute to such a main effect.
Similarly, the effects of operant therapy would be seen in a Groups
main effect, considering that Group C underwent such therapy twice as

long as Groups B and C, assuming, of-course, that the longer such

therapy goes on, the more pronounced its effects would be. However,

a Groups main effect could also testity to a failure of random sampling
to assign three comparable cases to each group initially -- a failure
easy to come about when only nine families are to be allotted to three

groups. Or .- just possibly -- a Groups main effect might reflect the
effects of the non-operant therapy applied to Group B between Measure-
ment Ftriods 1 and 2, especially if that therapy could produce enduring
effects on Group B that would still be seen between Measurement Periods

2 and 3. Logically, however, it would seem that the interactions
between Groups and Measurement Periods should be the most easily inter-
pretabl4 testimony to the differential effects of operant therapy.

Unfortunately, the results of a Lindquist Type 1 analysis
(1953) of Groups A, B, and C over Measurement Periods 1, 2, and 3

yielded only two statistically reliable interactions, both from clinic-
derived data. One of these was the Incorrect Potential Reinforcement
score (1 Pot Sr), which the previous analysis of Measurement Periods
1 and 2 also had pointed to as a clear neasure of differential
effects. At the 2.5% confidence level, this score displayed a pattern
of marked increase in Groups A and B during their respective periods
of no therapy and non-operant therapy, followed by clear decreases in
both groups following the introduction of operant therapy. Meanwhile,

Group C had responded promptly to the application of operant therapy
by decreasing its rate of incorrect potential reinforcement, main-
taining this level as a variant of that therapy continued between the
last two measurement periods. In a fairly sindlar (but reversed)
pattern, the Contingency Ratio also entered into a significant inter-
actioa (at the 5% level), as it had almost done in the previous
analysis of Measurement Periods 1 and 2. CBecause that previous
analysis was nested within the present analysis, this consistency of
outcome is, of course, not remarkable; however, the present analysis
shaws the additional results of progress between Measurenent Periods
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TABLE 7

SCORES SHOWIM STATISTICALLY RELIABLE CHANGE FROM MEASUREMENT

PERIOD 2 T,T) MEASUREMENT PERIOD 3

HOME-BASED DATA

f SI *
P

sr

CLINIC-BASED DATA

C Pot Sr

Pot SrT *

% c Pot Sr

% Pan sr

f Des
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Sr *

C Pot Sr *

I Pot Sr *

% C Pot Sr

% Fail
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2 snd 3, end thus is not merely redundant with tne previous analysis.)

Group A showed a markedly improved ratio of correctly used potential

reinforcement only after operant therapy had begun; Group B, which hnd

deteriorated considerably in this ratio under non-operant therapy, now

showed en even greater improvement than had Group A; and Group C,

which had improved when operant therapy was first applied to it,

showed a very slight loss in this ratio as the second variant of oper-

ant therapy was applied (in two of its three families).

If the pattern of relationship of sub-group means is exam-

ined throughout Tables 5 and 6 and Figures 1 and 2, fairly similar

conclusions concerning the differential effects of operant therapy are

exemplified by various scores representing social interaction, self-

stimulation, efficiency of parental use of probable and potential re-

inforcement, and the rate cf desirable child behavior. However, these

patterns are not statistically reliable; as before, they serve only to

demonstrate a consistency of potential relationship, and so very

strongly invite simple direct replication.

Win effects involving the sequence of change over the

Measurement Periods emerged reliably from home-based data in the case

of the Explicit Reinforcement score (sr), at the .5% level; the Con-

tingency Ratio (% C Pot Sr), at the .5% level; the Failure Ratio

(% Fail Sr), at the 2% level; and the. Frequency of Desirable Child

Behavior (fDes), at the .5% level. For clinic-based observations,

fairly similar main effects were seen in the case of Explicit Rein-

forcement (Sr), at the 5% level; Incorrect Potential Reinforcement

(I Pot Sr), at the .5% level; and the Contingency Ratio (% C Pot Sr)

at the .5% level. The Correct Potential Reinforcement score (C Pot Sr)

approeched significance at the 5% level very closely, but did not

quite achieve it. If the patterns of means within Tables 5 and 6 and

Figures 1 and 2 are examined, it appears that very much the same

pattern of iLteraction is to be seen as proved statistically signifi-

cant in the case of Incorrect Potential Reinforcement (I Pot Sr) and

the Contingency Ratio (% C Pot Sr) for clinic-based Observations.

Haiever, despite the similarity of pattern, the variability of the

scores contributing to these means is too great to allow a conclusion

of interaction.

Three Group main effects emerged. In home-based data,

both the Duration of Self-Stimulaticn (dSS) and Wan Duration of

Self.Stimulation (dSS) scores supported highly reliable effects (1%

level). Inspection of 7able 5 and Figure 1 will show that these

effects must have resulted primarily from the consistently high levels

shown by Group C throughout all measurement periods. There is no in-

dication of interaction. Thus, these findings do not contribute to

any validation of the differential effects of operant therapy. In the

clinic-based data, however, the Failure Ratio (II Fail Sr) also yielded

a Groups main effect, at the 1% level. In this case, inwoection of

Table 6 and Figure 2 will show a pattern partially similar to the

interaction that would result from a differential effectiveness of

operant therapy: although Group A fails to decline in its failure to

use reinforcement correctly after operant therapy is introduced,

Group B does so quite markedly (after having shown a mild increase
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in such failures after non-operant therapy); and Group CI undergoing

operant therapy in one form or another throughout, shows a fairly

consistent decline in such failures to reinforce desirable behavior,

across all measurement periods.

Conclusions. The total array of data presented in Tables

5 and 6, and again in Figures 1 and 2, provides a visual picture which

suggests in many ways that operant therapy, as practiced in this study,

produced desirable effects when it was applied, relative to no therapy

or to a short-term variant of non-operant therspy. Increases in social

interaction and in desirable child behaviors in general, relative de-

creases in self-stimulation, and considerable increases in the accuracy

and efficiency of potential reinforcement practices by parents are

shown. However, when these &Its ere subjected to conventional statis-

tical analysis, few of thn results meet tne usual criterion for relia-

bility, espe^ially vhen the analysis is restricted to that part of the

total research desiga which most satisfactorily controls for poten-

tially confounding variables (i.e., Groups A, B, and C over Wasure-

ment Ptriods 1 and 2). Thus, the results could be described as an

impreEsively repetitive display of highly eppropriate trends, few of

which need be believed by a cautious audience.

As remarked before, the obvious response to these data is

simple, direct replication. If the patterns found here are repeated,

even in only two-thirds of the families to which they are applied,

then this design with an expanded nuMber of sUbject-families within

it would soon yield thoroughly convincing statistical evidence of

certain effects of operant therapy perhaps already measured in these

nine cases. Prior to such replication, it seems unlikely that any

stronger conclusions can be justified.
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Evaluation of Psychological Testing of the

Nine Pairs of Phrents

Evelyn F. Hill
Towson State College

Towson, Nhryland

Paychological testing was a basic part of the experimental design

in the Parent Project. There were three three-week testing schedules.

The first immediately preceded Treatrent 1; the second immediately

followed the twelve weeks of Treatnent 1 and preceded Treatment 2; the

third immediately followed Treatment 2. The treatment and testing

design is Shown in Table 1.

Group A

Group B

Group C

Table"

Treatment ard Testing Design

First 3

Weeks Psych.
Testing 1

Next 12

weeks Treat-

ment I

Next 3

weeks Ptych.

Testing 2

Next 12

weeks Treat-

ment II

Last 3

: weeks

Psych.

Testing

3

Minimal
Contact1

Non-
Operant1

Qporant1

Operant2

Onerant2

Minimal

Contact2

The purpose for including psychological testing was to determine

wbst changes could be expected which would permit assessment of differ-

ences resulting from the specific treatment program to which each of

the three groups of parents had been essigned. Assessment of change

for each parent would be a comparison of the eccond and third test re-

sults with his awn initial test results serving as a base line. The

study was based on the pramise that treatment of behavioral4 disturbed

children could be affected by changing significant environmental fac-

tors. The purpose of the study was to demonstrate the effectiveness

of operant principles in the change of the behavior of parents toward

their behaviorally disturbed child. The primary goals of the study

were improvement in the behavior of the child, improvement in inter-

personal relationships between the parents, and improvement in the
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parents attitude toward the 'child. Secondary goals included improve-

ment in self-acceptance, acceptance of responsibility, use of intelli-

gence, outlook, sensiti7ity tcword others, and reduction in defenses.

The psychological testing plan and the tests to be used were originally

designated by Dr. Paul G. Deston, since deceased. Tests administered

in the first testing period were the Michigan Sentence Completion Test,

112 items of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (NMPI),

the Caring Relationship Inventory (CRI), Cards 2, 4 and 18GF. of the

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT10 and Cards 1 through 20 of the

Holtzman Inkblot Technique (HIT .

Yethod

Tests Used

The following tests were admiastered to all stibjects at each of

the three testing periods.

1. Sentence Completion Test. The Michigan Sentence Completion

Test was admIniritered to the subtlects at the first testing. For the

second and third testing periods the Fcrer Sentence Completion Test was

used. This change was made because of the standard evaluation method

of the Forer. As far as poesibie, the Michigan Sentence Completion

Test was evaluated in accordance with the categories of the Forer.

2. MNPI. The 112 items of the NV21 which were originally admin-

istered represented a specific measuremrt scale on whi.lh Dr. Derton

had been working. Unfortunately, there was no information available

concerning the scale and that tent measurement was not used. For the

second and third teeting periods the full MMPI was given. These were

computer scored and computer interpreted.

3. The CFI is a new test which has not as yet been offered for

general use. Copies were nade evailable for experimental use in this

project. The CRI ie a measure of the essential elements of love or

caring in hirran relationships. The inventory consists of 83 items

concernieg feelings and attitudes of ans member of a male and female

pair for the other meniber. Responses of either true or false are made

to each of the items, first, as applied to the member of the pair, and

the second time as implied to an ideal mate. TWo forns are used, one

for the male rating the female, and one for the female rating the male.

The CRI measures five elements of love, namely, Affection, Friendship,

Eros, Empathy and Self-Iove. There are also two alditional sub-scales,

one measuring the concept Being Love and the other measuring the con-

cept Deficiency Love, Scores Obtained are comnared with those of a

normative sample composed of 75 couples who had been successfully

married for at least five years. In general, according to the manual

for this text, the higher the score in each scale, the healthier would

appear to be the relationship in terns of that caring category. It

has been hypothesized, however, that excessively high scores may be

indicative of unrealistic caring in that particular category. Nbre

evidence will be needed before differential interpretation of scores
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1

in various levela above the fiftieth precentile is possible. Scores

st the udd point are representattee of the average succesefully married

couple. Scores significantly below the uddline nay be considered to be

indicative of difficulty in that area of the caring ielationship. Com-

parisons can also be made with three populations, namely, a successful

married couples group (N = 150), a troubled couples group CN 100;s

and a divorced couples group(7.1 a 108). There were no significant 6if-

ferences between male and female results in the CRI scores and all data

were pooled for normative purposes. There are provided experisental

scores suggested for use in research in naking comparisons in various

areas.

In addition to an examination of individual scores, three of the

experimental score comarisons were used in this study.

(a) The R10 score (Reverse ideal-other). This score represents

the nuMber of iteas that were answered differently by one individual for

his responses concerning his mute as ccupored with his responses concern-

ing the ideal nate. It is hypothesized that this score reflects dis-

satisfaction in the caring relationship which may result from unreal-

istic expectaticns.

(b) The CiS ratio (Outward leve/Self love) is a ratio of outward

laving expressed toward another person as compared with nelf loving.

(c) The DA ratio (Deficiency love/Being 1w4d). This scale is

hypothesized to reflect the nature of the caring relationship. It is

hypcthesimed that the nnnipulative person loves with proportionately

greater "D" and less "B" and thne would 1.-e expected to have a higher

D/B ratio. The actualizing perscn it; believed to love with relatively

greater "B" then "D" and thus would be cApected to have a lover D/B

ratio. Being a relatively new test with limited norne, the CRI test

results were cautiouely applied.

4. The TAT cards used in the test varied for each of the three

administrafrairEO avoid the practice effect. In the first testing

Cards 2, 4 and 16GF were usel; in the second testing Cards 7GF, 13W

and wV1were used; in the third testing Cards 7BM6 6GF and laeri were
used. Cards 2; 7GF and 7B14 involve themes dealing with interpersonal

relationships between neubers of ynunger and older generations. Cards

4, 13W and 6GF involve therms dealing with heterosexual relationships,

and Cards 18GF, 8Di4 and leam deal with aggressive themes. Evaluation

of the TAT stories was based on NUrray's need theory.

5. The HIT cards were the first twenty of Form A and of Form B.

AdministraElon of the three successive testings was alternated. Half

of the subjects were given the HIT in the order A - B - A end the

other half in the order B - A - B. This alternation would minimize

the effect of memory for the blots. The decision to use 20 blots of

Cue HIT rather than the full set was based on speed of administration

of the total testing battery. To we the normative data available for

the HIT, extrapolated scores were derived for each record by multiplying

each score by the ratio of 45/20. The normative sample used was the

average adult population.
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Test Evaluation

The results of the evaluation of each of the five tests were con-

sidered for twelve variables. These variables are concerned with atti-

tudes and personality characteristics. Among the attitudes are the

following: (1) attitude toward spouse, (2) attitude toward child,

(3) attitude toward self (self concepti, (4) attitude toward others,

(5) attitude toward responsibility, (6 outlook. The personality char-

acteristios included (1) affect, (2) anxiety and guilt, (3) hostility

and aggression, (4) needs, (5) ideational integration, (6) defense

mechanism and pathology.

Each of the three testings for eaeh of the 18 subjects represent-

ed a test unit. Interpretation of each of the 54 test unite was done in-

dependently. All tests were numerically coded so that there was no in-

formation available concerning the relationship between test unit and

subjeot. Each set contained a Sentence Completion Test, three TAT stories,

a Test Record for 20 BIT cards, the CRI and the MM. The 54 test units

were scored and each unit was evaluated for the twelve variables noted

above. After this was done, information was pravided to permit grouping

the three test units for each of the 18 subjects. Evaluations of the

three testings for eaeh subject were compared for changes in each of the

twelve variables being studied. After changes for each subject were

recorded, full information was provided, including the code numbers of

the parents of each family; the three families which comprisvd the three

experimental groups; and the treatment procedure that was administered

to each of the three groups. The final evaluation was made of the

changes in each of the twelve variables for the three sets of parents

in each of the three groups.

Results

Change either in attitude or personality characteristics will be

determined by deviations from the findings of the first test assessment

as compared with the test assesaments after Treatment I and Treatment II.

Attitudinal changes for all groups are shown in Table 2 and

personality changes for all groups are shown in Table 3.

Place Tables 2 and 3 here

Changes in Group A
1

Families A, C, and E in Group A received minimum contact in

treatment I and operant counseling in Treatment II.

Family A -_parents Pljmother) andlO(father). After Treatment

I both parents expressed more positive attitudes toward each other and

less dissatisfaction with each other. (++for mother;+for father). She

showed a more realistic set of expectations of her husband, and an in-

creased ability to consider his needs as well as her own. She was also

more able to love him for himself rather than in a manipulative way. He

showed greater satisfaction in the caring relationship between him and

his wife.

1:

1The following is a reorganization of Mr. Hill's preceding three sections

(Changes in Group A, in Group B and in Group 2).
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1

Toward
Spouse

Treatment Period2: I II

Group Family 1 Parent

TABIE 2 (Continued)

2

Toward

Child

Mother

Father

Mbther

rather

Mother

Father

INNIMIND

0

+ 0

o 0

I II

+++

0

0

0 4+

0 ++

0 ++

+ +

3

Toward

Self

4

Toward

Others

5

Responsi-

bility

6

Outlook

I II I II I II II

0 0 0 0 MOM IMMO ++ 0

0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0or.1
+ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1Maaning of cell entries with respect to
amount and direction of change:

Edrection of Change

Ne tive Mixed I Positive

Minimum
Mbderate
Mhrked

Zero change 0 / 7 /

2
Changes from Measurement Period I to Measurement
Period II are listed under Treatment Period I;
changes from Measurement Period 1 to Measure-
ment Period III are listed under Treatment

Period II.



TABIE 3

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTIC CHAN3ZS1

1

Affect

2

Anxiety
& Guilt

3

Eostility &

Aggression

4

Needs

5

Ideational

Activity

6

Defenses &

Pathology..

Treatment Period i I II I II I II I II I II i IIioup : ren

+. 0

0

-
0

0

0

-

0

0

444

0

0

0 0

+

0

0

0

0

Wither 10

Father 1+

Mother

Father

++

0

0

0

0

0

.44

++ 0 - 0 444 0

0

0

+++

+

---

Mother

Father

0

0

+

0 0 0 0 --

0 +44

0

0

0

44

0 0 44

B
Mother

Father

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

44+

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

++

D
Mother

Father

0

0

-
+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

+

0 0

14

0

--

44

--

-

I

Mother

Father

0

- 0

-

0

0

0

--

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 +



TABLE 3 (Continued)

1

Affect

2

Anxiety

& Guilt

3
Hostility &

Aggression

4

Needs

5
Ideational

Activity

6.
Defenses &

Pathology

Treatment Period2: I II I II I II I II I II I II
Group Family Parent

0 0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

++

+

0

0

0

OD

0

0 0

Wither

Father

+++

+++

Mbther

Father

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

+

0 ++

0

0

0 +

Mbther

Father

0

0

0

0

0

0

++

0

0

0

++

0 0 0

0

0

++

0

OD 44

1
Meaning of cell entries with respect to amount
and direction of change:

Direction of Change

Ho tive Mixed Pbsitive

Amount of gulag.

Minima
14x1 era te

Marked

Zero change =0

/ 2;

2Changes from Mbasurement Period I to
Mbasurement Period II are listed under
Treatment Period I; changes from Measure-
ment Period III are listed under
Treatment Period II.



Treatment I had no other significant effect on the mother, hut the

father showed improved attitudes toward the child, stressing more the
relationship between himself and the child rather than his former ex-
pectations of him. (4-1). Father also showed a change in affect in the
direction of greater control (*) by withdrawal and avoidance (-)

There was also an increased need to see a change in himself and to
discuss his emotional problems (-H-) and an increase in organizational
ability and greater control aver thought processes (4-).

After Treatment II, mother again expressed dissatisfaction in the
caring relationship, with probable expectations beyond reasonable expec-
tations (-). Father also experienced increasing dissatisfaction in the

caring relationship. He had more unrealistic expectations of her,

assuming an "underdog" role to please her (--)

Mother, after Treatment II, also showed greater interest in other
people (A), more optimism (4), and more control of affective reactions.
The price for the increased control was an increase in avoidance and
withdrawal (-). There were also en increase in anxiety about herself
and her Lack of control (--)1 and considerably more covert hostility
(-). Physical symptoms and inappropriate rigidity becane a new
defense (--)

Father, after Treatment II, became more cheerful (+), showed an
increased capacity for uncontrolled affective reactions (--) and a
further increase in associative flexibility (0.

- parent #1 (rother) and parent#2fiLkther). After
Treatment-I, -Mother showed 61;eiter satisfactiOn in the caring relation-
ship with her husband. She had more realistic expectations, greeter
respect, and more love for him himelf rather than her former manipu-
lativeness (-1-E). Father was more respectful of his wife rather than
manipulative in the relationship (+).

Wther also showed more energy, an increased level of activity
and lesb repression (+4). Hostility which was previously open became
internalized with an increase in self-blame and self-hostility (--).
There was an increased expression of need for parental wisdon (+);
greater use of cognitive resources (1-+) and considerable depression
with suicidal ideation, even though projection was no longer a
defense (---).

After Treatment I, father showed more hostility toward the child
when he would not listen (--)1 and a new defense, depression (-)

After Treatnent II, mother shwed additional improvement in
attitude toward her husband, treating him more on an equal footing (+),
while father showed considerable dissatisfaction in the caring rela-
tionship with many more unrealistic expectations and greater concern
for pleasing his wife by assuming an "underdog" role. Treatment of
his wife was also more manipulative (---)

Mother after Treatment II showed increased concern regarding her
previous angry attitude toward the child (4-1). Nb judgmental attitudes
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toward others we.ee revealed (/). Her outlock in:proved mrked1r, with

movement from pessimism to optimism and cheerfulness, and a more prac-

tical outlook (///). She showed less anxiety concerning being "trapped-

and also less tension (//). She no longer expressed a need to escape

from the family sltuation, and the aggressive need was more under con-

trol (//). There was more optimism and improved reality orientation;

however, physical symptoms were Iry part of the defense system (11,1)

After Treatment II, father reported less guilt, and anxiety con-

cerning cripples was no longer present (//). Hostility which was open

became more covert (-). There was a msrked increase in the need for

guidelines and for reinfevicement therapy (MO. There was also an

increased ability to conceal pathological thinking 4).

Family E - parent #11 (ther) and parent
Treatment I, father felt me:a desire to be more

there was no change in mother's attitude toward

were ne other changes in father exccpt that no

hostility was reported (//); the only change in

need for asgression dropped out (/)

#12 (father). After

giving to his wife (/);

her iluahand. There

indication of self-
mother was that the

After Treatment II, mother showed much more acceptance of her hus-

band, with greater understanding and a need for a stronger relationship

(HA while father manifested greater affection and romantic interest

where this bad been considerably lacking in the first testing (//)

Other changes in vother, after Treatment II, were: a change in

attitude toward tne child, including the replacement of guilt and deprss-

sion toward the chill with a need to be possessive, a desire to see the

child live a normal life, and a ned to establish a good relationship

with the child (///). She was more optimistic in outlook (//); showed

greater self-control (/); manifested no further need to resist change

and expressed a desire for somrcne with whom to discuss problems (/)

There was also an increase in 1.1,32 of intellectual resources and greater

organizational interest and ability (//). Depression and rationaliza-

tion were eliminated as defenses, and there was greater reality

orientation with leas evidence of ego dysfunction (///)

Father, after Treatment II, expressed more sadness about the

child's handicap (/). He was much more relaxed with accepting respon-

sibility (//). However, more hostility was now directed toward his

dislike for !helping the helpless" (--). The "martyr" defense was

eliminated (//).

Changes in Group B. Pennies B, D, are I in Group B received non-

operant counselin6 in Treatment I and operant counseline in Treatment II.

-11115 (motherland parent #16 (father). After

Treatment I, mother expressed greater dissatisfaction in the caring re-

lationship, which was extremely high and unrealistic to begin with.

There was an increased tendency to pleaee her husband by acting the

"underdog" in the relationship and being less demanilng (--). There

w4s no change in father's attitude toward his wife,. The only other
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change in mother was a change in attitude toward others in the direction

of eliminating judgmental content (f). Father showed no change at all

after Treatment I.

After Treatment II, mother's dissatisfaction in the caring relation-

ship was considerably less marked even though it was greater than would

normally be expected. There was less of the "underdog" attitude H.

Father's dissatisfaction in the caring relationship dropped to what

would be expected in normal marrisge; he was less demanding and less

hostile (44).

Other changes f.n mother after Treatment II included an increased

ability to verbalize pride in her child's work, and an increase in

guilt about not being able to be with the child or give as much atten-

tion as desired (-14-1). There was less smbivalence regarding acceptance

of responsibility (+), and greater awareness of emotions and an attempt

to control and handle them (f).

After Treatment II, father had changed in his attitude toward

others by eliminating judgmental content WI but was more hesitant

and Iess willing to accept problems of responsibility (--). He no

longer verbalized a need for aggression and escape from marriage. He

verbalized a need for advice (+44-). There was less evidence of denial

and defensiveness (+4).

Family D - parents #9 (mother and #10 (father). After Treatment

I, Maher was more manipulative and d2mandin1 of her husband (-) while

father expressed better feelings toward his wife and his family in

general. There was less dissatirfaction on his Part in the caring

relationship, although his attitude vas more demanding (4). There

were no other changes in the father except that he showed no evidence

of denial and there was greater reality orientation (4.1). Nbther

showed an improved attitude toward her child, moving from an attitude

of nct wanting children at all to feeling guilt and anxiety regarding

interactions vith the child (f). Maher also vertralized more need to

be in control of herself (4), but there vas also a greater expression

of depression (-)

After Treatment II, mother showed greater acceptance of her

husband (f), but father returned to his dissatisfaction and his need

to be free of the marriage. His demanding attitude was slightly re-

duced (--). Other changes in mother included an improvement in her

attitude toward the child, manifested by the absence of verbalization

concerning guilt and anxiety and the desire to reject the child (4-1).

In the realm of affect, mother showed better controls, but also evidence

that she was turning her emotion inward and "bottling them up" (-).

She showed greater interest in herself (Or and some somatic com-

plaints (--)

Father, after Treatment II, had develJped feelings of having too

much responsibility (--). Neverthelecs, he was more cheerful and

optimistic (1), and reported an increase in energy. Reality testing

was diminished (-)
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Fsmily I - parents dilinottLELE14141Esttherl. After Treatment I
both parents showed an imrravement in attitude toward each other. Mother
was more expecting of her husband (+) and father was taking less of an
"rnderdog" attitude and being lege manipulative and demanding (+). There
was no other change in father except that his effect was wore under con-
trol (+). Mother showed much less hostile verbalizaticn toward the child
(+), ut tbe testing revealed romession cf her own anxious feelings and
there was vezbalieat:on of many anxietiea concerning pressure on her
husband (---). Thore van also increased denial and avoidance of confron-
tation (--)

After Treatment II, mother showed no further change in attitude to-
ward her husband, but her huzbanr1 had returned to an attitude of trying
to pleaee his wife by acting thn "underdcg." There was greater verbali-
zatiaa of aggressive feelings tovard his wife (--). Other changes in
father included decreasing control of affect (-) and better reality ties
in some instances (+). Changes in mother after Treatment II included
greater feelings of personal eecurity (+); additional anxieties concern-
ing her child and general feelings o rejection (-); hostility repressed
and turned inward on self (--); and less dieturbed fantasy, with more
logical thinking (++).

Changss in Group C

Families C, G, and H in Group C received operant counseling in
Treatment I and minim= contact in Treatment II.

Family P - reImp12_11SppthnrLandlLifatherl. After Treatment I
mother showed a substantial reseerfieg in diasatiaactian in the caring
relationehip and mare realistic expectations of her husband (+). Father
was less manipulative and demanding (+). Mother demonstrated more
empativ with her child, with some feelings of guilt regarding her treat-
ment of the child, and greater anxiety concerning the child (++). She
vas more resentful at being told what to do (--), but was verbally more
optimistic (++). She demonstrated an increased need to discuss her prob-
lems (++). Father shoved marked imrovement in his attitude toward the
child. There were no hcstile wishes toward the child, and more cancern
for the child's welfare (+++). Re showed greater interest in, and re-
spect for, opinions of ethers (+), greater control of affect by reduciag
activity (+), and his need for aggression was net verbalized (+).

After Treatment II mother manifested increased dissatisfaction in
the caring relationship beyond what had been originall;y displayed. There
vas more need to please her spouse by acting the "underdog" (--). At
the same time, father was demonstrating greater respect for his wife (+).
Other changes in mother :included: intense resentment at accepting re-
sponsibility which vas a reversal of her original attitude (--); improved
outlook (++); a markedly etronger need to straighten out her thinking
and to help herself (+++); and less verbalization of denial, but some
suicidal ideation was evident (-)
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Changes in father after Treatment II included: more appropriate

control aver his affect, though he was still excitable (+); a marked

need for advice and help with problems (+++); and more defensiveness

and less ability to use ideation (-).

Family G - parents /43 (mother) and #14 (father). After Treatment
I mother's attitude toward her husband had improved with less diseatis-
faction and verbalization of a more positive attitude taaard her husband

and their marriage (++). Father had greater respect for his spouse (+).

There were no other changes in mother. The only other change in father
was that there was no further verbalization of the need to escape.

After Treatment II there was no further change in mother or father's

attitude twoard each other. Fbrther changes in mother included: no
longer any verbalization of lack of understanding of the child's needs
(++); no verbalization of judgmental content (+); less defensiveness (-).

Other changes in father after Treatment II included: less moralistic

concerning others (+); better able to tolerate anxiety (+); less hostil-

ity shown toward females (I; better reality orientation (+); and in-
creased use of avoidance (- .

FallmotheenriLid8father. After Treatment
I, father showed no change except for a report of greater interest in

the child (-) and greater passivity (-). Mother showed greater inter-

est in her husband and verbalization of greater happiness with the

marriage ). Physical symptoms also became) evident (-).

After Treatment II, Father's verbalizations of a negative nature
concerning the child were no longer in evidence (+), and there was a

reduction in passivity (+). Mother, after Treatment II, showed greater

respect for her husband (+). She also reported being more protective

of, and concerned with, the child (++). She was feeling more comfor-

table in groups (+); complained of too much responsibility (-); was less

thrnatened by feelings of rejection and guilt (++); had greater ability
to cope with aggression (++); her needs were now concerned more with
the family and their happiness then with herself (+++); a greater
ability to use inner resources (++); and no evidence of physical symptoms

and increased reality oriertation (++).2

In order to determine the changes attributable to each of the three
Treatment programs, the classification of each degree of changes was

given a numerical value. Changes rated minimum were assigned one point,

moderate changes were given two points, and marked changes were assigned
three points. Table 4 shows the net changes in this numerical fashion.

Place Table 4 here

2
This is the end of the reorganization of Dr. Hill's sectious on
Changes in Groups A, and C.
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TABLE 4

NET CHANGES PER GROUP FOR ALL VARIABIES

Attitud e

iables

Group A Group B Group C
.

um
I II I Sum I I I

--I 11-Sum

Spouse +7 0 +7 +1 0 +1 1 +7 0 +7

Child o +8 +3 +5
i

+8 '

.

i

+6 +7 +13

Self 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 0 0

+3
Others +1 +1

Responsi-

bility 0 +2 +2 0 -3 -3 -2 -3
,

-5

Outlook
r

0 +8 +8 0 +1 +1 +2 0 +2

+7 +11+5

..._

+10
me of Atti-

e changes +7 +20 +27 +5

\.

/ 1 4



TABLE 4 (Continued)

rsonality Group A Group B Group C

ttributes I II Sum I II I Sum I II um

- Affect +2 -1 +1 +1

° 1 +1

+1 +1 +2

- Anxiety

& Guilt 0 +2 .3 .1 -4 0 +3

- Hostility
Aggression 0 -4 -4 0 -2 -2 0 +3 +3

Needs +5 +8 +13 +1 +4 +5 +4 +10 +14

- Ideational
Activity +4 +3 + -2 +3 +1 0 +1

Defenses &

Pathology +10 -2 +2

.

0 -2

+22

+

.t.-:

Sum of Person-

ality Changes +18 +25 -5 +1 +25

Sum of Atti-
tude Changes +7 +20

.....1...

+27 +5

I

+10 +14
...

+21

Sum of both
+14

Itcaenge:f

+38 +52 0 +11 +11 +17 +29 I +46

-I A 1 I...



Attitildinewl Chnim

1. Tows:d epsate. Both Groups A and C show plus 7 points of chant.m.

Croup B shows plus 1 point of change. Since both Groups A and C were

given Operant Treatment and Minimum Contact Treatment, it appears that

tbis combination resulted in more positive changes in attitude toward

tho spouse. Although Group B received Operant Treatment, the prior
Non-operant Treatmemt appears to have created interference in the utili-

zation of the Operant Treatment technique as compared with the other

groups.

2. Tatrard the cwq. Group C has a total of plus 13 points of

change. Groups A e.nd B both have plug 8 points of change. The earlier

exposure of Group C in Treatment I to the operant principles appears to

have provided an advantage in creating greater change for this group in

the attitude toward the child.

3. Toward the self.. With the exception of one parent in Group B,

who showed a plus 1 point chan3e, there vas no change for any other

parent. It is not surprising to find this result. The self-concept is

at the core of the personality. A measurn,ble change in self-concept

would represent besic changes in the individual. Although many changes

in behavior are reflocted in the psychological tests in this study,

the relatively short time of the involvement would preclude siGnificant

basic changes in self-concept.

4. Tovard others. Groups A and B have plus 2 changes. Group C

has a plue 4 change which reinforces the trend toward superiority of

the treatment echedule vhich they received in effecting changes in

attitude.

5. Toward rewnsibilitz. G-rcup A tad a ph:a 2 point change in-

volving one male tarent. Group B had a minus 3 point change involving

two male parents. (A plus 1 point change for one female parent reduced

the final score from minus 4 to minus 3.) Group C had a minus 5 point

change involving two female parento. It may be speculated regarding

the Group C results that the operart treatment, being the first treat-

ment, may have increased the responsibility aver a longer period of

time for the mother. This may have created a resultant aversion not

found in the mothers of Groups A or B.

6. Outlook. Croup A had a pluc 9 change, and Group C had a plus

2 change. Members in Group A reported much mox.e optimimm and cheerful-

ness after Trentment II, the cparant phase, than did any of the others.

The recency of this treatment to the final testing may be accountable

for this result.

for each. The change in atfect for Group C affected one member only, who
changes cancelled each other out to a result in a total plus I change
in affect involving many membera of the groups. The plus and minus
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showed a plus 2 Change. It; both Groups A and B there were many changes



showed two minim.: positive changes, one after each treatment period.

Operant conditioning ean be said not to be concerned with affect and

feelinga but more with behavioral changes. Thus it would be expected

that change in affect during operant processes
would be held to a minimum.

2. Aolaty and guilt. Group A had a pliers 2 change and Group C

had a plus 3 change.
Group B had a minus 4 change. The negative changes

in Group B were all experienced by one individual who showed a marked

negative change in anxiety after Treatment I,uhich was the non-operant

treatment where feelings were
discussed; and a further minimum negativy

change after Treatment II. The nattece of the operant process apparently

led to a reduction in anxiety and guilt.

3. Hcstility.tpdamession.
Both Groups A and B had negative

chances in hostility and aggre3eion, Croup A with a minus 5 change, Group

B with a minus 2 change. It is interesting to note that the minus 2

change in Group B involves the same Larson who experienced the minfla 4

change in anxiety and guilt. In Group C there were plus 3 points of

change, with no minus changes experienced by any of the parents.

4. Needs. Verbalization
of realistic needs chanced in a positive

direction for both Groups A and C. Group A showed plus 13 points of

change and Group C shoved plus 14 points of change. Group B showed plus

5 points of change. Both Groups A and C, who had only overeat condi-

tioning, were able subsequently to ansoss their needs more realistically

and reach out for assistance in determining modes of coping with the

family situation.

5. Ideational activity.. Group A showed tho greatest positive gain

with plus 7 points of change. Both Groups B and C showed a plus 1

change each.
Group A was better WI:1.e to mboilize inner resources and

ideational activity than were the other two. Again, the recency of the

operant process without having exposed te any other type of treatmmat

program, appears to have given this group an advantage.

6. Defenses patholoa. noth Groups A and C showed a plus 2

points change. Group B showed no net change. In all groups there were

considerable
changes with five out of six individuals in each group

showing some changes, either positive or negative, in defenses and path-

ology during the period of the study. The changes in Group B, both posi-

tive and negative, cancel themselves out no that there was no final net

change. Changes in Groups A and C showed a slight positive gain. There

is not sufficient gain to warrant any statement concerning this varible.

Conclusions

Group A showed the highest total eLanges with plus 49 points of

change. Group C was the second highest with plus 46 points of change.

Group B had plus 11 points of change. These results demonstrate that

the most positive changes in the parents' test performances were in

those groups where the use of operant techniques and minimum contact

were the only forms of treatment.
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Conclusions and Recommendationa

Cp./min/dons

It is appropriate to determine the status of cur purposes.

Which purposes did we fulfill? What is loft to do?

It is no secret that this work was done by partisan inveeti-

gators; therefore, we have attempted to insure the objectivity and

tile reliability of the data and to keen the daft free from contamina-

tion.

Tho original pmposee of tbia reseerch wore to (1) develop,

(2) desmribe, (3) evaluste, (4) .i.oprove, ard (5) disseminate an edu-

cational program for teaohing chill-cnro ctudento (especially parents

of disturbing chilaren) princilles and applioations of behavioral

analysis. On the basis of our emwienee and findingp we present our

ocnclusions relevant to the above fin purnowo.

1. To doTelapAstsram, Ile educational progran has been

developed aver oeffmral years. It ueena to have gainsd ia objectivity

of its prooeduros and in efficiency or its therapeutic outcome. It

is not olcso to beings tota137 finished product. Its development

hes been aided within Vie behavioyal analysis tradition. We believe

thst it will improve fyrther within this same traaition.

2. To describe the.mmpn. An initial War goal was that

thio type of progmm be eo woll desazibed that it could be triod and

improved by others. This report preseate a detailed procedural,

albeit nonquantitative, deecription of bow to do it; ia that some the

method has been described. The repert also presents a system for

describing the therapeutics process in more qpantitative terms.

3. To evaluElite taltsragra. The comparative study of three

different metharNat," nonoperant, and operant) which was conducted

especially to serve the above purpoee to describe tho 7rogram also

provided objective msane to evaluate its outcome. Tha nlimber of sub-

ject families wno a little too omall for statistical comfort although

it was a little too large for clinical comfort.

The outcome measures of this stgy are quite positive. The

parents of all groups, after being given operant counseling, were able

to help their children behave better (better being defined not only

in general terms but also in terms specific to the interests of each

pair of parents). The parents of the groups given anky operant coun-

seling showed much more improvement on the psythologAcal test per-

il"

11:1

remain to bo solved; they shall be mentioned below.
in this behavioral approach to family therapy. Saveral major problems
program so far, one can surely ezpeot more development and improvement

formances than did the parents who were given non-operant and then

operant counseling.

4. ILIBEETTe thiLEssm. On the basis of changes in the
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5. To disseminate the_progam. This renort is just ane typo

of attempt to rake thio type of women more generel1y available.
Several manurcripts are betug subnitted at this tims for publication

of rarts this repnrt in technical, profoseima Journals. This

prpose will not be carved adocuately until we reach the ordinary

pereon who has the extraordinary responsibility fo the behayioral

davelopmsnt of members of the next generation i he evolution of

homoss....Am.

Itecommanda:Lisms

In order to build mcn and benefit fram this work several

next steps and applicatione axe rocormonded.

1. The process and outcome date from this study are not

completely analyzed and presented. This work should be completed.

2. These subjects should be followed to supply hard, objec-
tive data about the durability of the output of this method.

3. This method, uhile effective aver a short time, takes

lots of staff time. Adaptations of this method designed to make it

more efficient should be sought.

4. In order to repeat this type of study to get mare data

on vhich to perform mere adequate statistical tests a comprehensive
training progrmm should be developed for operant family consultants.
Appropriate textbook and other materials should also be developed.

5. In order to better commnioate the results to fellow
professionals and to others, this wark should be described for more

specialized audiences (e.g., psychologists, educators, parents,

psyohiatrists, etc.).

6. Programs which teach bahavioral analysis to students

in secondary and elementary achools should be developed and tried out.

This will allow ue to reach people before they become parents. In

this way the progxam can be pceventatire.
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Letter sent to A group before October 9, 1967

Treatment I (Minimal contact I).

Dear (Group A family: A, C, and E):

We have devised a program which Is designed to fit your particular

situation (the low you and your child interact). We believe that your

child's behavior and your handling of it deserve a period of careful

observation followed by a period of more active intervention by us.

Therefore, we would like to present the following calendar to you.

For the period starting October 16, 1967 and ending January 3,

1968 we dhall relate to you in two ways. First we shall receive from

you weekly reports of your observations at home; second, we shall visit

you occasionally with the video tape recorder. The observation forms

are enclosed.

We want you to come to our offices in the Counseling Center from

7:30 PM to 10:00 PM on each of the following Wednesdays:

January 31, 1968
February 7, 14, 21, 28
Mdrch 6, 13, 20, 27
April 3, 10, 17

Home observers will make observations in your home during the

days of January 4 until January 29 and April 18 until May 6.

The three checks which you deposited with us will be placed in a

safe deposit box. There are 5 major ways in which you, may tell us to

send these checks to the specified charities.

1. If both parents do not appear for any of the above scheduled

meetings a check will be sent to the charity.

2. A second way to send checks to a charity is by appearing at

one of our meetings without having fulfilled the week's assign-

ment. (On such occasions yolx will not be admitted to the

meeting until the assignment is completed.

A third way to bays a check sent is by not being able to make

satisfactory arrangements for our home dbservers to record

video tapes in your homes during the specified observation

periods.

JanuarY 4, 1968 - January 29, 1968

April 22, 1968 - May 6, 1968

4. A fourth way to have some money sent to a charity is by

arriving late to any of our scheduled meetings. For every

minute late, youvill be charged 109A of the check: value for
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that week. Thus, being 10 minutes late to any meeting, resulrs

in our sending the entire check to the specified charity.

5. The fifth way to send a ()heck to a charity is by failing to

mail to us your weekly report of home observations between

October 18 and January 316

We will require you to deposit with us three cheeks of a specified

amount. Check #1 is to be made payable to a desirable charity. Check

#2 is to be made payable to a neutral charity, tad check #3 is to be

made payable to an undesirable charity. If it becomes necessary to

send check", you will give to us a fourth check payable to the un-

desirable charity. Tf for any reason, it becomes necessary to send

Check #2, you will give to us a fifth check payable to the undesirable

charity. All checks sent after the second will be payable to the

undesirable charity.

If there are any qusstions regarding these procedures, do not

hesitate to call Mrs. Sechrist, at 454-2931.

Sincerely yours,

Leopold O. Welder

Parent Project
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letter sent to B group before October 9, 1967

Treatment I (Non-operant I).

Dear (Group B family: Bo D and I):

We have now devisel a xogram designed to fit your particular

situation (the vay you and your child intaract). We feel it would be

best for you to participate with us during our Monday evening meetings.

These meetings vill require the presence of both of you at the

Counseling Center on Monday nights from 730 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. The

specific evenings involved are:

OctOber 16, 23, 30
November 6, 13, 20, 27
Dtcedber 4, 11, 18, 26 (TUe.)

January 2 (Tue.), 29

February 5, 121 19, 26

Mardh 4, 11, 18, 25
April 1, 8, 15

Home observers will make observations in your hone during the

period from January 4, through January 29 and from April 18 through

May 6.

The three checks vhich you deposit vith us will be placed in

a safe deposit box. There are two major ways in which you may tell us

to send these checks to the specified charities.

1. If both parents do not appear for any of the above

scheduled meetings a check will be sent to the charity.

2. A second vay to have a cheek sent is by not being able to

make satisfact=y arrangements for our home observers to record video

tapes in your homes during the specified observation periods.

January 4, 1968 - January 29, 1968

April 18, 1968 - May 6, 1968

We will require you to deposit with us three dhecks of a

specified amount. Check #1 is to be maim payable to a desirable charity,

check No. 2 is to be made payable to a neutral dharity, and chedk No. 3

is to be made payable to an undesirable charity. If it becomes neces-

sary to send check 1p1, you will give to us a fourth dheck payable to

the undesirable charity. If for any reason it becomes necessary to

send Check #2, you will give to us a fifth dheck payable to the un-

desirable dharity. All dhecks sent after the second will be payable

to the undesirable dharity.

If there are any questions, regarding these procedures, do not

hesitate to call Mts. Sechrist at 454-2931.
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Letter sent to C group
October 9 , 1967

before Treatmea I (Operant I).

Dear (Group C faagy: F, G and

We have now devised a program designed to fit your particular

situation (the way you and your child interact). We feel it would be

best for you to participate with us during aur Wednesday evening

meetings. These meetings will =squire the presence of both of you at

the Counseling Center on Wednesday nights from 7:30 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

The specific evenings involved are:

Wednesday, October 18, 25
November 1, 8, 15, 22, 29
December 6, 13, 20, 27

January 3

Home observers will make observation in hour home during the days

of January 4 until January 29 and April 18 until My 6.

The three checks which you deposit with us will be placed in a

safe deposit box. There are four major ways in which you may tell us

to send these checks to the specified charities.

1. If both parents do not appear for any of the above scheduled

meetings, a check will be sent to the charity,

2. A second way to send checks to a charity is by appearing at

one of our meetings without having fulfilled the week's

assignment. (On such occasions you will not be admitted to

the meeting until the assignment is completed).

3. a third way to have a check sent is by not being:able to make

satisfactory arrangements for our home observers to record

video tapes in your homes during the specified observation

periods.

January 4. 1968 - January 29, 1968

April 18, 1968 - May 6, 1968

4. A fourth way to have same money sent to a charity is by

arriving late to any of our scheduled meetings. For every

minute late, you will be charged 10A of the check value for

that week. Thus, being 10 minutes late to any meeting, results

in our sending the entire check to the specified charity.

We will require you to deposit with us three checks of a specified

amount. Check #1 is to be made payable to a desirable charity. Check

#2 is to be made payable to a neutmal charity, and check #3 is to be

made payable to an undesirable charity. If it becomes necessary to

send Check#1, you will give to us a fourth check payable to the

undesirable charity. It far any reason, it becomes necessary to sold
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Check #2, you will give to us a

charity. All checks sent after

undesirable charity.

If there are any questions
hesitate to call Mts. Searist,

2

fifth check payable to the undesirable
the second will be payable to the

regarding these procedures, do not

at 454-2931.

Sincerely yours,

Leopold 0. Welder
Parent Project

iy4



and II

of

RELEASE OF INFORMATION FOR

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION

FOR

PARENT PROJECT OF

INSTITUTE FOR BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH

Mame

name

trelationship

trelationship)

give to the Parent Project of the
(child's name)

Institute for nehavioral Research (which is conducted at the University

Counseling Center: University of Maryland) permission to use information

(including video and audio recordings) concerning us and our child for

scientific publication. The Project staff promises to protect our

identity and reputation by the use of pseudonyms.

DATE

3.95

(Signature)

(Signature)



Letter sent at end of Treatment
Period I (Minimal contact) to

A group families.

Dear.

January 6, 1968

As planned, the treatment program for you changes at this

time. I have listed (in no special order) sane of the dates and

duties.

1. Please continue recording and sending in the hourly

reports for each and every day.

2. We ahall be contacting you about coming to your home to

make three video tapes in the period starting January 8 and ending

January 28, 1968.

3. We have already made an appointment with you to come

vith your son to our offices from 4:00 to 6:00 P.M. on Sunday, January

28, 1968.

4. We shall be contacting you to cone to our offices for a

couple of hours to fill out some forms and to talk to us.

5. We expect you to cone to our offices for Wednesday eveninG
sessions (7:30-10:00 PAO on the following dates: January 311 February

7, 14, 21, 28, March 6, 13, 20, 27, April 3, 10, 17.

6. During the period frau April 22 through May 121 1968 we
shall be repeating steps nunbers 1 through 4.

7. We plan to return your checks to you on Sunday, May 121

1968, when our project vill terminate. Let me review at this time ways

in which you may tell us to send a cheek to the organization you have,

specified:

a. If both parents do not appear (oil time) for any of

the above scheduled meetings.

b. If you fail to complete your assignment(s).

c. If you do not make satisfactory arrangements for our
home observers to record video tapes in your hone during the observa-
tion periods fran January 8 through January 28 and from April 22

through May 12, 1968.

If a check is to be sent, you will be notified and asked to

replace it with another check. This is as specified in my letter of

October 9, 1967.
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- 2 - January 6, 1968

If you have any questions or suggestions, ve would like to

hear from you. Do not hesitate to call Nies. Sechrist at 454-2931.

Sincerely,

Leopold 0. Welder

Director
Parent Project
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Letter sent at end of Treatment
Rtriod I (Non-Operant I) to

B group families.

Dear

January 6, 1968

As planned, the treatment program for you changes at this

time. I have listed (in no special order) some of the dates and

duties.

1. Please continue recording and sending in the hourly

reports for eadh and every day.

2. We shall be contacting you about coming to your home to

make three video tapes in the period starting January 8 and ending

January 28, 1968,

3. We have already made an appointment with you to come with

your son 'be our offices from 8:00 to 10:00 A.M. on Saturday, January 27,

1968.

4. We &all be contacting you to come to cur offices for a

emple of hours to fill out some forms and to talk to us.

5. We expect you to come to our o:fices for more Nbnday

evening sessions (7:30-10:00 P.N.) on the folloOng dates: January 29,

February 5, 12, 19, 26, March 4, 11, 18, 25, April 1: 8, 15.

6. During the period from April 22 through Nay 12, 1968, we

shall be repeating steps nudbers 1 through 4.

7. We r.dan to return your checks to you on Sunday, Nhy 12,

1968, when our project will terminate, Let me review at this time ways

in which you may tell us to send a check to the organization you have

specified:

a. If both ,:arents do not appear (on time) for any of

the above scheduled meetings.

b. If you fail to complete yuur assignment(s). (I might

say that due to possible errors on our part the assignment of BO. 1

above may have been temporarily stopped. You should not have to pay

for our error.)

0. If you do not make satisfactory arrangements for our

home Observers to record video tspes in your bome durina the Observa-

tion periods from January 8 through January 28, and from Ape.1 22

through May 12, 1903.
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- 2 - January 6, 1968

If a cheuk Is to be sent, you vill be notified and asked to

replace it with anotber check. This is as specified in my letter of

October 9, 1967.

If you havi. any questions or suggestions, we would like to

hear from you. Do not hesitate to call Mks. Sechrist at 454-2931.

Sincerely,

Leopold 0. Walder

Edrector
Parent Ptoject
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Letter sent et end of Treatment
Period I (Operant I) to C group

families.

Dear ANNIMNIMNO

January 6, 1968

As planned, the treatment program for you changes at this

time. I have listed (in no special order) some of the dates and

duties.

1. Please continue recording and sending in the hourly

reports for eadh and every day.

2. We dhall be contacting you about coming to your home to
make three video tapes in the period starting January 8 and ending

January 28, 1968.

As part of our follow-up, we shall also arrange to go

to your home to make one video tape in each three week period from

January 29 through April 21, 1968.

3. We have already made an appointment with you to came
with your daughter to our offices from 12:00 to 2:00 P.M. on SundaY,

January 28, 1968.

4. We Shall be contacting you to come to our offices for a
couple of hours to fill out some forms and to talk to us.

5. If you want our consultation, please telephone our offices
(454-2931) and well be glad to extend to you whatever help we can. We

would hope you have read Part 2 of Holland and Skinner's The

of Behavior. Also, please have a plan that you want us to help you

vith. The plan will probably work better if it conforms with Table 3

of Reese's The Analysis of Human Operant Behavior. You vill then be

contacted by one of our consultants as soon as possible.

6. During the period fram April 22 through May 12, 1968, ve

shall be repeating steps numbers 1 through 4.

7. We plan to return your Checks to you on Sunday, May 12,

1968, vhen our project will terminate. Let me review at this time ways

in vhich you may tell us to send a check to the organization you have

specified:

a. If tath parents do not appear (on time) for any of

the above scheduled meetings.
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- 2 - January 6, 1968

b. If you fail to complete your assignment(s). (T might

say that due to possible errors on our part the assignment of No. 1

above may have been (lemporarily etopped. You should not have to pay

for our errors.)

c. If you do not make satisfactory arrangements for our

home observers to record video tapes in your home during the observa-

tion periods from January 8 through January 28 and from April 22,

through Nay 12, 1968.

If a check is to be sent, you will be notified and asked to

replace it with another dheck. This is as specified in my letter of

Cttober 9, 1967.

If you have any questions or suggestions, ve would like to

hear from you. Do not hesitate to call Nrs. Sechrist at 454-2931.

Sincerely,

Leopold 0. Wader
Director
Parent Project
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Letter to all 9 families st end of April 10, 1968
Treatment Period III.

Dear

We dhould like to try to clarify our future relationship. We
shall offer ycl consultation if you will contact us by mail, telephone
or in person, yroviding you 2resent evidence of havinc, formulated the
questions in terns sf present levels of behavior, behavioral 6oals, and
suggested plans, Unt44,1 May 26, 1968, videotaping in the home and home

observations wilt continue.

Measurement 3 Period begins Monday, April 29, 1968 and ends
on Sunday, May 26, 1968. We expect to do more videotaping in the home
and in the office and psychological testing in our office. We shall

contact you shortly about specific times for the testing. Please con-

tinue home observations through the weeks of Measurement 3 Period.
Duelog Measurement 3 Period consultation will be temporarily suspended.

After Measurement 3 Period we shall have a picnic for all the
wbo have participated in the project. We hope you (your whole

.:amily) can ccele to my home (map attached) on Mhy 26. At that time

yma checks will be returned and we shall be bappy to discuss with you
any aspects of our program. Our errors and non-errors will be told to

you as we see them, and we hope to hear from you about our program as
you see it. We'd like to hear what you think happened. We'd like to

hear vbat recommendations you have for future programs.

We Shall be an organization until August 31, 1968 and staad
ready as an organization to serve you until that date.

LOW/nfw
Fnclosure
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Leopold O. Walder

Director, Parent Project



Certificate sent after Measurement June 10, 1968

Period III to all nine families.

This letter certifies that W. & ass. studied, under

our direction, the theory and application of operant analysis for the

solution of behavioral problems. They are, therefore, certified
parents who are qualified to control behavior by positive means. The

recipients of their services are expected to emit behaviors Which will
be useful and productive in influencing other people.

Leopold 0. Walder, Ph.D.

Director, Parent Project
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Behavioral Vignette (Operant I Treatment)

Open-ended tiype

Name

Date

Vignette 14

Mr. and Mrs. Smith were complaining (to a doctor) that thqy

VOTO having difficulty in getting Billy to eat at mealtimes. This is

bow the mother explained the situation:

"We sit down to dinner (Billy, his &other, and father). I

prepare Billy's plate for him; then we all begin eating. Since Mr.

Smith and I are both busy through the day, the only real chance we have

to talk to each other is over dinner. Billy Seems to like to bear us

talk and tries an occasion to join ts. But he really doesn't under-

stand much of what his daddy and I are saying, and sometimes what he

says just doesn't sake sense.

"That's the way thiElp Wer9 up till a couple of months ago.

Then we noticed Billy slowly beginning tc lose his appetite or at

least he stopped eating much at dinner unless we told blahs couldn't

leave the table. Now it takes just about twice as long to eat his

meals.

"Mr. Smith and I will te talking as we usually do. Then

one of us will notice that Billy has stopped eating. So we have to

stop uhat we're talking about and tell him to eat his peas or drink

his milk. He generally begins eating right away, and we keep our eye

on him for a while to make sure be keeps it up. Eventually, his daddy

and I get back to our meal and conversation. But the next thing you

know, he's stopped eating again, and we have to do the same thing over.

I'm just at a loss for what to do."

1. Why do you think Billy is eating less, or at least taking longer

to eat than before?

2. What would you tell Mt. and Mrs. Smith to do to improve Billy's

eating habits and still make mealtime a comfortable situation for

the whole family?
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Behavioral Vignette (Operant II Treatment)

Type 1: Closely related to content in Holland and Skinner (1961).

Name

Date

Vignette 1

A child drops a plate and it breaks with a loud noise. The

child's mother jumps, cringes, and turns to look.

1. The noise from the breaking plate is a

2. %be plate and the hard floor are s

3. The mother's jumping and cringing is the startle

4. The loud noise and the cringing together are called a r

5. Thc loud noise e the startle response.

6. The et6rtle reflex is made up of the (stimulus)

and (response).

Answers

a. stimulus

b. stimulus object

c. response

d. reflex

e. elicits

f. loud noise, jumping and oringing
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Behavioral Vignette (Operant II Treatment)

Type 2: Belated to a therapeutic technique

Bane

Date

Vignette 3

Johnny was onoe badly bitten by a dog and ever since, he

has been "afraid of" dogs. That is, whenever he sees a dog he cries.

1. The unconditioned stimulus was the b

2. The conditioned stimulus vas the sight of the d

3. The conditioned responses was c

Johnny's parents were concerned about his fear of dogs and

they took him to a psychologist for therapy. The paychologist repeat-

edly showed Johnny gctures of dogs, then showed him a dog in the next

room through a one-way mirror, and finally brought in a small frlendly

dog.

4. She procedure of showing Johnny a dog with no adverse consequences

is called e

5. Describe the procedure of extinction, using the word conditioned

stimulus in your description.

6. Mbat is the effect of extinction on the strength of the oondi-

tioned response?

Answers

a. bite

b. dog

o. crying

d. extinction

. the procedure of extinction consists of repeatedly

presenting the conditioned stimulus alone.

f. The conditioned response (crying) deoreases in

strength as a result of extinction.
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Behavioral Vignette (Operant II Treatment)

Type 3: Operant analysis of a variety of behaviors

Name

Date

1111=.11.1110MO

Vignette 22

1. A mother gives her child a token reinforcer

wetly time the child has completed 10 arith-

metio problems. The child is being rein-

forced on a TT 10

schedule.
Does this schedule produce a high or low

response rate?

2. A mom gives her kid a cookie the first time he

says something after one minute has passed since

the last cookie. What kind of schedule is she

reinforcing the child on?

Will the response rate after a reinforcement

be high or low?

Before reinforcement?

3. An actor auditions for parts and he gets one on

the average of one time out of ten. He is rein-

forced for auditioning on a TT
schedule of reinforcement.

Would it be easy to extinguish the actors

auditioning behavior?

4. A government bombs an enemy road. Surveillance

shows that the enemy uses the road at unpredict-

able intervals of time. Assuming that bombing

when the enemy is on the road is what reinforces

bombing behaviors, what schedule is this behav-

ior being reinforced on?

What kind of rate of bombing would ;;Tou expect

from this schedule?

Would bombing be easy or difficult to extin-

guish?

5. If you wanted to produce a high, steady rate of

responding, which schedule would:you. use?
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Vignette 22 (Continued)

6. If you wanted a behavior to be mL to extin-

guish which schedule would you use?

Whyl

C or I*

I I 1

* The parent responding Judges the parent who read his (ber) answer

aloud as Correct ar Incorrect.

**1 point for correotness of parent's response

1 point for correctness of parent's judgment

a. fixed ratio - hut
b. fixed interval - low rate after reinforcement

high rate before reinforcement

c. variable ratio. No.

d. variable interval - intermediate, steady rate.

Bombing would be diffioult
to extinguish.

0. variable ratio

f. CRP or FRI.
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Behavioral Vignette (Operant II Tteatment)

Type 4: Operant analysis of social interactions

Name

Mate

Ugnette 2

A father huge his child.

1. Par the father, hugging is a

2. For the father, the tightness of the hug ill the m

of the

3. For the child, the hug is a

4. Far the child, the tightness of the hug is the i of

the

5. The child is part of the 's environment.

6. The father is part of the 's environment.

Answers

a. response

b. magnitude, response

0. stimulus

d. intensity, stimulus

e. father's

f. child's
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Format of Case Reports December 26, 1967

Pavey and Welder

This autline is designed to guide individml (operant and

non-operant) therapists (ar consultants) in writing ease reports after

12 weeks of treatment. The group leader will write an those topics

that seem relevant. Re will write one report on the group of three

families. At a later date the supervisor of the therapeutic team will,

by cutting and pasting, coordinate the group and individual reports.

1. Abstract (upper limit: 300 words)

2. Basic description of family
Demographic characteristics 4aolud4ng living conditions

3. Child's social environment

a) Family dynamios and relevant history
Personality description of family members

Interrelations among family members

b) Significant others

4. Dynamics and relevant history of child's life

5. Statement(s) and/or perception(s) of problem(s) by par-

ticipants in therapy (father, mother; child, therapist,

other)

6. The Therapy

a3 Goal(s) of therapy

b Description of therapy (Process)

1) Techniques with any amailable literature cita-

tions

2) Statement of ideal treatment and what aatually

happened (what may have been done that wasn't)

c) Progress made (outcome)

7. Statement(s) and/or perception(s) of problem(s) hy parti-

cipants in therapy (father, mother, dhild, therapist,

other) at end of treatment period 1. Present status

of child and of family and reoommendations for future.

8. Appendices

Weekly interview reparts

b Iocuments from othar Rpncies (note whidh ones

have not been received)

c) Other documents
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These reports shall be written with the understanding that

they will form the bases for chapters in a book to be publiehed at

the end of aur researdh. (You will be given authorship (and all

corresponding rights) of the relevant dhapter(e).) Please consider

that we shall all be served if later revisiaa by the editors ,s kept

to a minimum. Also consider that we are writing for a broad reader-

ship. Our retorts should be understood by both operant and non-opezant

therapists.

A rough draft (hand written or typed) of the case report an

your Treatment Period I family is due Januagy 15, 1968. You will be

given a dated, typed copy of the rough by January 17 (or sooner). The

edited draft of your report is due seven days atter the date an the

typed rough draft. Reinforcements in the form of paychecks are con-

tingent an the above.
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Table 5: Video Tape RatIngs or all Nine Families (A through I)

Fami1y A in Group A

FatLor-child Ibther-child

1 2 3 1 2 3

NO. questions 58 37 97 135 278 315

No. answers 0 0 6 12 4 49

No. non-
understandables 6 22 33 161 73 108

No. directions 96 159 129 74 111 32

No. Obey 35 51 71 49 42 , 0
c...

Time inattention 31 113 0 1 42 91 43

Time scream 45 28 0 9 2 0

Family B in Group B

See Tale 3 on page 114 for the video tape ratings or

family B. They were included in the case report of family B.

Family C in Group A

Father-Child Picther4hild

1 2 3 1 2 3

No. directions * 20 24 26 23 10

NO. Obey * 11 18 15 9 4

NO. negative * 3 4 10 6

Time task
interrupted

* 85 161 285 2: 1 72

*Technically bad tape was unratable.
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Family D in Group B

Table 5 (Continued)

Father-child

1 2

No. directions

NO. disobey

No. conplaints

No. repeated requests

Tine hyperactivity

39

1

lo

6

76

Family E in Group A

33

10

4

1

216

Rbther-child

3 I. 2 3

16 40 8 20

1 8 0 2

3 26 o o

0 4 o o

813 844 289 136

a___

Fether-child Yother-6111c1

1 2

No. speech prompts

Nb. answers

No. initiates

NO. non-understands

Time non-understands

No. tapping

Tine tapping

No. parent talks

Time parent talks

No. directions

Vo. obey

92 169

19 16

2 0

79 84

153 198

20 2

72 3

176 206

1189 418

91 73

58 31

3

167

98

12

70

1 2 3

135

222

624

81

0

2

0

167

661

35

228

209

990

142

74

110

11

0

79

212

12

35

189

920

60

37

62

12

0

113

301

8

21

110

883

2.14

69
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Fami4 F in Group C

Table f; (Co4tinued)'

Father:child tioter-child

1 2 3 1 2 3

Bo. high speech 13 252 83 21 69 53

NO. low speech 77 45 157 170 228 156

No. undesirable
gestures 34 20 11 17 55 29

NO. rock (sit) 41 37 36 30 67 51

Time rock (sit) 333 312 462 236 780 221

No. rock (stand) 8 1 0 19 0 15

Time rock (stand) 63 2 0 161 o 56

No, inattention 3 1 18 6 30 28 22

Time. inattention 82 1 245 32 378 236 124

Family G in Group C

See Table 2 on page 39 for the video tape ratings of

family G. They were included in the description of the operant I

then minimal contact II sequence of treatments.

Family H in Group C
Father-child Nbther-child

.
2. 213 1 2 3

No. questions or
directions 171 101 239 25 66 90

NO. answers 115 82 174 11 31 28

No. I don't know 7 6 18 1 2 3

NO. obeys 1 6 15 4 7 27

NO. self-initiated 2 4 2 1 5 8

No. head-nodding 0 0 o 1 0 0

Time head-nodding 0 0 0 2 0 0
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Table 3 (Continued)

Family I in Group B

Father-child

1 2

No. questions

BO. answers

NO. laughs

NO. other $ounds

NO. inappropriate
use of furniture

Time inappropriate
use of furaiture

No. tantrums

Time tantrums

NO. directions

No. obey

NO, hits teeth

No. clapping

Time clapping

82 81

90 4o

101 60

3

41

2

112

Wther-child

1 2 3

50 28 14

84

120 73 87

1 3 o 42 6

10 3 o 703 lio 40

o 1 0 36 9 13

o 7 o 93 146 128

131 108 132 128 22 20

o 8 63 20 2 4

5 2 0 8 2 28

29 18 7 60 75 78

82 52 16 183 307 240
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A a mai'
By Willard Clopton Jr.

-V/ashInatmt Post Staff Wt..

At 15, Lucy was 1 confirmed-
trichotillomanlac.

The term is a medical one
referring to people who have
the urge to pull out their own
bair.

Lucy had-been yanking hersj
out ever since she was little,I
as a way of winning attention
and favors from her parents.
Sht had developed a growing
bald spot and conventional
psychotherapy wasn't helping.

Help die come at last from
Dennis Breiter, a graduate stu-
dent of psychology at the Uni-
versity of Maryland.

Some complex farnily psy-
chodynamics were involved,
but basically, BreIter's solu-
tion was to get the parents to
ignore the hair-pulling.
Girl Recognizes Futility

"It was tough on them at
first, not to react with all that
hair coming out," Brener said.
"But the girl finally saw that
her taotic had become non-
functional and in four or five
weeks she stopped. Now her
hair's growing out fine."

Breiter Ls one of a score of
researchers involved in the
Parent Project, an unusual ef-
fort under way at College
Park to help children with se-.
vere behavioral problems.

The tcam's novel premise is
that a disturbed child's par-
ents are the ones who know
him best and that f.hey can be
taught effective techniques to
help overcome his difficulties.

"It's quite a change from
the usual approach," said
Shlomo Cohen, a Ph.D. candi-
date who is the project's re-
search coordinatori

"Ordinarily you might bring
an expert into the situation on
the theory that the parents
were dumb enough to create
the problem but not ;mart
enough to solve it. Our idea is

to make the parents our col-
lcogucz. Wz: tzac.:: them cer-
tain skills and they do the
work." .

Area Families Eligible
Begun In March, 1966, the

experimental program is being
carried out by faculty and stu-
dents of the - University of
Maryland Psychology Depart-
ment. It is supported , by a
grant from the U.S. Office of
Education and is administered
by the Institute for Behavioral
Research in Silver Spring.

The group's services are
available to parents in this
area who feel they need help
in coping with serious behav-
ior problems in their children,
and who are willing to cooper-
ate in the research. Persons
interested may write to Gail i
Sechrist at ti* ,1"...afversity's 1
Counselling Cenrar

About 40 childitn in the,
Baltimore-Washington area
have been reactiM by the pro-
gram so far.

The youngsters were of all
ages and displayed a wide
range of bizarre behavior such
as head-banging, tantrums,
rocking in a chair for hours a4
a time and failing to demon-
strate any awareness of the
world around them. Many had
been diagnosed in such classic
clinical terms as schizo-
phrenie, autistic ano mentally
defieient.

"We don't care much for
those labels," said Dr. Leopold
0. Walder, an associate profes-
sor of psychology who is the
project's principal investiga-
tor.

"They suggest that the kids
are unreachable or have poor
prognosis for improvement.
Well, many of the old tech.
niques have been tried with
them and have been mostlyj
unsuer..essful, but we have suc-
ceedel to a great extent. We i
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can almost guarantee some re-
sults with ourmethods."

The methods include group
counselling with parents, indi-
vidual consultation and occa-
sional home visits.

One youngster helped was
Ralph, 10, who seemed reason-
ably intelligent. Ralph had
not yet learned to speak at the
time work with him began last
December.

The project staff began by
tackling one of his lesser prob-

lemshis refusal to slt at the
table at meal time. Said one
'staff member, "He would just
cruise around the dining room,
pausing a moment now and
then to grab a bite."

The research team's strategy
--carried out by the parents
was to start by rewarding the
boy with a small piece of
candy if he would sit at the,
table for even two or three se-I
conds. Gradually, the time
span was increased so that he
would have to remain longer
and longer to get his reward.

The tactic was reinforced by
the practice of removing the
boy's plate and turning his
chair around the first time he

left the table, to let him know
that he could not return for
more food.

By the end of six weeks,
Ralph was able to sit at the
table for as long as 20 minutes
at a time.

Possibility of Talking

Meanwhile, the candy bits The learning approach prob-
ably would be to have thehad been replaced by tokens,

which he cduld redeem for
goodies later in the day. At
the same time, the parents re-
gularly spoke some words of
praise, such as "good boy,"
any time they presented a re-
wardthe hope being that he
would gradually come to as-
sociate parental approval with

the tangible reward and per-
haps learn eventually to settle
for the praise alone.

NoW that Ralph is familiar
with the system, efforts will
be made, using similar tech-
niques, to train him in making
the sounds of speech.

Two quite different
approaches are being evalu-
ated in the Parent Project.

One is the so-called learning
method, used with Ralph. The
Idea is that abnormal behavior
in a child results when he has
learned what society regards
as wrong ways of doing things.
Improvement, then, is brought
about by training him to make
more socially acceptable re-

mother start ignoring the
boy's code, so that he would
have to begin usinr standard
speech to obta41 satisfaction
of his needs.

The case actually was han-
dled by one of Daston's associ-
ates, who achieved a compara-
ble result by bringing the
mother to realize that she had
certain uncenscious motives
for wanting to keep the child
at an infantile level.

An assessMent of the two
'approaches probably will be
made when the project con-
cludes next year.

_

sponses. Dr. Walder supervises
this aspect of the project.

Analysis Also Used

The second approach empha-
sizes traditional therapy, such
as Freudian psychoanalysis
and depth psychology. Prof.
Paul G. Daston, a clinical psy-
ehologiet, Aireets this part of
the program.

Hoot the two methods differ
can be shown in ar. setual case
of a .4 %-year-old boy who had
not yet begun to learn.to talk.
He had no need to, having
learned to communicate with
his mother through an elabo-
rate system of grunts and ges-
tures.

41.1M ^
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To Give Nooza' a World
Mother Of Autistic Children Opens Center

By Meryle Secrest
Washir.ston I-ost Str.ff Writer

Mooza, 17, took the visitor's hand in
her strong fingers. Then she began to
look intently at the visitor's watch,
whictij was worn'with the dial on the in-
side of the wrist.

She frowned and turned the watch
around to the conventional siie, the out-
side of the wrist.

_

"Thank you, Mop."
A pleased look passed over Mooza's

face before she returned to her private
world of frowns, crooning, rocking move-
ments and the absorbed knotting of her
fingers.

Mooza's insistence on things remain-
ing the same in her world is one of the
characteristics of autism. This little-
known emotional disturbance, which is
apparently at birth, was classically de-
scribed by Dr. Leo Kanner ' some 25
years ago with the comment:

"We must assume that these children
have come into the world with an innate
disability to form the usual, binlogically
provided affective contact with people,
just as other children come into the
world with innate physical and intel-
lectual handicaps."

Or, ,as Mooza's mother put it, such
children don't seem to, develop an ego;
they don't know they are people.

,

Unlike many other autistic children,
however, whose disturbance is frequent-
ly confused with deainess, brain damage
or even mental retardation, Mooza is
being helped.

She is one of three children enrolled
in a program provided by the American
Foundation for Autistic Children. This
new group was founded and is . being
directed by Mooza's mother, Mrs. Leslie
A. Grant, who spent years lookinct for
help before she concluded thatb she
would have to organize her own.

Mrs. Grant has marshalled medical
support for her foundation and even a
new headquarteri, provided at a nominal

. rent by the town of Somerset, Md.,
where the Grants live.

The foundation is cond.,cting an
"operant conditioning" program de-
signed to modify the behavior of the
child. It hopes to enroll many more
children as soon as it gets the financial
help for which it is now campaigning.
And the foundation hopes to serve as a
training center, for parents and pro-
fessionals by demonstrating that autistic
children can be helped.

"A family is concerned," said Mrs.
Grant, "about what other people, think.
For years, before they divulge their
particular problem,,they have to suffer

See AUTISTIC, D2, Col. 1
t
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'AUTISTIC, From Dl

it alone. Yes, this is what happened to

us." .

The Grants' second daughter, Lynda,
14, is also autistic.

"When they discover they have a dis-
turbed child, parents can do one of two
things: resign the child to an institution
and sit around wondering how the child
is doing, or keep the child home and
try to do something to help the child."

Mrs. Grant chose the second solution
and the consequences. These included
a long and frustrating round of clinics
'and psychiatrists.

The Menninger Clinic told her to go
back to Washington and set up-i school.

"I thought he was joking."
"The problems," says Mrs. Grant, "can

be endle.ss. Imagine driving in a car
and the Child won't allow you to back
the car up, because in his mind it can

Grants was the behavior of Lynda, who
had the infant's habit of head banging
cai-ried to excess. She banged her head
repeatedly against walls; she fell every-
where; she even hit herself. In despera-
tion, they devised an elaborate foam-
padded uniform and bought her a crash
helmet. ,

"By this time we were desperate. I
was holding oae and watching the other
and I literally sat here and bawled. I
kept thinking how stupid it all was, try-
ing to hold on to these children and
wondering how I could use my energies
in a more fruitful way."

So Mrs. Grant approached Charles
Horsky, who was then White House
adviser on District affairs, with her idea
to start a fund drive for res.earcil on
autism.

He referred her tp Dr. Stafford War-
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only, go forward, and so you have 01
drive around the block to avoid a sccae.

"Or you are driving in the car and

the child doesn't respond to anything
you say and do, and you get where you
are going and say, 'Johnny, time to get
out, and he goes on sitting there. And
you have to take him by the hand and
walk him out; he doesn't respond; he's
just not with you.

"Or he finally says something. 'Johnny
wants a car ride,' and you are very
thrilled that he's finally talking. So you
take him for a ride in the car. But all
he does is to go on repeating, 'Johnny
wants a car ride,' until you think you'll
go mad. That's called echolalia, because
the autistic child goes on repeating the
same phrase meaninglessly.

"All these things are characteristic of
the autistic child." ,

Perhaps the biggest problem for the

ren, the Kennedy family adviser en
mental retardation.

Almost in passing, she mentioned her
youngcst child and Dr. Warren immedi-
ately made arrangements' to get Lynda
into a hospital for three months of drug
therapy. The therapy finally stopped
her self-destruttive beha,iior.

Then Mrs. Grant served a twoyear
term on the President's Committee on
Mental Retardation as TV and radio
chairman.

wilrough this program . . . I learned
a great deal about autism. I also learned
we did practically nothing for austic
children."

Dr. Robert E. Cooke, director (.c. pedi-
atrics at Johns Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore, offered to- help her establish
a privately funded center to train autistic
'children and to study their problems. ,


